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foreword 

The wish to see the many programmatic statements on architecture assembled 
in a form in which they could be easily studied was aroused by the most 
apparently eccentric architectural manifesto of recent years. Anyone who in 
!958 saw Hundertwasser's Mauld Manifesto against rationa/isminardrilecture 
may perhaps have reacted like the editor of this present work: he was less 
surprised by the protest as such - even at this time it was impossible to dose 
one's ears to the voices raised against functional architecture -than staggered 
by the crass subjectivity with which tile buildings of two generations were con
demned to wholesale destruction and dismissed as uninhabitable. There has 
really been no lack of critical and revolutionary actions and statements during 
this century. But never before had building been so recklessly handed over to 
the anarchical caprke of the individual; never before had the demand been so 
loudly voiced that buildings should be left to the mercy of the 'creative' forces 
of the natural processes of dilapidation. It is true that the utterances of the 
Lettrists and the later Situationists, which from 1954 on are to be found in the 
most varied chiefly literary - periodicals, also cast fundamental donbt on 
rational building and functional planning; but they are far from offering as a 
solution to urgent problems uncommitted action or uncommitted laisser· 
faire. On the contrary, they demand consistent regard for locality and specific 
situation. The 'new games' for which they call do not by any means imply that 
construciion and town planning should be carried out without referern:e to 
the surroundings, but would rather necessitate a renewl:'d use of the creative 
imagination based on precise observation of the complex interconnected 
structures of the city. And when- to take another example Marinetti, forty 
years before, in the appendices to the 'gospel' of SanfElia in 1914, attacked 
the 'whole of modem architecture' and declared that dynamic building could 
not exist without slanting or elliptical lines, be too was not aiming either at un
ronstraint or anarchy in building, but at exactly the opposite: at 'the archi
tecture of calculation'. The reader will have no difficulty in discovering other 
similarly provocative connexions or contradictions in the .manifestoes, pro
grammes, and programmatic essays gathered together in this vol\lme, any one 
of which might have provided the incentive for this collection. 

The choice- and selection has been at work here- is consciously limited to 
texts dating from this century. Two further determining factors governed the 
selection: only those texts were chosen which on the one hand represent the 
starting point, or a definite stage, of a particular developmentin architecture, 
and on the other exercised a determining influence on architecture within the 
area of Central Europe. All the texts are arranged according to the year of 
their first publication. Within each year, however, this chronological order 
has been abandoned in favour of certain comparative confrontations. In the 
case of essays it was not always possible to avoid abbreviation; in each case 
there is a note to this effect. For permission to reprint the editor owes his 
explicit thanks to the authors and the publishers listed in the index of sources. 
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1903 Henry van de Velde: 
Programme 

The 'new· dcpart1.,.1re of i9C-O' had in Henry vt'ln-rle Ve!de (b. !86J !n Antwerp-, 
C.19$7 in Zi.lrkh) a programme drafter and spokesman already e~:perienel!<l in 
argument and counter·argument. His fi:rst publiatlons pointing the \vay f-or 
the future appe2red in the rriid-nineties In Bresse!s: from 1896 on his name '.Vas 
ln<lissolubty Hriked with the concept 'fArt Nouveau' (from an exhibition '-Vi th 
this tftle at the gallery ofS, Bing in Paris). On a trip to Germany in the v1inter of 
1900/J he prodai:rned in Kunstgewerblk:.'~en f..oicnpred.'gren (lay Sermons on 
Applied Art) his functional aes.thet~c. the aesthetic of'pC1re fo-rfl)', The 
publicat~ori of these lectures (leip.ilg !902) preceded the ·prcgramrne'. 

To recognize the meaning, the form, the purpose of all the things of the 
material modern world with the same truth as the Greeks, among many 
others, recogni '"d the meaning, form, and purpose of the column. It is not 
easy nowadays to find the exact meaning and the exact form for the simplest 
things. 

It will take us a long time to recognize the exact form of a table, a chair, 
a house. 

Religious, arbitrary, sentimental Oights of fancy are parasitic plants. 
As soon as the work of cleansing and sweeping out has been finished, as 

soon as the trne form of things comes to light again, then strive with all the 
patience, all the spirit and the logic of the Greeks for the perfection of this 
form. 

It seems to me that artistic sensibility is just as highly developed among 
ourselves as among the Greeks; what is less highly developed and weaker 
among ourselves, ho\vevcr. is the sense of perfection~ 

Under what social regime shall we enjoy the serenely transfigured calm that 
we need for work and for serious endeavour? 
Answer: 
Are we to expect from a sQdal programme what ean only spdng/rom our QW11 
rnost inlvard se/'res '! 

Think rationally, cultivate artistic sensibility l Eaclt one of us today can do 
this for himself; if on!y a large number of people do this a new social atmo· 
sphere will be brought about. 

IJ 



1906 Hans Poeb:ig: 
Fermentation in architecture 

D(Jring tile period ofh-!s a<:.Hvity. Hans Poeli-ig (b.1869- in Berlin, d. T-936 in 
B-editi) was !ink·man between the (Omantic-idealistk:and radkal-objecHve 
tetidendes ln the new architecture. \l\/e know his reflective, but at the sarne 
time incorruptible and exa<:tfng, judgment from hfs farnous speech to the 
Sun-0 Deutscher ArchHekten (Assodati.on of German Archite<:ts) 01i 4 June 
t 93 J, We also fk1d it t'.Venty~fh•e years .eadfe r ifl an essay un Die Dritre rkut.sc/1e 
Kufistge•,'ferbeMAITTst~llung (The Third German fx h ibi tio n of Appt1e-O' Art 
Dresden 1906). Poe!zig, then head of the-Academy of Arts ir.i Bres.lau, makes it 
plain that the re ls mo-re thari just one step froni applied art to architecture, 

Essentially, the buildings at the Dresden Exhibition of Applied Art of 1906 
mirror the process of fem1entation which our architedure is today passing 
through, whose end cannot yet be foreseen and whose products are as yet 
scarcely to be recognized. 

The main tasks of modem architecture do not lie in the ecclesiastical sphere, 
nor do monumental constructions of a secular character exer<:ise a decisive 
influence. Life i11 the modern era is dominated by economic questions; thus the 
participation of the people and of artists in architectural problems of this 
kind - from the private dwelling to town planning - is constantly growing. 

This is the starting point for most of the movements towards formalistic 
constructions, in so far as we can speak of a movement at a time marked by 
the multiplicity of vacillating trends -trends which for nearly a hundred years 
have been changing in quick succession the fundamental principles upon 
which they were based. 

Attempts, mostly based on the art of Schinkel, lo transpose elements of the 
Greek language of forms onto our buildings, were followed by an unsdective 
use of forms taken from the most varied styles of the past - from Gothic via 
the Renaissance in both its Italian and its German manifestation to Baroque 
and Empire generally with no regard for the inner spirit of the forms, with 
no regard for the material from which these forms originally sprang. 

And isolated attempts by outstanding teachers ofarcbi!ecture in South and 
North Germany to a!lain by detailed study a knowledge of the artistic Jan. 
guage of the ancients and its true meaning were soon crossed with energetic 
attempts to invent a new world language of architecture, whose rules and 
roots would not parallel or resemble any of the styles of the past. 

And once again there is beginning a shamefaced revival of foreign words 
from architectural idioms belonging to many stylistic epochs, even primitive 
ones, and these foreign words are frequently grafted onto stems of funda
mentally different character. 

In almost all the subdivisions of art that serve decoration, with its simpler 
basic requirements, the modern age fras attained a genuine style of its own and 
bas splendid achievements to show. After initial vaeiUation there was a 
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. , d of the art of early timesand especially 
wholesome return- influenced b; a~tu y dapted to the material in question 
of that of an Asian peo_ple-:o ~ec n;'}'~s :don a detailed study of nature. 
and an artistic elaboration o t. e mo ' as indows surface decoration, and 

Above all, walli:apers, textiles, glas~~ibition' of Applied Art show this 
minor arts of all kmds a: the German e;,onstrates the decorative skill of its 
clearly enough, and arch1tect~rf toJ ~e unsuccessful solutions clearly reveal 
creators. But b~th the s?ccess u an . ved with the armoury of decoration, 
that a troe architecture is not to/ be ach1e mot be mastered by purely external 
thal the problems of modem arc utecture cm 

means. , . 1 more bring salvation than a purely 
FligM from everytl!ing h1storica can no 

decorative relum lo {arms fr~m ti~. past: urely surface terms has for several 
The principle of mterpre!!~g t m!lJI 1~Js being reproduced aecordiog to a 

decades led to shap~s m vano~s ma ten m - with no regard for scale. Apart 
play oflines forced mto a parllc~lar. s~ste s this schematism may be harmless 
from the great curtailment of iment1ve~eS> to lac e-scale, tectonic projects it 
for small·scale "";r.ks, bu_t when applted ult of ;e<:ognizing this fact that we 
leads to monstrosities. It is partly _as a ~esny il!etonic solution at all: supports 
see so many instances of renunciau,on o r"ce deooration, dividing cornices are 
remain shapeless and receive mere y sur a 

omitted altogether. , . . earance of buildings that was often 
This produces a tranqmlh!y m the_ al.PP 1· d by !'orce not the outcome of 
. . · h t b t 'tis a tranquil ity app "' ' . · missing int e pas' u .1 

' , full emphasis of the tectonic trans•-
a real ba_lance of energies accompag;:r~ermentation to impose suddenly and 
tions. It ts a frequent error of peno \l t Ice several epochs to evolve, and to 
forcibly developments that norn:a Y 1 a a\ity by applving external peculiari
attempt to give a work ~n exceptiona q;i all ands o~taneously. The artist's 
lies that have not come nito b~tug org:~tc hi; main fusk: an unfailing mastery 
attention i~ distracted from w a_t i;us . e tem erament and ability. 
of his motif directly correspor:~in~. to h1} stn!tures from earlier times for a 

We also f?rget that t~c ut1 izatwn o of modern life must ,be accompanied 
building designed to meet the demar;d• of these structures and that the cor· 
by an unmistakably modern adap:auon sciously adapted t~ purpose produce 
reel use of matenals and constbruc110:1 co~ by decorative embemshments, how
inner advantages that cannot e rep ace 

ever skilfully applied. h . lving the archilecwral pro/Jlems of our 
We cannot do without I e I!ahsr hm sot mals but not with the work done in 

O"'" day We mav dispense wit t e ex e ' 
"" · ' · blems 

the past on the mastery of tect~mc pro n·eve:nents and changes, most of the 
In spite of all th~ constru~tlonal ac ' d man of the constructions of the 

best building materials are still the ~mf ~:iy com~elled to stay firmly planted 
past remain unsurpassed. We a~e a ;<>:we deprive ourselves of a solid foot
on the shoulders of our forefat ers. an afresh on our own account. 
hold if we begin need/es.>/y to experi".'enterforming the tasks pre$ented by the 

A sure eye and the right freedom;:', P uired from a close study of what fa 
use of new building materials are to ""acq 

IS 
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possible and good for other materials and motifs. This freedom has to be jj 
gained by an intellectual analysis and mastery a/tradition and has nothing ta do 
with that lack of restraint which inevitably leads to /1e/pless confusion, ·~ 

The sad role frequently given to iron - that mighty aid to light s!ructures " 
and great spans - is that of a coupling which, because of its malleability and 
its ability to operate in oonoealment, is compelled to link together two cle-
ments in a building that are inorganically juxtaposed. 

0 

Every architectural work first has to tally with the work done by the ] 
engineer - and the modern architect more than any has no right to think 
illogically. But most of us are and remain sentimentalists and befiave just as 
romantically as those who revived the formal elemenl1 of Gothk - not its 
tectonic core - around the middle of the nineteenth century, We all too fre
quently seek to save the emotional content of past epochs, without first 
thinking what use it ls to us. 

The past has bequeatlted to us a deep understanding of materials and their 
characteristics, the evolution of science has afforded us a much more precfse 
knowledge of the laws of statics, and yet for the most part we are more 
restricted and illogical in our thinking than was ever the case in an age that 
confronted architectonic problems anned only with sound common sense. 

It is left to the engineer to calculate and design a unity between load and 
support, the right measurements for the parts of the structure consisting of 
various materials. The architect nil too often seeks his salvation in purely 
decorative constructions !hat have to be imposed on the fabric of the building 
and spoil its organic clarity. 

E><ery real tectonic constructional form has 011 absolute nude us, to which the 
decorative embellishmenl, which within certain limits is changeable, lends 
a varying charm. First, however, the absolute element has to be found, even 
if as yet in an imperfect, rough form. 

And the artisl who approaches t!Je design of structural eleme11ls solely from 
the viewpaint of external, decorative considerations distracts attention from the 
discovery of the pure nuclear form. 

Domestic architecture is the first la begin freeing itself from an exterior co11-
ception, to make demands that operate from the inside ou/ward, that help this 
archilecture 10 achieve autl1enlicity a11d have to be taken into accowit. 

And yet here too the striving to say more than necessary often robs the 
building of that calm and naturalness which can be achieved by simplifying 
the overall design. Even here we are too much bogged down in an exterior, 
painterly conception and pay too little attention to the reconciliation between 
initially contradictory architectural demands (unity of material and form, 
limitation in the choice of materials) which creates tranquillity. Only when 
this overall tranquillity has been achieved does it become possible to apply 
decorative richness without overburdening the structure. 

Instead, we often damage buildings of smal!er dimension by atlempti11g to 
increase their importance by stressing individual elements in a manner con
trary to the organic harmony of the whole; we cannot go far enough in 
utilizing the most varied building materials in a single structure. And painterly 
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d r cd decoration of all kinds, in so far as tlley serve 
play with emblems an ~PP ~rel confusing and easily leads to a mantle of 
no ~tructur~I P~'.~o~~r~w': rou~d a perfectly good basic structure, charming 
sentnnentab!y b 1_ g_t t. r and distracting his attentim1 from the true core of 
the undrscer~mg im1 a o 
the whole bmldmg. . tie ban11er of objectivity against traditional stmc-

The new movement carries ' d trijied into a scheme. Objectivity 
iures that h:'''e beh~omet emptylafocnothnl:~a~: Ir~ound construction and a formal 
. possible m arc itec ure on Y 
JS f' 'd. rn evolved out o it. . . ! · th' y 
' '~reative buildings of a new kiud can ~om~ mto bemg ou y Ill la~k'~a k~ow-

Tbe fabrhic o_f our a~~l11it~~:~~ ~~fi~~!s~~~ ~~~~"!:s~i~:!:i: manners that 
ledge of w at.'' essen ;a. . ed b a serie' of imitators, become the 
after a short ume, bavmg be:~ :~;y"~~zchite~ture as the product of intense 
objecthof contemdpbty, "'arth~s'~c oonsiderations offers little opportunity for un· 
thong t goveme . . 

ju~~=~igh~o~~~Zi b:r 
1~~~i::~re is already begin~ing to appeahr, e~P1~cia}lyu: . . f few comphcat1ons; here t e pa o 

the case of b_m!dmgs ?resen mg bein trod. It is time to stop trying to 
affected artlStlC e~preS>1on is alr:,:~J the !rtist with the demand to evolve an 
make a style of this, to sto:. ~u~d· es ~im to superficialities. For the time being 
intruStve personadl nolle, w lC/ tr1·n1vg oblectivity and a solution, i11 keepillg with 
we must deman on y unreien :J 

good taste, of a clearly thought out problem. 
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1907 Henry van de Ve/de: 
Credo 

Thou shalt comprehend the form and construction of all objects only 

In the sense of their strlc:test, elementary logic and justillcatlon for 

their existence. 

Thou shalt adapt and subordinate these forms and constructions to 

the essential use ofthe material which th I ou emp oyest. 

And if thou art animated by the wish to beautify these forms and 

constructions, give thyself to the longing for refinement to which thy 

aesthetic sensibility or taste for ornament - of whatever kind it is

shall inspire thee, only so far as thou canst respect and retain the 

rights and the essential appearance of these form d . 
• an constructions J 
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1908 Adolf Loos: 
Ornament and crime 

Adolf Loos {b.1370 in Brno, d.1'93:3 to Vienna) brought lxi<-k ,.vi th him to Vienna 
from hi~ thre~y-eac s,1:ay in the United State:> (t89J-6) a remark of Lou~s 
Sullfvan's: 'It could only beoefit us if for a time '.V-e v»ere to abandon or-narnent 
arid-conr.entrate entirety on the erectiol) afbu~~dings that..,viere finely shaped 
and charming io their sobriety'. 
from 1h!s toes developed his radical aesthetk puris.m. whlch ma.<l-e him a 
z-ea§o;.i<.> foe of Art N-OU\"eao ancl the Gerrl'}il.fl Werkbund: 'Th-e German 
Werkbund has set out to dis<:over the style of our .age. Thfs is unnecessary 
tabour. We already have the style of 01Jr a,g;e.' 

The human embryo in the womb passes through all the evolutionary stages 
of the animal kingdom. When man is born, his sensory impressions are 
like those of a newborn puppy. His childhood takes him through al! the 
metamorphoses oflrnman history. At 2 he sees with the eyes of a Papuan, at 4 
with those of an ancient Teuton, at 6 with those of Socrates, at S with those 
of Voltaire. When he is 8 he becomes aware of violet, the colour discovered 
by the eighteenth century, because before that the violet was blue and the 
purple-snail red. The physicist points today to colours in the solar spectrum 
which already have a name but the knowledge of which is reserved for the 
men of tbe future. 

The child is amoral. To our eyes, the Papuan is too. The Papuan kills his 
enemies and eats them. He is not a criminal. But when modern man kills 
someone and eats him he is either a criminal or a degenerate. The Papuan 
tattoos his skin, his boat, his paddles, in short everything be can lay hands on. 
He is not a criminal. The modern man who tattoos himself is either a criminal 
or a degenerate. There are prisons in which eighty per cent of the inmates 
show tattoos. The tattooed who are not in prison are latent criminals or 
degenerate aristocrats. lf someone who is tattooed dies at liberty, it means he 
has died a few years before conunitting a murder. 

The urge to ornament one's face and everything within reach is the start of 
plastic art. It is the baby talk of painting. All art is erotic. 

The first ornament that was born, the cross, was erotic in origin. The first 
work of art, the first artistic act which the first artist, in order to rid himself of 
his surplus energy, smeared on the wa!I. A horizontal dash: the prone woman. 
A vertical dash: the man penetrating her. The man who created it folt the 
same urge as Beethoven, he was in the same heaven in which Beethoven 
created the Ninth Symphany. 

But the man of our day who, in response to an inner urge, smears the walls 
with erotic symbols is a criminal or a degenerate. It goes without saying that 
this impulse most frequently a,,sails people with such symptoms of degeneracy 
in the lavatory. A country's culture can be assessed by the extent to which its 
lavatory walls are smeared. In the child this is a natural phenomenon: his 
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first artistic expression is to scribble erotic symbols on the walls. But what is 
natural to the Papuan and the child is a symptom of degeneracy in the modern 
adu It. I ba ve made the fol!owi ng discovery and I pass it on to the world : The 
evolution of culture is synonynious lvith the ren1oi,,·al of ornanientfroni utilitarian 
objects. I believed that with th is discovery I was bringing joy to the world ; it 
has not !hanked me. People were sad and hung their heads. What depressed 
them was the realization that they cou Id produce no new oma ments. Are 
we alone, the people of the nineteenth century, supposed to be unable to 
do what any Negro, all the races and periods before us have been able to do? 
What mankind created without ornament in earlier millenia was thrown away 
without a thought and aba_ndoned to destruction. We possess no joiner's 
benches from the Carolmgian era, but every trifle that displays the least 
ornament has been collected and cleaned and palatial buildings have been 
erected to house it. Then people walked sadly about between the glass cases 
and felt ash a med of their impotence. Every age had its style, is our age alone 
to be refused a style ? By style, people meant ornament. Then I said : Weep 
not! See, therein lies the greatness of our age, that it is incapable of producing 
a new ornament. We have outgrown ornament; \Ve have fought our ,vay 
through to freedom from ornament. See, the time is nigh, fulfilment awaits us. 
S.°on the str.eets of the city will glisten Ii ke white walls. Like Zion, the holy 
city, the ca pita! of heaven. Then fulfilment will be co me. 

The_re were black albs, clerical gentlemen, who wouldn't put up with that. 
Mank md was to go on panting in slavery to ornament. Men had gone far 
enough ~or ornament no longer to arouse feelings of pleasure in them, far 
enough tor a tattooed face not to heighten the aesthetic effect, as among the 
Papuans, but to reduce it. Far enough to take pleasure in a plain cigarette 
c-.ase~ \Vhereas an _ornai:iented one, even at the same price, was not bought. 
They were happy m the1r clothes and glad they didn't have to go around in red 
velvet hose with gold braid like fairground monkeys. And I said: See, Goethe's 
death-chamber is finer Iha n all Renaissance splendour and a plain piece of 
furniture more beautiful than any inlaid and carved museum pieces. Goethe's 
language 1S finer than all the ornaments of Pegnitz's shepherds. 

The black albs heard this with displeasure, and the state, whose task it is to 
halt the cultural development of the peoples, made the question of the de
velopment and re vi val of ornament its own. Woe to the state whose revolutions 
are in the care of the H ofrats ! Very soon we saw in the Wiener K unstgewerbe
museu in [Vienna Museum of Applied Art] a sideboard known as 'the rich ha u] 
of fish', so?n th_e~ \YCre cup_boards bearing the name 1the enchanted princess' 
or somethmg similar refernng to the ornament with which this unfortunate 
piece. of furniture was covered, The Austrian state took its task so seriously 
that it JS makmg sure the foot-rags used on the frontiers of the Austro
Hungarian monarchy do not disappear. It is forcing every cultivated man of 
20 for three years to wear foot-rags instead of manufactured footwear. Afier 
all, every state starts from the premise that a people on a lower foo tin a is 
easier to rule. .t::> 

Very well, the ornament disease is recognized by the state and subsidized 
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with state funds. But I see in this _a retrograde s!e~. I d_on '~ accept ~e objection 
that ornament heightens a cultivated P'.'rson s JOY m hfe, don t. acc;pt the 

b · ection contained in the words: 'But if the ornament 1S beautiful\ 0 rna
o 1 tdoes not heighten myj·oy in life or the joy in life of any cultivated person. 
rnen h" · thd If I want to eat a piece of gingerbread I choos~ one t at is .qmte smoo an 

ta piece representing a heart or a baby or a nder, which is covered all over 
:~th ornaments. The man of the fifteenth century won'.t understand me. But 
all modern people will. The advocat~ of ornament believes that my urge for 
·mplicity is in the nature of a mort1ficatwn. No, respected professor at the 
:~hool of applied art, I am not mortifying myself! The show d!Shes of past 

nturies which display all kinds of ornaments to make tbe peacocks, pheas-
ce' .,,. I 

nts and lobsters look more tasty, have exactly the oppoS!te euect on me. am 
~orrified when I go through a cookery exhibition and think that I am meant 
to eat these stuffed careasses. I eat roast beef. 

The enormous damage and devastation caused in aesthetic development by 
the revival of ornament would be easily made light of, for no one, not even the 
power of the state, can halt mankind's evolution. !tea~ only be delayed. We can 
wait.But it is a crime againstthe national economy thatJt should res':'!t maw aste 
ofhuman labour, money, and material. Time cannot make good th!S damage. 

The speed of cultural evolution is reduced by the stragglers. I perhaps am 
living in 1908, but my neighbour is living in !'IOO and the m~n a_cross _the wa.y 
in 1880. It is unfortunate for a state when the cu!tu re of its mha.bi ta.nts is 

spread over such a great period of time. The peasa':'ts of Kais are hvmg m, the 
twelfth century. And there were peoples taking part m the Ju b1 lee parade [ ot tbe 
Emperor Franz Joseph] who would have been considered backward even 
during the migration of the nations. Happy the land that has no such 
stragglers and marauders. Happy America l . . . 

Among ourselves there are unmodern people even m the cities,, stragglers 
from the eighteenth century, who are homfied by a picture with purple 
shadows because they cannot yet see purple. The pheasant on which the chef 
has been working all day long tastes better to them and they prefer .th.e 
cigarette case with Renaissance ornaments to the smooth one. And what is it 
like in the country? Clothes and household furniture all belong to past 
centuries. The peasant isn't a Christian, he is stm a pagan. 

The stragglers slow down the cultural evolution of the nations a.nd ".f 
mankind· not only is ornament produced by criminals but also a cnme IS 

committe'd through the fact that ornament inflicts serious i_njury on people's 
health, on the national budget and hence on cultural evolutwn. If two people 
live side by side with the same needs, the same de~ands on hfo and the same 
income but belonging to different cultures, economically spe~kmg the follow
ing process can be observed: the twentieth-century man will get ncher and 
richer, the eighteenth-century man poorer and poore~. I am assummg that 
both Ii ve according to their inclinations. The twentieth-century man can 
satisfy his needs with a far lower capital outlay and hence. can save money. 
The vegetable he enjoys is simply boiled in water and has a httle butter put on 
it. The other man likes it equally well only when honey and nuts have been 
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added to it _and someone has spent hours cooking i L Ornamented plates are 
very e~penSJve, whereas the white crockery from which the modern man likes 
to_ eat is cheap: The one accumulates savings, the other debts. It is the same 
with whole na t1ons. Woe when a people remains behind io cultural evolution t 
The British are growing wealthier and we poorer . . . · 

Even greater is the damage done by ornament to the oa ti on that produces 
it. Since ornament is no longer a natural product of our culture so that it is a 
phenomenon either of backwardness or degeneration, the work of the orna
men tor is no longer adequately remunera led. 

_T~e relationship between the earnings of a woodcarver and a·turner, the 
cnmmally low wages paid to the embroideress and the lacemaker are well 
known. The omamentor has to work twenty hours to achieve the income 
earned by a modern worker in eight. Ornament generally increases the cost of 
an ar'.icle; nevertheless it happens that an ornamented object whose raw 
maten_al cost the same and w~ich demonstrably took three times as long to 
make 1s offered at half the pnce of a smooth object. Omission of ornament 
res~lts in a reduction ln the :'11anufacturing time and an increase in wages. The 
Chmese carver works for sixteen hours, the American worker for eight. If I 
pay as much for a smooth cigarette case as for an ornamented one the differ
ence in the working time belongs to the worker. And if there we:e no orna
ment at all - a situation that may perhaps come about in some thousands of 
years - man would only have _to work four hours instead of eight, because 
half of the work done today JS devoted to ornament. Ornament is wasted 
labour power and hence wasted health. It has always been so. 

Since ornament is no longer organically Jinked with our culture it is also 
no longer the expression of our culture. The ornament that is madufactured 
toda Y has no connexion with us, has absolutely no hum an connexions no 
connexion with the world order. It is not capable of developing. 'Vhat 
happened to Otto Eckmann's ornament, or van de Velde's 1 The artist has 
always stood at the forefront of mankind full of vigour and health. But the 
modern ornamentalist is a straggler or a pathological phenomenon. He him
self wi II repudfote his _own products three years la !er. To cu!ti vated people 
they are 1mmedmtely mto!erable; others become aware of their intolerable 
character only years later. Where are Otto Eckmann's works today? Modern 
ornament has no parents and no progeny, no past and no future. By unculti
vated pe_ople, to whom the grandeur of our age is a book with seven seals, it is 
greeted Joyfully and shortly afterwards repudiated. 

Mankind is healthier than ever; only a few people are sick. But these few 
tyranmze over the worker who is so healthy that he cannot invent ornament. 
They force him to execute in the most varied materials the ornaments which 
they have invented. 

Changes of ornament lead to a pre ma tu re deval ua ti on of the ]a bour 
product The worker's time and the material employed are capital goods that 
are waskd. I have stated the proposition: the form of an object lasts, that is to 
say rema1~s tolerable, as long as the object lasts physically. I will try to explain 
this. A smt will change its form more often than a valuable fur. A lady's ball 
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·ntended for only one night, will change its form more quickly than a 
gow;·~ut woe if a desk has to be changed as quickly as a ball gown because the 
~fJ form has become intolerable; in that case the money spent on the desk 
wm have been lost. . . 

This is well known to the oma mentalist, and A ustnan o rnamentahsts are 
· to make the best of this shortcoming. They say: 'We prefer a consumer 

trying . . ! h" ft ' d h has a set of furmtu re that be co mes mto!e rah e to 1 m a er ten ) ears, an 
who ·s consequently forced to refurnish e\·ery ten years, to one who only buys 
w 0 1 d h" ··1·11· b;ect when the old one is worn out. Industry deman s t IS. " 1 mns are po, , 
mployed as a result of the quick change. 

e This seems to be the secret of the Austrian national economy. How often do 
we hear someone say when there is a fire: 'Thank God: now there will be work 

f eople to do again.' In that case I know a splendid solut10n. Set fire to a 
MP "llb . . . d 

n Set fire to the empire and everyone w1 e sw1n1m1ng 1n money an 
tow, '. . df fi prosperity. Manufacture furrnture which after three years can be use or re-

d metal fittings that have to be melted down after four years because even 
:i°~n 'auction sale it is impossible to get a ten.th of the original value of the 
roa terial and labour, and we shall grow wealthier and we_a lth_1er. 

The loss does not hit only the consumer; above all 11 hits the producer. 
Today ornament on things that have evolved away from the need to be 
ornamented represents wasted labour and ruined material. If all objects wo~ld 
last aesthetically as long as they do physically, the consumer could pay a pnce 
for them that would enable the worker to earn more money a~d work shorter 
hours. For an object I am sure I can use to its full extent I ~ 111 mgly P~ Y four 
times as much as for one that is inferior in form or matenal. I happily pay 
forty kronen for m1· hoots, although in a different shop I could get boots for 
ten kronen. But in those trades that groan under the tyranny of the ornament
alist no distinction is made between good and bad workmanship. The work 
suffers because no one is wil!i ng to pay its true value. . 

And this is a good thing, because these ornamented objects are tolerable 
only when they are of the most miserable quality. I get over a fire much more 
easil v when I hear that only worth less trash has been burned. I can be pleased 
abo~t the trash in the KUnstlerhaus because I know that it will h~ m~nufac
tured in a few days and taken to pieces in one. But throwm.ggoldcomsmstead 
of stones, lighting a cigarette with a banknote, pulvenzmg and drmkmg a 
pearl create an unaesthetic effect. . 

Ornamented things first create a truly unaesthetic effect when they have 
been executed in the best material and with the greatest care _and_ hve taken 
long hours of labour. I cannot exonerate myself from h.avmg m1trnlly de-
manded quality work, but naturally not for that kmd .of thmg. . . 

The modem man who holds ornament sacred as a sign of the artistic super
abundance of past ages will immediately recognize the tortured, strained, and 
morbid quality of modern ornaments. No ornament can any longer be made 
today by anyone who Jives on our cultural level. 

It is different with the individuals and peoples who have not yet reached 
this level. 
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I am preaching to the arfatocrat, I mean the person who stands at the 
pinnacle of mankind and yet has the deepest understanding for the distress 
and want of those below. He well understands the Kaffir who weaves orna· 
ments into his fabric according to a particular rhythm that only comes into 
view when it is unravelled, the Persian who weaves his carpei, the Slovak 
peasant woman who embroiders her lace, the old lady who crochets wonderful 
things with glass beads and silk. The aristocrat lets them be; he knows that 
the hours in which they work are their holy hours. The revolutionary would 
go to them and say: 'It's all nonsense.' Just as he would pull down the little 
old woman from the wayside crucifix and tell her: 'There is no'God.' The 
atheist among the aristocrats, on the other hand, raises his hat when he passes 
a church, 

My shoes are covered all over with ornaments consisting of scallops and 
holes. Work done by the shoemaker for which he was ne,•er paid. I go to the 
shoemaker and say: 'You ask thirty kronen for a pair of shoes. I will pay you 
forty kronen.' I have thereby raised this man to heights of bliss for which he 
will !hank me by work and material infinitely better than would be called for 
by the additional price. He is happy. Happiness rarely enters bis house. Here 
is a man who understands him, who values bis work and does not doubt bis 
honesty. He already sees the finished shoes in bis mind's eye. He knows where 
the best lea!l1er is to be found at the present time; he knows which craftsman 
l1e will entrust the shoes to; and the shoes will be so covered in scallops and 
holes as only an elegant shoe can be. And then I say lo him: 'But there's one 
condition. The shoes must be completely smooth.' With this I have east him 
down from the heights of bliss to the pit of despondency. He has less work, 
hut l have taken away all his joy. 

I am preaching to the aristocrat. I tolerate ornaments on my own body, 
when they constitute the joy of my fellow men. Then they are my joy too. I 
can tolerate the ornaments of the Kaffir, the Persian, the Slovak peasant 
woman, my shoemaker's ornaments, for they all have no other way of attain· 
ing the high points of their existence. We have art, which has taken the place 
of ornament. Aller the toils and troubles of the day we go to Beethoven or to 
Tristan. This my shoemaker cannot do. l mustn't deprive him of his joy, since 
I have nothing else to put in its place. But anyone who goes to the Nilllh 
Symphony and then sits down and designs a wallpaper pattern is either a con
fidence trickster or a degenerate. Absence of ornament has brought the other 
arts to unsuspected heights. Beethoven's symphonies would never have been 
written by a man who had to walk about in silk, satin, and lace. Anyone who 
goes around i11 a velvet coat today is not an artist but a buffoon or a house 
painter. We have grown finer, more subtle. The nomadic herdsmen had to 
distinguish themselves by various colours; modern man uses his clothes as a 
mask. So immensely strong is his individuality that it can no longer be ex· 
pressed in articles of clothing. Freedom from ornament is a sign of spiritual 
streng!h. Modern man uses the ornaments of earlier or alien cultures as he 
sees fit. He concentrates his own inventiveness on other things, 
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1910 Frank Lloyd Wright: 
Organic architecture (excerpt) 

In 1910 Frank Lloyd Wright (b. ! 867 or !869' io Rich!arid Center, Wisconsin. 
tl. t5'59 in Taliesin West, Arizona} came to Gerrnant at the invitation of the 
pubHshel" Ernst Wasmuth in order to superJlse the Erst p11bfo:ation of his 
C-0Uected 1.Vorks ( 1893-1910}. Kuno fran.::k, for some time an ~xchange 
profes.sor at Harvard, had <l-ra1,vn- attention t-o Wright in Berlin. WitCi thh 
p~Jb I icat ion, for 'Nhkh Wright himself wrote an introduction, the arch i tc<:turai 
$dea of a free sp~t!a~ flow betv.·e-en the various dv1el!ing¥a~eas, and the organic 
development of a bv'ilding or,, an L~, X-, or T»shapetl ground plan gair.cd a firm 
fcothofd Jn Europe. 

rn Organic Architecture !hen, it is quite impossible to consider Ille buildiog as 
one thing, its furnishings another and its setting and environment still another. 
The Spirit in which these buildings are conceived sees all these together at 
work as one thing. Ali are to be studiously foreseen and provided for in the 
nature of the structure. All these should become mere details of the character 
and completeness of the structure. Incorporated (or ~xcluded) are lighti_ng, 
heating and ventilation. The very chairs and tables, cabrnets and even musical 
instruments, where practicable, are of the building itself, never fixtures upon 

it. .. 
To thus make of a human dwelling-place a complete work of art, in itself 

expressive and beautiful, intimately related to modem life and fit to live in, 
lending itself more freely and suitably to the individual needs of the dw?lfors 
as itself an harmonious entity, fitting in colour, pattern and nature the ul!ht1es 
and be really an expression of them in character, - this is the tall modern 
American opportnnity in Architecture. True basis of a true Culture. An e"alted 
view to take of the 'property instinct' of our times? But onre founded and on 
view I believe this Ideal will become a new Tradition: a vast step in advance of 
the prescribed fashion in a day when a dwelling was a composite of cells 
arranged as separate rooms: chambers to contain however good aggregations 
of furniture, utility comforts not present: a property interest cbic!Jy. An 
organic-entity, this modern building as contrasted with that former insensate 
aggregation of parts. Surely we have here the higher ideal of unity as a more 
intimate working out of the expression of one's life in one's environment. One 
great thing instead of a quarrelling collection of so many !ilt!e things. 



1911 Hermann Muthesius: 
Aims of the Werkbund (excerpt) 

The trve occasion of the birth-of the Deutscher Werkbun<l (German Arts and 
Crafts Sodely) v1as the Third German Exhibition of Applied Art in Dresden io 
E906, The proposal of i:ertai.n friends who- shared the s.ame outlook that 'the 
exhibition s.tlou1d end tn the foiunding of a sodetyof a•tists and hi_ghfy qu.a!ified 
representatives of trade and industry' 1..vas put into practice on 6 Oc~ober 1907, 
AH hough one of the movers. ofth~s proposal, Hermann t-1\lthes.ius {b. !86J in 
Gross-f'feuhausen, d. ! 927 in Berlil"l} \"!as 110t among the founder members. 
Ne·;erthe less Muthesius was :the first to fonn"J late the society's p rogramrne, 
As a result cf hts reports on British domestk ar<hitrx:ture (f904-7), ho~\riever. 
he ·was already kriov,1n to the German arts an<l <.rafts movement an<l buHding 
indu~try as 'The Muthesios. Case', 

To help form to recover its rights must be the fundamental task of our era; in " 
particular it must be the content of any work of artistic reform embarked 1 
upon today. The fortunate progress of the arts and crafts movement, which 
bas given new shape to the interior decoration of our rooms, breathed fresh 
life into handicrafts and imparted fruitful inspiration to architecture, may be 
regarded as only a minor prelude to what must come. For in spite of all we 
have achieved we are still wading up to our knees in the brutalization of forms. 
If proof is needed, we have only lo observe the fact that our country is being 
covered daily and hourly with buildings of the most inferior character, un
worthy of our age and Clllculated to speak to posterity all too eloquently of our 
epoch's lack of culture. What sense is there in speaking of success so long as 
this is still the case ?Is there a more accurate testimony to a nation's taste than 
the buildings with which it fills its streets and populated areas? What would it 
mean, compared with this, if we could prove that today the energies required 
for decent architectural constructions are available and that these energies 
have simply not been able to get to grips with the tasks? Preeisely the fact that 
they have not got to grips with the tasks characterizes the cultural situation of 
our day. The very fact that thousands and thousands of our people not merely 
pass by this crime against form unperturbed, but as the employers of archi
tects contribute to its mulliplication by choosing unsuitable advisers, is un
mistakable proof of the abysmal condition of our sense of form and hence of 
our artistic culture ln generat 

The Deutscher Werkbund was founded in years when a dosing of the ranks 
of all those struggling for better things was made necessary by the violent 
assaults of their opponents. Its years of struggle for its principles are now over. 
The ideas it existed to propagate are no longer contradicted by anyone; they 
enjoy universal acceptance. Does this mean that its existence is now super
fluous? Oue might think so if one were to consider only the narrower fidd of 
applied art. But we cannot rest content with having put cushions and chairs in 
order; we must think further. In truth the Deutscher Werkbund's real work is 
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1 now beginning, with the dawning of the era of peace. And if up to now 
": {dea of quality has held fust place in the Werkbund's work we can already 
~:Serve today that, as f~r .as technique and ma:erial are co~ceme<l, the sens.e 
f quality in Germany IS Ill the process of rapidly 1mprovmg. Yet even th ES 

" ccess is far from completing the Werkbund's task. Far more important than 
s~e material aspect is the spiritual; higher than purpose, material, and tech
~ique stands form. Purpose, material, and. ".'ch~ique might be beyond crili
·sro yet without form we should sill! be 11'·mg m a crude and brutal world. 

Cl , f . 
Thus we are ever more .clearly confronted by .the far grea.ter, . ar more 1n:-

ortant task of reviving mtellectual underslandmg and reammatmg the arch1-
fectonic sense. For its architectonic culture is and remains the true index ofa 
nation's culture as a whole. If a nation produces good furniture and good 
light fittings, but daily erects the worst possible buildings, this can only be a 
sign of heterogeneous, unclarifie~ c.on?itions, condiHo".s whos.e very incon
·istency is proof of the lack of dtsc1p!me and orgamzat10n. Without a total 
~spect for form, culture is unthinkable, and formlessness is synonymous wit~ 
lack of culture. Form is a higher spiritual need to the same degree that cleanli
ness is a higher bodily need. Crudities of form cause the really cultivated man 
an almost phys1cal pain; in their presence he has the same feeling of dis
comfort produced by dirt and a bad smell. But as long as a sense of form has 
not been developed in the cultured members of our nation to the same level 
of intensity as their need for dean linen, we are still far removed from con
ditions which could in any way be compared with epochs of high cultural 
achievement. 
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1914 Muthesius/Van de Velde: 
Werkbund theses and antitheses 

In June !9~4 the first great exhibition c-f the Deutscher Werkbund V>'.i:'i opened 
in a \Vas intended to provide a conspectus of the Y/erkbund's 'lf/Ork; in 
the seven ye-ars since its f-ovndation. ihe very heterogeneity of the buildfflgs in 
the i:xhib~tion - rangirog from the Neo·Classfdsm of a &ehrens to the gaily 
austere objectivity of Gropius and Meye:r's office buJ!ding and fao::tory -gives.a 
hint of the opp-osing forces v1tthin th.e Wi!H'kb:t11Hf. They <:lashed •.v[th full vigour 
at the Werkbv-nd cor:Jerenc-e in Cologne at the beginning of July, ·when 
Muthesius proclaimed-concentration and starufardization a-s the aims of 
\Verkb1;nd design. while van de Ve Ide advarv:ed the eo:11trar1 thesis of the 
artist as a cre.a.tive individuallsL 

1. Architecture, and with it the wl1o!e area of the Werkbund's activities is . . 
pressmg towards standardization, and only through standardization can it 
recover that universal significance which was characteristic of it in times of 
harmonious cu!ture, 

2. Standardization, to be understood as the result of a beneficial concentra· 
lion, will alone make possible the development of a universally !Ill· 
fai I ing good taste. 

3. As long as a universal high level of taste has not been achieved, we cannot 
count on German arts and crafts making their influence effectively felt abroad. 

4. TI1e world will demand our products only when they are the vehicles of a 
convincing stylistic expression. The foundations for this have now been laid 
by !he German movement. 

5. The creative development of what has already been achieved is the most 
urgent !ask of the age. Upon i! the movement's ultimate success wiU depend. 
Any relapse and deterioration into imitation would today mean the squander· 
ing of a valuable possession. 

6. Starting from the conviction that it is a matter of life and death for Ger· 
many constantly to ennoble its production, !he Deu!sd1er Werkbund as an 
association of artistst industriallsts~ and merchants, must concent~te its 
attention upon creating the preconditions for the export of its industrial arts. 

7. Germany's advances in applied art and architecture must be brought to the 
attention of foreign countries by effective publicity. Next to exhibitions the 
most obvious means of doing this is by periodical illustrated publications. 

8. Exhibitions by the Deutscher Werkbund are only meaningful when they 
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are resUicted radically to the best and most exemp'.ary.
1 

Exhibitionsdohf arts 
d crafts abroad must be looked upon as a natmna matter an ence 

an 1· b'd require pub 1c su s1 y. 

9 The existence of efficient large-scale business concerns with reliable good 
t~ste is a prerequisite of any export. It would be _to _meet even 
internal demands with an object designed by the for mdwidual re-
quirements. 

lO. For national reasons large distributi~e and tr~nsport undertakings whose 
activities are directed abroad ought to Imk Uf! with the new movement, uo:w 
that it has shown what it can do, and consciously represent German art m 
the world. 

f[ermam1 Mutliesius 

J. So Jong as there are still artists in the Werkbund and so long as they exer
cise some influence on its destiny, they will protest against every suggestion 
for the establishment of a canon and for standardization. By his innermost 
essence the artist is a burning idealist, a free spontaneous creator. Of h•s own 
free will he will never subordinate himself to a discipline that impose.~ upon 
him a type, a canon. Instinctively he distrusts everythhig that might.sterilize 
his actions, and everyone who preaches a rule that might prevent hm1 from 
thinking his thoughts through to their own free end, or that attempts to dnve 
him into a universally valid form, in which he sees only a mask that seeks to 
make a virtue out of incapacity. 

2. Certainly, the artist who practises a 'beneficial c~ncentration' has always 
recognized that currents which are stronger than hJS .own will and thought 
demand of him that he should acknowledge what is m essentrnl correspon· 
dence to the spirit of his age. These currents may be very manifold; he absorbs 
them unconsciously and consciously as general i11fiuences; there is something 
materially and morally compelling about them for him. He willingly sub
ordinates himself to them and is full of enthusiasm for the idea of a new style 
per se. And for twenty years many of us have been seeking forms and decora
tions entirely in keeping with our 

3. Nevertheless it has not occurred to any of us that henceforth we ougllt to 
try to impose these forms and decorations, which we ~ave sr:ught or found, 
up<>n others as standards. We know that several generations will have to work 
upon what we have started before the physiognomy of the new style is es
tablished, and that we can talk of standards and standardization only after the 
passage of a whole period of endeavours. 

4. But we also know that as long as this goal has not been reached our 
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endeavours will still have the charm of ere a ti ve impetus.Gradually the energies, l 
the gifts of all, begin to combine together, antitheses become neutralized, and :j 
at precisely that moment when h1dividual strivings begin to slacken, the 
physiognomy will be established. The era of imitation will begin and forms 
and decorations will be used, the production of which no longer calls for any 
creative impulse: the age of infertility will then have commenced. 

5. The de.>ire to see a standard type come into being before the establishment 
of a style is exactly like wanting to see the effect before the cause. It would be 
to destroy the embryo in the egg. Is anyone really going to let thi>mselves be 
dazzled by the apparent possibility of thereby achieving quick results? These 
premature effects have all the less prospect of enabling German arts and crafts 
to exercise an effective influence abroad, because foreign countries are a jump 
ahead of us in the old tradition and the old culture of good taste. 

6. Germa11y, on the other hand, has the great advantage of still possessing 
gifts which other, older, wearier peoples are losing: the gifts of invention, of 
brilliant personal brainwaves. And it would be nothing short of castration to 
tie down this rich~ many .. sided~ creative elan so soon. 

1. The efforts of the Werkbund should be directed toward cultivating precisely 
these gifls, as well as the gifts of individual manual skill, joy, and belief in the 
beauty of higbly differentiated execution, not toward inhibiting them by stan
dardization at the very moment when foreign countries are beginning to take 
an interest in German work. As far as fostering these gifts is concerned, 
almost everything still remains to be done. 

8. We do not deny anyone's good will and we are very well aware of the diffi
culties that have to be overcome in carcying this out. We know that the work
ers, organization has done a very great deal for the \~orkers" material welfare1 

but it can hardly find an excuse for having done so little towards arousing 
enthusiasm for consummately fine workmanship in those who oughl to be our 
most joyful collaborators. On the other hand, we are well aware of the need 
to export that lies like a curse upon our industry. 

'I. And yet 11othing, nothing good and splendid, was ever created out of mere 
consideration for exports. Quality will not be created out of the spirit of 
export. Quality is always first created exclusively for a quite limited circle of 
connoisseurs and those who commission the work. These gradually gain con
fidence in !heir artists; slowly there develops first a narrower, then a national 
clientele, and only then do foreign countries, does the world slowly take 
notice of !Ms quality. It is a complete misunderstanding of the situation to 
make the industrialists helieve that they would increase their chances in the 
world market if they produced a priori standardi~ lypes for this world 
market before these types had become well tried common property at home. 
The wonderful works being exported to us now were none of them originally 
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created for export: think of Tiffany glasses, Copenhagen porcelain, jewellery 
bY Jensen, the books of Cobden-Sanderson, and so on. 

1o. Every exhibition must have as its purpose to show the world this native 
quality, and it is quite true that the Werkbund's exhibitions will have meaning 
only when, as Herr Muthesius so rightly says, they restrict themselves radically 
10 the best and most exemplary. 

Henry van de Velie 
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1914 Paul Scheerbart: 
Glass architecture (excerpt) 

The an:hite.ct Bruno Taut cat~ed Paul Sch.eerbart (b. 1863 in Danzig, 6. i915 in 
B.e.rlin) the 'only poet in architecture•. Scheerbf)rt's. Utopian phantasmagoria, 
.... ..-hich: he ·wrote J.n roarvelious abundance from 1893 on, evokes more 
!m:oressively e;;;ch t~me the irlea of a 'glass an:hJte-ctur.e', the ar<hitect's dream of 
light, <:rystal clear, colourful, mobile. fk~ating. and soar~ng oonstructions that 
'"'ill transform 'Old Europe's' habits of thought and feeling. In 1914, the same 
yt::ar H\ \"lhich Bruno raut, inspired by Scheerbart, bu~it ~is. 'Glass .tf ouse' ~t the 
Wer!<b-,,1nd Exhibition in Cologne, HePttarth Y./alden printed S-::h.eerb.art s 
I i 1--:hapter 'Glass An:hitecture' ln Sturm. 

I. The environment and its Influence on the evolution of e11ltnre . 
We live for the most part within enclosed spaces. These form the environment 
from which our culture grows. Our culture is in a sense a product of our 
arehitecture. If we wish to raise our culture to a higher level, we are forced for 
better or for worse to transform our architecture. And this will be possible only 
if we remove the enclosed quality from the spaces within which we live. This 
can be done only through the introduction of glass architecture that lets the 
sunlight and the light of the moon and stars into our rooms not me;ely 
through a few windows, but simultaneously through the greatest possible 
number of walls that are made entirely of glass - coloured glass. The new 
environment that we shall thereby create must bring with it a new culture. 

XVIII. The beauty of the Earth if gla;;s arcbitee!Urll is everywhere 
The surface of the Earth would change greatly if brick architecture were every· 
where displaced by glass architecture. 

It would be as though the Earth clad itself in jewellery of brilliants and 
enamel. 

The splendour is absolutely unimaginable. And we sho':1ld th:n have on the 
Earth more exquisite things than the gardens of the Arabum Nights. 

Then we should have a paradise on Earth and would not need to gaze 
longingly at the paradise in the sky. 

XL!. The possibilities wbieh irnn construction renders capable nf development 
Iron construction makes ii possible to give walls any form that may be de· 
s>red. Walls need no be vertical. 

Hence the possibilities which iron construction enables to be developed are 
quite unlimited. 

The dome effects up above can be displaced to the sides, so that when 
sitting at a table one need only look sideways and upwards in order to observe 
the dome effect. 

But curved surfaces are also effective in the lower parts of the walls - this 
effect is particularly easy to achieve in smaller rooms. 

smaller rooms are totally and completely freed from the need for verti

~~~ significance of the ground-plan in architecture is thereby greatly 
reduced; tile design of the outline of the building acquiwi greater importance 
than hitherto. 

i:,l:II. The terraces 
No doubt a terrace formation is necessary in taller glass buildings and with 
se"eral storeys, since otherwise the glass surfaces could not reach tl1e free 
tight-conducting to which they aspire, since in darkness they can fulfil 
their purpose only at night- not during the day. 

This terrace formation of the storeys will of course quickly replace the 
dreary frontal architecture of brick houses. 

LXXI. Transportable builolings 
Transportable glass buildings can also be manufactured. They are particularly 
well suited for exhibition purposes. . 

Such transportable buildings are not exactly easy to produce. But let 1t not 
be forgotten tha! when something new is involved it is very often precisely the 
most difficult pro bl em that is tackled first. 

CII. Tbe transfnrmatiou of the Earth's surface 
Again and again something sounds to us like a fairy tale, w~en it is not really 
so fantastic or Utopian at all. Eighty years ago the steam railway came along 
and actually transformed the whole surface of the Earth, as no one will deny. 

According to what has been said so far the surface of the Earth is to be 
transformed - and by glass architecture. If it comes, it will transform the 
Earth's surface. Naturally, a part will also be played by other factors outside 
the present discussion. 

It was the steam railway that produced the brick metropolis culture of 
today from which we all suffer. Glass architecture will ""'.me only when the 
metropolis iu our sense of the word has been done away with. . 

That it must be done away with is perfectly clearto al! tl1ose who mm at the 
further evolution of our culture. This is no longer worth talking about. 

We all know what colour means: it forms only a small part of the spectrum. 
But this we want to have. Infra-red and ultra-violet are not perceptible to our 
eyes - but no doubt ultra-violet is perceptible to the sense organs of ~nts. 

Even if we cannot for the present assume that our sense organs w11! evolve 
further from today to tomorrow, we shall nevertheless be justified in suppos
ing that lo begin with we may attain that which is accessible to us-to wit, t~at 
part of the sp«trum which we are able to perceive with our eyes, those mira· 
cl es of colour which we are capable of taking in. 

The only thing that can help us to do this is glass architecture, which must 
transform our whole life -the environment in which we live. 

It is therefore to be hoped that glass architedure really will 'transform' the 
surface of our Earth. 
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1914 

-------------

Antonio Sant'Elia/Filippo T ommaso Marinetti: 
Futurist architecture 

In 1914 two you r.g archi te-c.ts, Ariton io S.ant'E!la and Mario Cfiiatton e, 
exhibited i 11 Milar. d rawi rigs and p1ans: for- a 'New City'. The radlcal ideas put 
fo rw.ar<l b-y Antonio San~· E!ia (b. l a.88 in Como, Killed 19" I 6 at i'1o nfakone) l n th-e 
fo•eword to the catalogue wer-e i rnmedtately reiflter p-reted by Mari netti, the 
mouthpie-ce of Italian futurfsm, fnto a 'Manifesto of futuri-st Architect".lre', 
'Nhkh appeared in July of the same year, four months after Marinetti's 
manifesto Ifie SpienrJo.-Jr of Geometry .and /.1ecflanks and tl1e Sen:s-1.f:ijfity of Nambers:, 
and co nd u<l-ed the ser[e:s of g;reat Fuh.1 r is:t pre< lamations. 

The words and passages in italics were added to Sant'Elia's statement by 
Marinetti and Cinti. 

Since the eighteenth century there has been no more architecture. What is called 
1nodern architecture is a stupid rnixture of the n-1ost varied st)·listic eletnents used 
to mask the modem skeleton. The new beauty of concrete and iron is profaned by 
the superirnposition of carnival decorative incrustations justified neither by 
structural necessity nor by our tasteJ and having their origins in Eg}'ptian, Indian. 
or Byzantine antiquity or in that astounding outburst of idiocies and in1potence 
knov..•n as ~neo-classicism~. 

In Italy these products of architectural pandering are welcomed, and greedy 
incompetence fro1n abroad is rated as brilliant initenli~·eness, as the l'ery latest 
architecture. Young Italian architects (those who gain a reputation for origin
ality through the clandestine machinations of art magazines) display their talents 
in the nelv quarters of our cities, where a joyful confusion of ogival columns, 
seventeenth-centur;.• foliage, Gothic archesJ Egyptian pilasters, rococo volutes, 
fifteenth-century pulli and bloated caryatids seriously claim to be regarded as 
style and arrogantly stri>"e for monumentality. The kaleidoscopic appearance 
and disappearance of forms, the constantly growing number of mac/Jines, the 
daily increase of needs imposed by the speed of communications, by the agglom
eration of people, by the demands of hygiene and a hundred other phenomena of 
modem life, cause no concern to these self-styled rene1>-ers of architecture. They 
stubbornly contitwe to apply the rules of Vitruvius, Vignola and Sansovino and 
with a few little German architectural publications in their hands try to re
impose age-old imbecilities upon our cities, which ought to be tire direct and 
faithful project ions of our sefres, 

Thus this art of expression and synthesis has become in their hands an empty 
stylistic exercise, an endless repetition of formu[as incompetently employed to 
disguise as a modern building the usu a I hackneyed conglomeration of bricks and 
stones. As though »-'e - the accumulators and generators of niov·ement, Jvith our 
1nechanical extensions, with the noise and speed of our I ife - could fiire in the 
same streets built for their own needs by the men of four,five, six centuries ago. 

This is tire supreme idiocy of the modem architecture that constantly repeats 
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use/f with the self interested complicity of the academies, those prisons of the 
wtelligence in which the young are forced onanistica/ly to copy classical models, 
;nstead of opening up their minds to the search/or limits and the solution of the 
new and imperious problem: 'the Futurist house and city'. The house and the 
cilY spiritually and materioUy ours, in which our turbulent existence can take 
place without appearing a grotesque anachronism. 

The problem of Futurist architecture is not a pro blcm of linear rearrange
rnent. It is not a question of finding new profiles, new door and window 
frames, substitutes for columns, pilasters, consoles, caryatids, gargoy !es. It is 
not a question of leaving the facade bare brick, painting it or facing it with 
stone; nor of establishing formal differences between new and old buildings. 
It is a question of creating the Futurist house according to a sound plan, of 
building it with the aid of every scientific and technical resource, of fulfilLing 
to the limit every demand of our way of life and our spirit, of rejecting every
thing grotesque, cumbrous, and alien to us (tradition, style, aesthetic, pro
portion), establishing new forms_, new,;ines: a new l'.armony of_ profiles _and 
rolumes, an architecture whose raison d etre hes solely m the specm!cond<!IOns 
of modern life, whose aesthetic values are in perfect harmony with our sensi
bility. This architecture cannot be subject to any law of historical continuity, 
It must be as new as our frame of mind is new. 

The art of building has been able to evolve in time and to pass from one 
sty le to another while maintaining the general characteristics of architecture 
unaltered, because, while changes due to fashion and those resulting from 
sue<essive religious mo,'ements and political regimes arc frequent in history, 
factors !hat cause profound changes in environmental conditions, that over
turn the old and create the new - such things as the discovery of natural laws, 
the perfecting of mechanical systems, the rational and scientific use of 
ma teria! - are very rare indeed. In modern times, the process of the consistent 
stylistic evolution of architecture has come to a stop. 'Architecture is breaking 
free from tradition. It must perforce begin again from the beginning.' 

The calculation of the strength of materials, the use of reinforced concrete, 
rule out 'architecture' in the classical and traditional sense. Modern building 
materials and our scientific ideas absolutely do not lend themselves to the 
disciplines of historical styles and are the chief ca use of the grotesque appear
ance of build in gs it la mode, in which an attempt is made to force the splendid
ly light and slender supporting members and the apparent fragility of re
inforced concrete to imitate the heavy curve of arches and the massive appear
ance of marble. 

The tremendous antithesis between the modern and the ancient world is the 
outcome of all those things Iha t exist now and did not exist then. Elements 
have entered into our life of whose very possibility the ancients did not even 
dream, Material possibilities and attitudes of mind have come into being that 
have had a thousand repercussions, first and foremost of which is the creation 
of a new ideal of beauty, still obscure and embryonic, but whose fascination 
is a !ready being felt even by the masses. We have lost the sense of the mo nu
mental, of the heavy, of the static; we have enriched our sensibility by a 'taste 
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for the light, the practical, the ephemera/ and the swift'. We feel that we are no 'j 
longer the men of the cathedrals, the palaces, the assembly halls; but of big:' 
hotels, railway stations, immense roads, colossal ports, covered markets,.;: 
brilliant! y lit galleries, freeways, demolition and re bui!di ng schemes. · 

We must invent and rebuild the Futurist city: it must be like an immense, l 
tumultuous, lively, noble work site, dynamic in all its parts; and tbe Futurist •. 
house must be like an enormous machine. Tbe lifts must not hide like lonely i 
worms in the stair wells ; the stairs., become useless, must be done a way with 
and the lifts must climb Ii ke serpc nts of iron and glass up the housefronts. The 
house of concrete, glass, and iron, without painting and without sculpture, •I 
enriched solely by the innate beauty of its lines and projections, extremely~ 
'ugly' in its mechanical simplicity, high and wide as prescribed by local govern-'] 
ment regulations, must rise on the edge of a tumultuous abyss; the street/j 
which will no longer stretch like a foot-mat level with the porters' lodges, but·~ 
will descend into the earth on several levels, will receive the metropolitan s1 
traffic and will be linked, for the necessary passage from one to the other, by 'i 
metal walkways and immensely fast escalators. :: 

'The decorative must be abolished.' The problem of Futurisl architecture • 
must he solved not by plagiarizing China, Persia, or Japan with the aid off! 
photographs, not by foolishly adhering to the rules of Vitruvius, but by strokes·( 
of genius and armed with scientific and technical experience, Everything must) 
be revolutionary. We must exploit the roofs, utilize the basements, reduce the •; 
i m porta nee of the fa~ades, transplant the problems of good taste from the 
petty domain of the section, the capital, the entrance door, to the wider one f 
of great 'groupings of masses', of vast 'town planning projects'. Let us have ji 
done with monumental, f u nercai, commemorative architecture. Let us throw-~~ "l!~~""'~ei&.d!l.~/IJriJU,@ll!~ 
away monuments~ sidewalks., arcades., steps; let us sink squares. into the -,-l "' 

ground, raise the level of the city. · 

I oppose and despise : 

1. A/11/ie pseudo avant-garde architecture of Austria, Hungary, Germany, and\! 
A n1er ica. --

2. All class.icalJ solemn, hieratic, theatric.al, decorative, monumental, frivo!ous, 
pleasing architecture. 

3. The embalming, reconstruction~ and reproduction of monuments and 
ancient palaces. 

4. Perpendicular and horizontal lines, cubic and pyramidal forms that are 
static, heavy, oppressive and absolutely alien to our new sensibility. 

And proclain1: 

1. That Futurist architecture is the architecture of calculation, of audacity and flntonio-Sant'Elfa. 1914 
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simplicity; the architecture of reinforced concrete, of iron, of glass, of paste.·:! !918 
board, of textile fibre, and of all those substitutes for wood, stone, and brick j 

'De Stijl': 
Manifesto I 

which make possible maximum elasticity and lightness. 

2. That this does not render architecture an arid combination of the practical.•! 
and utilitarian, but that it remains art, that is to say, synthesis and expression. · 

3. That oblique and elliptical lines are dynam;c by their very nature and hm•e an i 
e1noti1''e pov.,·er a thousand tirnes greater than that of perpendicular and horizontal~; 
lines and tlrat a dynamically ;ntegrated architecture is ;,npossible without them. j 

4. That decora lion, as something imposed upon architecture, is an absurdity · • 
and that 'the decorative value of Futurist architecture depends solely upon the_; 
original use and arrangement of the raw or bare or violently coloured ma-J 
terial'. -

5. That, just as the ancients drew the inspiration for their art from the elements •· 
of nature, so we - being materially and spiritually artificial - must find this 
inspiration in the elements of the immensely new mechanical world which we 
ha ''e created, of which architecture must be the finest expression, the most 
complete synthesis, the most efficacious artistic integration. 

6. Architecture as the art of arranging the forms of buildings according to pre
determined criteria is finished. 

7. Architecture 1nust be w1der.stood as the endeavour to harn1onize, wilhfreedom-'j 
and great audacity, the environtnent with man, that is to say, to render the ~·or/d _--!; 

of things a direc I project ion of the spirit. . 

8. An architecture so conceived cannot give birth to any three-dimensional or 
linear habit, because the fundamental character is lies of Fut ur isl architecture 
will be obsolescence and transience. 'Houses will last less long than we. Each . 
generation will hme to buUd its own city.' This constant renewal of the archi- · · 
tectonic en"}!ironment will contribute to the Yictory of ~Futurisrn' already 
affirmed with ~words in Freedom', ~Plastic Dynarnism', ~}Ju.sic ~·ithout Bars\ 
and 'The Art of Sounds', a victory for which we fight without pause against the 
cowardly worship of the past. 
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The famous first man if es.to of the De Sti ~f group, the Fu 11 i rnportan ce of which 
can on(y now· be as-ses.sed, appear-ed in November 1918 an-d ;:ntroduced the 
second year of the period ica! of the -same name. A year ear 1 ier a group- of 
rad i.::al art~st-s had been formed ~n Leyden urider the leadership of Theo van 
Doesburg (b.1883 in Utrecht, d. 1"931 in Davos}. Their _goal: the orgariic 
combination of arch i te-c.tu-r-e, sculpture and pain ting in -a \ucld, e lernental, 
u11sentimental-constru-c.tion. The g<oup took the name 'De Sti)~', thereby 
stati r-.g -quite p re6sel y that their con-st:ruct ive doctrine ·.,.1as ai rr,ed at a new 
&es.thetlc. The first word v1as 'purity': a 'v1hite' ..,..,odd was to re place the 
'brown' -one. 

!. There is an old and a new consciousness of the age. The old one is directed 
towards the individual. The new one is directed towards the umversal. The 
strnggle of the individual against the universal may be seen both in the world 
war and in modem art. 

2. The war is destroying the old world with its content: individual pre
dominance in every field. 

3. The new art has brought to light that which is contained in the new con
sciousness of the age : a relationship of equality between the urn ''ersal and the 
individual. 

4. The new consciousness of the age is prepared to realize itself in everything, 
including external life. 

5. Tradition, dogmas and the predominance of the individual stand in the way 
of this realization. 

6 Therefore the founders of the new culture call upon all who believe in 
,;form of art and culture to destroy these obstacles to development, just as 
in the plastic arts - by doing away with natural form - they have eliminated 
that which stood in the way of pure artistic expression, the logical conclusion 
of every artistic concept. 

7. The artists of today, all over the world, impelled by one and the same 
consciousness, have taken part on the spiritual plane in the world war agai'."t 
the domination of in di vid ualism, of arbitrariness. They therefore sympathize 
with all who are fighting spiritually or materially for the formation of an 
international unity in life, art, and culture. 

8. The organ De Slij/, founded for this purpose, seeks to contribute towards 
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setting the new conception of life in a clear light. The collaboration of all is 
possible by: 
Sending in (to the editorial board) as a proof of agreement the (exact) name 
addressJ and profession. , 
c.:intr! butions in the broadest sense (critical, philosophical, architectural, 
scienlllic, literary, musical, etc., as well as reproductions) to the monthly 
magazine De Stijl. 
Translation into other languages and propagation of the views published in 
De Stij/. 

Signatures of the contributors : 
Th~o van Doesburg, painter/ Robt. «all't Hoff, architect/ Vi/mos Huszar, 
painter/ Antony Kok, poet I Piel Mondrian, painter/ G. Vantonger/oo, 
sculptor f Jan Wi/s, architect. 

1918 Bruno Taut: 
A programme for architecture 

Bru:no Taut' s Arch itekt.ur-Progromm {Programme for Architecture} \'las pri n.ted 
at Chris.~mas !9i8 as. a leaflet with the approval of the Arbeitsrat fGr Kun-st. 
T.h is Work Cou n-ci I for Art, v1~ th tts he-3.dq uarte rs in Berlin, v.·as founded at the 
same ti rn-e .and in dos.e {.On n-e:< ion. with the- Nave m ber Group, i 11 l/'1hich the 
r-evotutionary artists from all over G-e:-mony \Vere gathered together after the 
'.Var. Unlike the November Group, however, the inittativ-e for the Arbeitsrat 
r-e-sted ·with a cl rel e of young architects ~vh-o together ~vi th Brurio Taut (b .1880 
[f'I K-Ori~gsberg. d. !938 in Ankara} proclaimed building_ to be a humanitarian 
undertaking, a task which Taut summed 1.;p in the slogan: 'The ear~h .a good 
:hab ita t~O;'.'J !' 

Art-that is one single thing, when it exists! Today there is no art. The various 
disrupted tendencies can find their way back to a single unity only under the 
wings of a new architecture, so that every individual discipline will play its 
part in building. Then there will be no frontiers between the applied arts and 
sculpture or painting. Everything will be one thing: architecture. 

The direct carrier of the spiritual forces, moulder of the sensibilities of the 
general public, which today are slumbering and tomorrow will awake, is 
architecture. Only a complete revolution in the spiritual realm will create this 
architecture, But th is revolution, th is architecture will not come of them· 
selves. Both must be willed - today's architects must prepare the way for 
tomorrow's buildings. Their work on the future must receive public assistance 
to make it possible. 

Therefore: 

J, Support and gathering together of the idea! forces among architects 
(a) Support for architectural ideas which, abo,·e and beyond the purely 
formal aspect, strive for the concentration of all the national energies in the 
symbol of the building belonging to a better future and which demonstrate 
the cosmic character of architecture, its religious foundations, so·ca!led 
Utopias, The provision of public funds in the form of grants to radically 
inclined architects to enable them to carry out such projects. Financial 
assistance towards the publication of written material, the construction of 
models and 
(b) for a wel!-si tuated experimental site (e.g. in Berlin : the Tempelhofer 
Feld), on which architects can erect large-scale models of their ideas. Here, 
too, new architectural effects, e.g. glass as a building material, shall be tried 
out, perfected and exhibited to the masses in full-scale temporary construc
tions or individual parts of a building. The layman, the woman, and the child 
will lead the architect farther than the inhibited specialist. Expenses could be 
met by melting down public monuments, breaking down triumphal avennes, 
etc., as well as by the participation of industries connected with the 
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experimental buildings. Workshops with colonies of craftsmen and artists on 
the experimental s.ite. 
(c) Decision on the distribution of financial aid by a council made up half of 
creative architects, half of radically minded laymen. If agreement cannot be 
reached, the final decision will be taken by a layman chosen from the council. 

II. People's houses 
(a) Beginning of large-scale people's housing estates not inside the towns, 
but in the open country in connexion with settlements, groups of buildings 
for theatre and music with lodging houses and the like, culminating in the 
religious building. Prospect of a prolonged period of construction, hence the 
beginning should be made according to a grandiose plan with limited means, ,, 
(b) Architects to be chosen not by competition but in accordance with I(c). ~1 
(c) Tfbnilding is halted it should be given new incentives during the pauses by )[ 
means of planned extensions and new ideas in accordance with I(a}-(c). i 

These buildings should be the first attempt at unifying the energies of the 
people and of artists, the preliminaries for developing a culture. They cannot 
stand in the metropolis because the latter, being rotten in itself, will disappear 
along with the old power. The future lies on the newly developed land, which 
will feed itself (not 'on the water'). 

III. Estates 
(a) Unitary direction in the sense that one architect will establish overall 
principles according to which he will examine al! projects and buildings, with· 
out thereby impeding personal freedom. This architect to have the right 
of veto. 
(b)As U(b). 
{c) Formal elements to be rednced radically to second place after agricultural 
and practical considerations. No fear of c.~treme simplicity, but also not of 
colour. 

IV. Other bulldlogs 
(a) For street development and, according to circumstances, for whole urhan 
districts the same thing applies as for III(a) and (b). 
(b) No distinction between public and private buildings. As long as there are 
freelance architects there will be only freelance architects. Until there are 
State potters there need not be State architeets. Public and private buildings 
may be built by anyone; commissions in line with l(c) or through competitions ' 
that are not anonymous, whose participants are invited by a council in · 
accordance with I(c) and awarded prizes; no unpaid designs. Unknown · 
architects will apply for invitation to the council. Anonymity is rendered 
valueless by the recognizable artisttc handwriting of successful architects. No 
majority decisions by the jury; in the event of no unanimity, each member of 
the jury is individually responsible for his vote. Best of all a single adjudicator. 
Final selection possibly by plebiscite. 
(c) Building officials, such as municipal building advisers and the like, to be 
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concerned only with the control of local building, demolition, and financial 
supervision, with purely technical functions, The intermediate fields, such as 
town planning, to be under the supervision of an advisory council of archi· 

1ei:;ts and gardeners. 
(d) No titles and dignities for architects (doctor, professor, councillor, 
cteellency, etc.) 
(e) In everything, preference to be given to the creative; no control over the 
architect once he has been commissioned. 
(f} Jn the event of public contradiction, decision by a council in accordance 
with I(c) which can be established by an architects' corporation. 
(g) Only such architeets' corporations are to have authority in this and other 
!llatters and are to be recogoized by the State. These corporations are to 
exercise to the limit the principle of mutual aid. They are to bring their 
in!luence to bear on the police responsible for enforcing building regulations. 
Mutual aid alone makes an association fruitful and aetive, It is more import· 
ant than the number of votes, which means nothing without social concord. 
!t excludes inartistic and hence unfair competition. 

v. The education of arcbitecra 
(a) Corporations in accordan<.'C with IV(g) have the decision as to the building, 
constitution, and supervision or technical schools; teachers to be selected io 
collaboration with the students. Practical work on the b11ilding site and in the 
workshop like an apprentice in a craft. 
(b) In the trade schools no artistic, but only technical tuition. Technical 
primary schools. 
(c) The artistic education in tb~ offices of practising architects, according to 
the choice of the young people-nd the architects themselves. 
(d) General education according to inclination and previous knowledge in 
people's colleges and universities. 

VI. Arcliltecture and the oilier arts 
(a) Designing of exhibitions by architects in cheerful sh;ipes; lightweight 
buildings in busy public squares and parks, on popular lines, almost like a 
fair. 
(b) Extensive employment of painters and sculptors on all buildings in order 
to draw them away from salon art; the arousal of mntual interest between 
architect and 'artist'. 
(c) In accordance with this principle, also introduction of architectural 
students into the creative 'new arts\ That architect is alone significant who 
has a conspectus of the whole domain of art and understands the radical 
endeavours of painting and sculpture. He alone will help to bring about the 
unity of the whole. 

Increased importance of the architect in public life through his holding 
important posts and tbe like will result automatically from the implementa· 
lion of this programme. 
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1919 'Work Council for Art': 

Under the wing of a great architecture 

In t'1arch !919 the Arbeitsrat fUr Kunst (Work Council for Art) in Ber Un 
publis11ed a pro,gramm.ati-c circular~!'! whkh Bruno Taut's ArcfiJtektur-Progrcrn1m 
(Progr<imme f-or Archit-e<:ture-) of 19 IB i-s compressed into a g1.rldtng prin<iple 
and six <lemands. The Arbeitsrat ~v.as then direr..ted by Walter GrOpius, Cesar 
Klein, and Adolf .Behne. The business committee jaclu<led: Otto-8artnif;g, 
Herrt'.aro.n Hasler, .Erkh Heckel, Georg Kolbe, Gerhard Marcks, Li.id·.vig 
Meidner, Max P-echstefn, Herrnar:n Rkhter-Ber11r., Karl Schmitt>.Hottli..-ff, Bruno 
Taut, Max Taut, Wilhe1m Vafentiner. Artriot1gh the zrchitec~s •tJere a!re;!.dy in 
the mil"'1octty, they s.~fH had the <ledsive voke and exercised inr.cr leadership of 
the group. 

In the conviction that the political revolution must be used to liberate art 
from decades of regimentation, a group of artists and art-lovers united by a 
common outlook has been formed in Berlin. It strives for the gathering 
together of all scattered and divided energies which, over and above the 
protection of one-sided professional interests, wish to work resolutely to
gether for the rebuilding of our whole artistic life. Jn close contact with 
associations with similar objectives in other parts of Germany, the Arbeitsrat 
flir Kunst hopes in !he not too distant future to be able to push through its 
aims, which are outlined in the following programme. 

In the forefront stands the guiding principle: 

Art and people must form a unity. 

Art shall no lnnger be the enjoyment of the few but the life and 

happiness of the masses. 

The aim is alliance of the arts under the wing of a great ar<:hite<:ture. 

On this basis six preliminary demands are made: 

1. Recognition of the public character of all building activity, both State and 
private. Removal of all privileges accorded to Civil Servants. Unitary super· 
vision of whole urban districts, streets, and residential estates, without cur
tailment of freedom over detail. New tasks: people's housing as a means of 
bringing all the arts to the people. Permanent experimental sites for testing 
and perfecting new architectural effects. 

2. Dissolution of the Academy of Arts, the Academy of Buildin.g and the 
Prussian Provincial Art Commission in their e:Usting form. Replacement of 
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"l ese bodies, accompanied by a redefining of their territories, by others d_rawn 
tllom the ranks of productive artists the~elv:"' ar:d free fr~n_i State mt;r
fr ee The chanoing of privileged art exh1b1t1ons mto exhibitions to which 

-L 

feren- · "' 
entry is free. 

J. Freeing of all training in arc~itectu;e, scu!ptur~, painting, :ind handicrafts 
rom State supervision. Transtormat1011 of all mstructton m. the arts an? 
f d"craft" from top to bottom. State f11nds to be made avatlable for this 
ha"'' · ·· kh purpose and for the training of master craftsmen m trammg wor s ops. 

4 
Enlivenment of the museums as educational establishments for !he people. 

M;unting of constantly changing exhibitions made to serve the mtel'ests. of 
h eople by means oflectures and conducted tours. Separatmn of s_c1ent1ftc 
~:\~rial in specially constructed buildings. Establishment of speci~lly _ar

ngcd collections for study by workers in the arts and crafts. Just distribution 
'.:r State funds for the acquisition of old and new works. 

:;. Destruction of artisttcally valueless monuments as well a~ of all buildings 
)lose artistic value is out of proportmn to the value of the1r material wh.•ch 

~ould be put to other uses. Prevention of prematurely planned war memona.18 
and immediate cessation of work on the war museums proposed for Berlm 

and the Reich. 

6. Establishment of a national centre to ensure the fostering of the arts within 
the framework of future lawmaking. 
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1919 Gropius/Taut/Behne: 
New ideas on architecture 

In Aprf~ I 9-f 9 the J\rbettsra.t !Ur Kunst put on in !!erlin an Exhibitl<>n lor 
Unknown Archite<ts. The four~page leaflet published on the ncr:asfon of this 
first Arbeitsrat exhibition gave no names but contained thn;:e fi'!J.nife~to-!ike 
texts. b;.r Walter Gropius, Bruno Taut, and Adolf Behne. the sec refary of the 
Arbeitsrat {b, I 0.95 in Berlin, d, !:948 in Ber!to). At th-e tlme of the exhibition 
Gropi-us had been appointed director of the former Vereinigten 
Gt'os.~herzogtiche-n Schufen fiir Bildende K1,.1nst ur:.d Kunstgev1er-Oe in Welrn:'.!r 
and had already suc~eded in having_ the name changed to Staatf1ches Bavhaws. 
His contrihutlon to the exhibition leaflet corresponds ess,ential!yto the First 
Bauhaus Manifesto. 

What is architecture? The crystalline expression of man's noblest thoughts, 
his ardour, his humanity, his faith, his religion! That is what it once was1 But 
who of those living in our age that is cursed with practicality still compre
hends its all-embracing, sonl-giving nature I We walk through our streets and 
cities and do not howl with shame at sud1 deserts of ugliness[ Let us be quite 
clear: these grey, hollow, spiritless mock-ups, in which we live and work, will 
be shameful evidence for posterity of the spiritual descent into hell of onr 
generation, which forgot !hat great, unique art: architecture. Let us not deceive . 
ourselves, in our Eutopean arrogance, that the wretched buildings of our era 
could alter the overall picture. All our works are nothing but splinters. 
Structures created by practical requirements and necessity do not satisfy the · 
longing for a world of beauty built anew from the bottom up, for the rebirth 
of that spiritual unity which ascended to the mirade of the Gothic cathedrals. 
We shall not live to see it. But there is one consolation for us: the idea, tile 
building up of an ardent, bold, forward-looking architectural idea to be ful· 
filled by a happier age that must come. Artists, let us at last break down the 
walls erected by our deforming academic training between the 'arts' and alt of 
us become builders again! Let us together will, think out, create the new idea of 
architecture. Painters and sculptors, break through the barriers lo architecture 
and become fellow builders, fellow strugglers for the final goal of art: the 
creative conception of the cathedral of the future, which will once again be all \ 
in one shape, architecture and sculpture and painting. • 

But ideas dle as soon as they become compromises. Hence there must be 'l • clear watersheds between dream and reality, between longing for the stars and 
everyday labour. Architects, sculptors, painters, we must all return to the 
craflsl For there is no 'professional art'. Artists arc craftsmen in the original 
sense of the word, and only in rare, b.lessed moments of revelation that lie 
outside the power of their will can art blossom unconsciously from the work 
of their hands. Painters and sculptors, become craftsmen again, smash the 
frame of salon art that is round your pictures, go into the buildings, bless 
them with fairy tales of colour, chisel ideas into the bare walls - and build in 

· ation unconcerned about technical difficulties. The boon of imagina
iiirag~n ·1!ways more important than all technique, which always adapts itself 
tion "n~s creative will. There are no architects today, we are all of us merely 
!O m~ring the way for him who will once again deserve the name of arc~1tect, 
r:r;hat means: lord of art, who will build gardens out of deserts and pile up 
wonders to the sky. 

Walter Gropius 

5 
there any architecture today? Are there any architects? Erwin von Stein

I ~ s· a~ Aben Cencid Diwakara, Poppelmann - confronted by these 
bacu, in "' ' , If , h"t . , ? N 
illustrious names~ does any:'ne today dare ?all h1mse an arc 1 ect . "' o,_ 
oday there are neither architecture nor architects._ _ _ . 

t Are not we, who arc at the mercy of al!-devounng society, par_as1tes m the 
f b " of a society that knows no architecture, wants no architecture_ and 
t~~~f ore needs no architects t For we do not call it architecture to g1''e a 

leasant shape to a thousand useful things: dwelling houses, offic_es, stattons, 
~arkets, schools, water towers, gasometers, fire-stations, factories, ~nd the 
like Our 'utility' in these matters, by means of which we earn our hv1~g, has 
nothing to do with our profession, any more than any modem bm!dmg has 
anything in common with Angkor Wat, the Alhambra, or the Dresden 

Zwinger. 
Jn our profession we cannot be creators _today, but w: ~re s_eekers and 

callers. We shall not cease seeking for that which later may cr7sta!h1.eout, a~d 
calling for companions who will go with u_s on the hard path, who know m 
deep humility that everything today is nothing but the very first light of dawn, 

d who prepare themselves in self-forgetful surrender for the r1S1ng of t~e new 
~~n- we <:all upon all those who believe in the future. All_ strong longm~- for 
the future is architecture in the making. One day there will be a world-~1ew, 
and then there will also be its sign, its crystal:~ architecture. . , 

Then !here will be no striving, no obsessive seeking for .art m th': l!fo of 
various banalities, then there will be one single.art, and this art will shm~ mto 
every nook and cranny. Until then the utihtarrn~ can be tolerable only if the 
ar<:hitect bears within him a presenument of thrn sun. It alone prov.des the 
measure of all things, strictly distinguishes the sacred from the. secular, the 
great from the small, but it also lends to everyday thmgs a shimmer of its 

radiance . 

Bruno Taut 

The sketches and designs assembled in this exhibit[on are for sale, Th~s the 
public have the opportunity to translate their interest i~ ~he future. destmy of 
a new architecture, and hence a new art, into deeds by g1vmg matenal support 
to the artists by purchasing their sketches, thereby encouraging them to go 
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on working alo_ng pat,hs previo, usly blocked by the fndilference of the ubfi'c ij 
and the professrnnal simple-mindedness of artists. P ;~ 
. W,.• do not ex~ect the snob to buy architectural sketches! The snob is look. 
mg .or .a sensation,_ an elfecL We are hoping for people who have a more 
responsible conceptmn of their relationship to art. Such helpful purchasers 
helpful lo the ca:ise ~nd thereby to the artist at the same time, will find ; , 
deeper, n:ore lastmg JOY m the architectural sketches than in many sheets of ' 
free drawmgs. For areh!lectural sketches always stimulate anew the im · ) 
tion that works with them, builds with them, joins its will to theirs. agma-

To a far higher degree than free graphic works, architecturn.l sketches 
address themselves to the will ai;d thereby fulfil a mission. For we must at all 
costs eocape from the situation m which art lovers are will-less passi•·e 
sumc.rs of art. ' v con-

!b•t. the interested pubUc and that the purchasers at our exhibitions are 
~u1te. dllfere~t from those who till now have appeared as buyers in the 1 
ts quite certa1n. sa ons 

There is nothing '."'.all at. stake, as Walter Gropius and Bruno Taut have 
stated here. 1:his exh1b1tmn is a first endeavour. Others are to follow_ al b 
unknown painters - new-style exhibitions that break with th i'0 · y 
character of exhibitions up to now, e exc ume 

Adolf Behne 

1919 Walter Gropius: 
Programme of the Staatliches Bauhaus in 
Weimar 

The day on v1hkh Gropius took over in Weimar from Henry van de Velcle 
(wf10 had to give up his post in l914 at the beginning of the war) 'ilfaS a~so tihe 
date of the founding of the Staatliches Bauhaus. Th.e- renaming of the school was, 
(OnfirlT',ed on 12 April !9l9. The same month Gropius. (b, i88J in Berlin, d.1969 
in Boston, Ma-ssachusetts) $)Ublished the founding manifesto and a deta.Hed 
-p-rogramme in the shape of a four~page feaf!(lt, The frontispiece (reprodur:-ed 
oo page 51) is a VJoodcut by Lyoflel Feiningef'. 

The ultimate aim of all visual arts is the complete building! To embellish 
buildings was once the noblest function of the flne arts; they were the in
dispensable components of great architecture. Today the arts exist in isola
tion, from which they can be rescued only through the conseious, co-operative 
effort of all craftsmen, Architects, painters, and sculptors must recognize 
anew and learn to grasp the composite character of a building both as an 
entity and in its separate parts. Only then will their work be imbued with the 
architectonic spirit which it has lost as 'salon art'. 

The old schools of art were unable to produce this unity; how could they, 
since art cannot be taught. They must be merged once more with the work· 
shop. The mere drawing and painting world of the pattern designer and the 
applied artist must become a world that builds again. When young people 
who take a joy in artistic creation once more begin their life's work by learning 
a tr.ide, then the unproduetive 'artist' will no longer be eondemned to defi
cient artistry, for their skill will now be preserved for the crafts, in whieh they 
will be able to achieve excellence. 

Arcbitects, sculptors, painters, we all must return to the crafis! For art is 
not a 'profession', There is no essential dilference between the artist and the 
craftsman. The artist is an exalted craftsman. In rare mo1nents of inspiration, 
transcending the consciousness of his will, the grace of heaven may cause his 
work to blossom into art. But proficiency in a crafi is essential to every artist. 
Therein lies the prime source of creative imagination, Let us then create a new 
guild of craftsmen without the class distinctions that raise an arrogant barrier 
between craftsman and artist! Together let us desire, conceive, and create !he 
new structure of the future, which will em brace architecture and sculpture and 
painting in one unity and which will one day rise toward heaven from the 
hands of a million workers like the crystal symbol of a new faith. 

Walter Gropius 

Programme 4f the Staatl!ches Bauhaus lo W e!mar 
The Staatliches Bauhaus resulted from the merger of the former Grand-Ducal 



Saxon Academy of Art with the former Grand-Ducal Saxon School of Arts 
and Crafts in conjunction with a newly affiliated department of architecture. 

Aims ofthe Bonhaus 
The Bauhans strives to bring together all creative effort into one whole, to 
reunify all the disciplines of practical art - sculpture, painting, handicrafts, 
and the crafts - as inseparable components of a new architecture.· The ulti
mate, if distant, aim of the Bauhaus is the unified work of art - the great 
structure - in which there fa no distinction between monumental and decora. 
tivc art 

The Bauhaus wants lo educate architects, painters, and sculptors of all 
levels, according to their capabilities, to become competent craltsmen or 
independent creative artists and to form a working community ofleading and 
future artist-craftsmen. These men, of kindred spirit, will know how to design 
buildings harmoniously in their entirety- structure, finishing~ ornamentation, 
and furnishing. 

Principles of the Bauhaus 

Art rises above all methods; in itself it cannot be taught, but the craft.s cer
tainly can be. Architects, painters, and sculptors are craftsmen in the true 
sense of the word: hence, a thorough training in the crafts, acquired in work
shops and on experimental and practical sites, is required ofall studeuts asthe 
indispensable basis for all artistic production. Our own workshops are to be 
gradually built up, and apprenticeship agreements with outside workshops 
wiJI be concluded. 

The s;;hool is the servant of the workshop and will one day be absorbed in 
it. Therefore there will be no teachers or pupils in the Bauhaus but masters, 
journe1'mc-n1 and apprentices. 

The manner of teaching arises from the character of the workshop: 

Organic forms developed from manual skms. 
Avoidance of all rigidity; priority of creativity; th·edom of individuality, but 
strict study discipline. 

Master and journeyman examinations, according to the Guild Statutes, held 
before the Council of Masters of the Bauhaus or before outside masters. 
Collaboration by the students in the work of the masters. 
Securing of commissions, afso for students. 
Mutual planning of extensive, Ulopfan structural designs - public buildings 
and buildings for worship·· aimed at the future. Collaboration of all masters 
and stude11ts - arcliitccts, painters, sculptors - on these designs with the 
object of gradually achieving a harinon)' of all the component elements and 
parts that make up architecture. 

Constant contact with the leaders of the crafts and industries of the country. 
Contact with public life, with the people, through exlitbitions and other acttvities. 
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New research into the nature of the exhibitions, to solve the problem of 
displaying visual work and sculpture within the framework of architecture. 
Encouragement of friendly relations between masters and students outside of 
work; therefore plays, lectures, poetry, music, fancy-dress parties. Establish
ment of a cheerful ceremonial at these gatherings. 

Range oflastructfoo 
Instruction at the Bauhaus includes al! practical and scientific areas of 
creative work. 
A. Architecture, 
B. Painting, 
C. Sculpture 
including all branches of the crafts. 
Students are trained in a craft (I) as well as in drawing and painting {2) and 
science and theory (3). 

]. Craft training - either in our own, gradually enlarging workshops or in 
outside workshops to which the student is bound by apprenticeship agree
ment - i ndudes : 
(a) scu 1pto rs, stonemasons, stucco workers, woodcarvers, ceramic workers, 
plaster casters; 
(b) blacksmiths, !ocksmi ths, founders, metal turners; 
( c) cabinetmakers; 
(d) scene-painters, glass painters, mosaic workers, enamellers; 
( e) etchers, \'IOOd engravers, Ii tho gra phers, a rt pri n tersJ encha:se rs; 
(f) weavers. 
Craft training forms the basis of all teaching at the Bauhaus. Every student 
must learn a craft. 

2. Training in drawing and painting includes: 
(a) free~hand sketching from memory and imagination; 
(b) drawing and painting of heads, live models, and animals; 
( c) drawing and painting of landscapes, figures, plants, and still-I ifes ; 
{ d) composition; 
( e) execution of murals, panel pictures, and religious shrines ; 
{f) design of ornaments ; 
(g) lettering; 
(h) construction and projection drawing; 
(i) design of exteriors, gardens, and interiors; 
(j) design of furniture and practical articles. 

3. Training in science and theory includes: 
(a) art history - not presented in the sense of a history of styles, but rather to 
further active understanding of historical working methods and techniques; 
(b) science of materials; 
( c) anatomy - from the living model; 
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(d) physical and chemical theory of colour; 
( e) ration al painting methods; 
(f) basic concepts of bookkeeping, contract negotiations, personnel; 
(g) individual lectures on subjects of general interest m al! areas of art and 
science. 

Divisions of Instruction 
The training is divided into three courses of instruction: 

I. course for a ppren tic es; 
JI. course for journeymen; 

III. course for junior masters. 

The instruction of the individual is left to the discretion of each master within 
the framework of the general programme and the work schedule, which is 
revised every semester. In order to give the students as versatile and compre
hensive a technical and artistic training as possible the work schedule will be 
so arranged that every architect-, painter-, and sculptor-to-be is able to partici
pate in part of the other con rs es. 

Admission 
Any person of good repute, without regard to age or sex, whose previous 
education is deemed adequate by the Council of Masters will be admitted, as 
far as space perm its. The tuition fee is 180 mar ks per year (it will gradually 
disappear entirely with increasing earnings of the Bauhaus). A non-recurring 
admission fee of 20 marks is also to be paid. Foreign students pay double fees. 
Address enquiries to the Secretariat of the Staat!iches Bau ha us in Weimar. 

April 19 !9. 
The Administration of the Staatliches Bauhaus in Weimar: 
Walter Gropius 
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1919 Erich Mendelsohn: 
The problem of a new architecture (excerpt) 

Ertch t1-en<le~sohn (b. I 087 in Allenstein, East Prussfa, d, f9-53 fo Sao Fra.r.dso::o) 
was in 1919 a member-of the Central Comm it tee of the November Group. In 
the feaflet of the Berlin Arbeitsrat fti-r Kurist (p.44) h-e is listed as one o( those 
friends who ha•,•e exp;essed-d1t:::jr support for the goal-;; of the Arbeitsrat. The 
fo!!o\ving text is an. excerpt from a programmatic !ech.1re \.,..Jth slides which 
Mendelsohn de!iv~reO to members of the Arbettsrat. The lecture pre.$upposes 
a knov1~erlge of the Utopian designs assembled by th-e Arbeitsra.t i11-its: 
exhibitio11 of April 1'91'9. Mendelsohn <om par.es: these designs •.vith those 
bu i I dings already regarded as standard ey~mples of the new development. 

The simultaneous process of revolutionary political decisions and radical 
<:hanges in human relationships in economy and science and religion and art 
give belief in the new form an a priori right to exercise control, and provide a 
justifiable basis for a rebfrth amidst the misery produced by world-historical 
disasters. 

When forms break up, they are merely thrust aside by new forms that are 
already present bnt only now come to light. 

For the particular prerequisites of architecture, the reorganization of 
society taking place in response to the spirit of the times means new tasks 
arising out of the changed purposes of buildings which in turn result from 
changes in tcavel, economy, and rnligion, coupled with new pos.sibilities pre
sented by the new building materials: glass, iron, and concrete. 

When we consider as yet unknown possibililies, we must not let ourselves 
be misled by that dulling of vision which comes from too close a viewpoint. 
That which seems today lo be flowing with viscous slowness will later appear 
to history as having moved at a breakneck and thrilling speed. We are dealing 
here with an act of creationl 

We are only at the early beginning, but we are already faced with the possi
bilities of its development. 

Before such a future the great achievements of historical times step back of 
their own accord; the immediacy of the present loses its i m portanee. 

What will happen has value 011iy if it comes into being in the intoxication 
of vision. 

Criticism bears fruit only if it can embrace the whole problem. Tutelage 
fails, because the future speaks for itself. If we wish to pass on such a faith, to 
convey its palpable conclusions to a wider circle as self-evident facts, we must 
n~ssarily demonstrate that the young forces in architecture draw their 
architectonic experiences not from history nor from heaven, but solely from 
the fertility of their own visions of space. In this, up to the present, three paths 
may be distinguished, which, though fundamentally different, follow parallel 
courses towards the same goal and nevertheless will one day cross . _ . 

It cannot be chance that the three recognizable paths of the new architecture 

coincide with the same number and nature of the new paths i1\ painting and 
sculpture. 

This coincidence of the volition behind them will find expression in the 
resulling work and will bring all the arts back into a unity. This unity will 
embrace the great achievements - the shrines of a new world - as well as the 
smallest objects in our everyda~ dwellings. . .. 

What today is a problem - will one day he a task:; what today is the vmon 
and faith of a single individual, will one day become a law for all. 

Therefore all trends seem necessary to achieving the goal, and hence to 
solving the problem of a new architecture: 
the a pestles of glass worlds, 
the ana lysls of spatial elements, 
1he seekers for new forms of material and construction. 

Naturally, this era will not be brought into being by social classes in the grip 
of tradition. 

Only a new will bas the future in its favour in the unconsciousness of its 
chaotic impetus, in the pristine vigour with which it embraces the universal. 

For just as every epoch that was decisive for the evolution of human history 
united the whole known globe under its spiritual wiJl, so what we long for will 
have to bring happiness beyond our own country, be>:ond Europe, .to all 
peoples. This does not mean that I am handing o.ver the ~e1~s to mte:national
ism. For internationalism means an aesthel!c attitude with its basis m no one 
people in a disintegrating world. Supr11-natio11a/ism, however, embraces 
nati<mal demarcations as a precondition; it is free humanity that alone can re
establish an all-embracing culture. 

Such a great will unites all those who are engaged in the work. 
It comes into being, it awakens an adequate religious faith only after the 

fusion of the ultimate achievement of all peoples. 
Here we can do no m!Jte than oontribute the modest measure of our own 

work, in faith and in a willingness to serve. 
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1920 Naum Gabo/Antoine Pevsner: 
Basic principles of Constructivism 

The brothers Gaboand Pevsner, both sculptors. wrote i11 Moscow in l120the 
R!:alist Monlfesro. in which they laid do\vn the bask principles of Cons{ructivism. 
whkh ex-erdsed a pov1.e.rft1I influence espedatly on post·v~ar Russian 
ar<:.hitature {Tatlin, the brothers Vesn!n, lJss;t;.o:ky). Gabo and Pevsher are 
concerned with constructions in space, which, howe•Jer, are interpreted 
primarily not as .archite(.ture, but as stulpture,-Ao important part fs played in 
tlleir con<:eptions by haptlc and optk charms arising o•,;t of the combination of 
various mate-dais in these spatial <.onstructions. These mate: rials a.r.s v~ith-out 
-ex;:.eption those produ<:ed Jm:luslrially. 

J. We reject the dosed spatial circumference as the plastic expression of the 
moulding of spa<:e. We assert that space can only be modelled from within 
outward in its depth, not from without inward through its volume. F.or what 
else is absolute space than a unique, colterent, and unlimited depth? 

2. We reject the closed mass as an exclusive element for the building up of 
three-dimensional and architectonic bodies in space. In opposition to it we 
set the demand that plastic bodies shall be constructed stereometrically. 

3. We reject de.:orative colour as a painterly element in three-dimensional 
construction. We demand that the concrete material shall be employed as a 
painterly element. 

4. We reject the decorative line. We demand of every line in the work of art 
that it shall serve solely to define the inner directions of force in the body to be 
portrayed. 

5. We are no longer content with the static elements of form in plastic art. We 
demand the indnsion of time as a new element and assert that real movement 
must be employed in plastic art, in order to make possible the use of kinetic 
rhythms in a way that is not merely illusionistic. 

1920 Bruno Taut: 
Down with seriousism! 

In November 191'9 the Berlin.Arbe~tsratfUr Ku:r;stwa.s merged with the 
November Group. But Taut and Behr,e kept together their an:hitect fdefld"S. 
At their instigation there wa'S an exchange of ciccufar letters, sketches, and 
essays in the natt,Jre uf corJessions of faith, known as Die GfOse;ne .Kl2'rte .{The 
G!ass Chain1. Fro . ..,, }ari\,.lary 1910 on\vard Taut had a new roovthp1e<.~~ 10 every 
issue C·f the 'peric-<lical Scodcb-::luk!Jr.-st ofter 1.md r.euer Architecture 
Aru:\ent and Modeorn) he had four- to 5ix pages to as he liked. Tautca~~e-d 
this appendix Fri,,;·hfichtl {Dayt:-rcak). TCie text cep-rodui:.:ed below occt1pies 
the introd1.1<.tory page of i.his series. 

Hopp! Hopp! Hopp! My sweet little horsey! 
Hopp! Hopp! Hopp! Where do you want to go? 
Over that high wa 11? 
Well really I don't know! 
Hopp! Hopp! Hopp! My sweet little horsey! 
Hopp! Hopp! Hopp! Where - do you - want - to go? 
{Scheerhart, Katerpoesie) 

Away with the sourpusses, the wailing Willies, the sobersid~s, the brow 
furrowers, the eternally serious, the sweet-sour ones, the forever important! 

'Important! Important!' This damned habit of acting important! Tomb· 
stone and cemetery fa;;;ades in front of junk shops and old clothes stores! 
Smash the shell-lime Doric, Ionic and Corinthian columns, demolish the pin
heads! Down with the 'respeclabiiity' of sandstone and plate·glass, in frag
ments with the rubbish of marble and precious wood, to the garbage heap 
with all that junk 1 . 

'Oh, our concepts: space, home, style l' Ugh, how these concepts stmk ! 
Destroy them, put an end to them! Let nothing remain! Chase away their 
schools, let the professorial wigs fly, we'll play catch with them. Blast, blast! 
Let the dusty, matted, gummed up world of concepts, ideologies and syste.ms 
fee! our cold north wind~ Death to the concep!·lice! Qeath to everythmg 
stuffy! Death to everything called title, dignity, a11thority ! Down with every-
thing serious! . 

Down with all camels that won't go through the eye of a needle, with all 
worshippers of Mammon and Moloch! 'The worshippers of force .mu.st 
knuckle under to force!' We are sick of their bloodsucking - caterwauling m · 
the early light. 

Jn the distance shines our tomorrow. Hurray, three times hurray for onr 

I 1 B. TA l.'J. FriihJich/ - Eimt Fofge f'ri.r die Vert'.'irk!fdning de5 neuen Baugedanki!tJS. UllsH:i:n,, 
Bauwclt Fundamentc, Vol.8. 
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kingdom without force! Hurray for the transparent, !he clear! Hurray for 
purity! Hurray for crystal! Hurray and again hurray for the fluid, the graceful, 
the angular, the sparkling, the Hashing, the light - hurray for everlasting 
architecture! 

1910 Le Corbusier: 
Towards a new architecture: guiding principles 

Le Corbusfer{b.!887 in laChaux·de-Fonds, Switzerlan.r:J, d. 1'965 in Roq:uebrune, 
Cap-Martin, France) was .alreadywe1! know·noutside France when in 1920-1 
those p-rogr3mmatk notes appe-ared in the peri odicai L'fsprJt Noo•t.r:ov v;hk h 
!n 1923 he published in book form under the ti He Vers une Arcfilce-cture. tn 1910 
Le-Corbusier hadw-0rked for a few months w·~th Pete• Behrens in 8-:::rlin, knew 
the \''/Ork of the Deuts(her Weri.:.bund (~vhicll, agaJnst van de Vetde'-s 
protest - see-page 23- - was aft'eady r:oncer:ning itself .,.ti th standardization and 
the ptobfems ofindustrialization), had since 1917 travelled an over ~u;op.e and 
was now, from l 9'20, evo hd rig an aesthetic of rt1ass~produ.c ti on buiidk1g. 

'fhe engineer's aesthetic and arcldtedure 
The Engineer's Aesthetic and Architecture are two things that march together 
and follow one from the other: the one being now at its full height, the other 
in an unhappy state of retrogression. 

The Engineer, inspired l:>y the law of Econom;• and governed by mathe
matical calculation, puts us in accord with universal law. He ach1eves 
harmony. 

The Architect, l:>y his arrangement of forms, realizes an order which is a 
pure creation of his spirit; by forms and shapes he affects our senses to an 
acute degree and provokes plastic emotions; by the relationships which he 
creates he wakes profound echoes in us, he gives us the measure of an order 
which we feel to be in accordance with that of our world, he determines the 
various movements of our heart and of our understanding; it is then that we 
experience the sense of beauty. 

Three reminders to architects 

Moss 
Our eyes are constructed to enable us to see forms in light. 
Primary forms are beautiful forms because they can be clearly appreciated. 
Architects today no longer achieve these simple forms. 
Working by calculation, engineers employ geometrical forms, satisfying our 
eyes by their geometry and our understanding l:>y their mathematics; their 
work is on the direct line of good art. 

Surface 
A mass is enveloped in its surface, a surface which is divided up areording to 
the directing and generating lines of the mass; and this gives the mass its 
individuality. 
Architects today are afraid of the geometrical constituents of surfaces. 
The great problems of modern construction must have a geometrical solution. 
For<:ed to work in ae<:ordance with the strict needs of exactly determined 
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conditions, engineers make use of form-generating and form-definm:··ele~~f ·:he;arthenon is a product of selection applied to a standard. 
ments. They create limpid and moving plastic facts. ,j Architecture operates in accordance with standards. 

Plan 
The Plan is the generator. l 
Without a plan, you have lack of order and wilfulness. ' 
The Plan holds in itself the essence of sensation. i 
The great problems of tomorrow, dictated by collective necessities, put the i 
question of 'plan' in a new form. :l 
Modem life demands, and is waiting for, a new kind of plan, both for the ~ 
house and for the city. !I 
Regulating lilles 
An inevitable element of Architecture. 
The necessity for order. The regulating line is a guarantee agai1lst wilfulness. 
It brings satisfaction to the understanding. 
The regulating line is a means to an end; it is not a recipe. Its choice and the 
modalities of expression given to it are an integral par! of architectural 
creation. 

Eyes which do n1>t see .•• 

Liners 
A great epoch has begun. 
There exists a new spirit. 
There exists a mass of work conceived in the new spirit; it is to be met with 
particularly in industrial production. 
Architecture is stifled by custom. 
The 'styles' are a lie. 
Style is a unity of principle animating all the work of an epoch, the result of a 
state of mind which has its own special character. 
Our own epoch is determining, day by day, its own style. 
Our eyes, unhappily, are unable yet to discern it. 

Aerapfarres 
The aeroplane is the product of dose selection. 
The lesson of the aeroplane lies in the logie which governed the statement of 
the problem and its realization. 
The problem of the house has not yet been slated. 
Nevertheless there do exist staudards for the dwe!llng house. 
Machinery contains in itself the factor of economy, which makes for selection. 
The house is a machine for living in. 

Automobiles 
We must aim at the fixing of standards in order to face the problem of 
perfection. 

" .··+ 
·=f 
.·J 

Standards are a matter of logic, analysis, and minute study; they are based on 
a problem which has been well 'stated'. A standard is definitely established by 
experiment. 

Arehlt•dlll'e 

The lesson of .Rome 
The business of Architecture is to establish emotional relationships by means 
of raw materials. 
Architecture goes beyond utilitarian needs. 
Architecture is a plastic thing. 
The spirit of order, a unity of intention. 
The sense of relationships; architecture deals with quantities. 
Passion csn create drama out of inert stone. 

Tile illusion of plans 
The Plan proceeds from within to without; the exterior is the result of an 
interior. 
The elements of architecture are light and shade, walls and spaoe. 
Arrangement is the gradation of aims, the classification of intentions. 
Man looks at the creation of architecture with his eyes, whieh are 5 feet 
6 inches from the ground. One ean only deal with aims which the eye can 
appreciate, and intentions which take into account arehitectural elements. If 
there come into play intentions which do not speak the language of architec· 
ture, you arrive at the illusion of plans, you transgress the rules of the Plan 
through an error in coneeption, or through a leaning towards empty show. 

Pure creation of the mirrd 
Contour and profile are the touchstone of the architect. 
Here he reveals himself as artist or mere engineer. 
Contour is free of all constraint. 
There is here no longer any question of custom, nor of tradition, nor of con
struction nor of adaptation lo utilitarian needs. 
Contour and profile are a pure creation of the mind; they call for the plastic 
artist. 

Mass-prodnctfon lmuses 
A great epoch has begun. 
There exists a new spirit. 
Industry, overwhelming us like a flood which rolls on towards its destined 
ends, has furnished us with new tools adapted to this new epoch, animated by 
!he new spirit. 
&:anomic law inevitably governs our acts and our thoughts. 
The problem of the house is a problem of the epoch. The equilibrium of 
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society toda Y depends_ u p_on it. Arch itect:ire has for its first duty, in this period 
of renewal, that of bnnging about a rev1s1on of values, a revision of the con
stituent elements of the house. 
Mass-production is based on analysis and experiment. 
Industry on the grand scale must occupy itself with building and establish the 
clements of the house on a mass-production basis. 
We must create the mass-production spirit 
The spirit of constructing mass-production houses. 
The spirit of living in mass-production houses. 
The spirit of conceiving mass-production houses. " 
If we eliminate from our hearts and minds all dead co nccpts in regard to the 
house, and fook at the question from a critical and objective point of view 
we shall arnve at the 'House-':'lachine', the mass-production house, health; 
~and morally so_ too) and beautiful m the same way that the working tools and 
1nstrumen ts \it h ECh accompany our existence are beau ~i fu I. 
Beautiful also with all the animation that the artist's sensibility can add to 
severe and pure functioning elements. 

Architecture or re•·olution {excerpt} 
: .. In bui !ding and construction, mass-production has already been begun ; 
in face of ne\V economic needs, mass-production units have been created both 
in mass and detai ! ; and definite resu Its have been achieved both in detail and 
in mass. If this fact be set against the past, then you have revolution, both in 
the method em ployed and in the large sea le on which it has been carried out 
... Our minds have consciously or unconsciously apprehended these event~ 
and new needs have arisen~ consciously or unconsciously. 
The _machinery of Society, profoundly out of gear, oscillates between an 
ameho~ation~ o~ his~orical importance~ and a catastrophe. 
The pn":'ordial mstmct of every human being is to assure himself of a shelter. 
The vanous ~lasses of ".'orkcrn in society today no longer hm•e dwellings 
adapted ta their needs; neuher the artisan nor the intellectual. 
It is _a question of buil~ ing which is at the root of the social unrest of today : 
architecture or revolutton. 
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1921 Bruno Taut: 
Friihlicht (Daybreak) 

in Ju iy 1920 8 ru no Taut had to end the first se6es of his. Fr&.h!icht art;des. The 
editor of Swdcbavkunst consi cf e red the:s-e <on tributio11s no longer tc le::-ab;e. 
1n !921 Taut vJer.t as mur:tcipaJ architect to Magdeb•Jrg a'1d from i.here, from 
aut u rnr. 192 I or., he was able to co.riti r. i.;e the p u bl i ca ti on as a q u-arte rl 'I 
peri.od;caL Or.c-e again the fr ier,ds o( The GI ass. Ct'iai r. had a c han.::e to speak. 
Once again Taut prefa-ted the frrst pub-lication v'ith a piece of-ex-pressi'.'C', 
hyrn>i-~ike pros.e. But in the er.suing issues it became dear that ne'N ideas acid 
forces v.·ere fi nd(ng expcess !c n, new ideas and forces. mo re c !os.eiy rel a te-d to 
reality. And nevi n.a.rr.es.: Oi..;d, f'"';achter, Mles var. der Rohe. 

IiOW DAY WILL EVENTUALLY BREAK - WHO KNOWS? BUT WE 
CAN FEEL THE MORNING. WE ARE NO LONGER MOONSTRUCK 
WANDERERS ROAMING DREAMILY IN THE PALE LIGHT OF 
IiISTORY. A COOL EARLY MORNING WIND IS BLOWING AROUND 
US; HE WHO DOESN'T WANT TO SHIVER ).IUST STRIDE OUT. 
AND WE AND ALL THOSE STRIDING WITH US SEE IN THE DIS
TANCE THE EARLY LIGlff OF THE AWAKENING MORNING! 
WHERE ARE ALL THE NOCTURNAL SPECTRES! GLASSY AND 
BRIGHT A NEW WORLD SHINES OUT IN THE EARLY LIGHT, IT IS 
SENDING our ITS FIRST RAYS. A F1RST GLEAM OF JUBILANT 
DAWN. DECADES, GENERATIONS - AND THE GREAT SUN OF 
ARCHITECTURE, OF ART IN GENERAL WILL BEGIN ITS VIC
TORIOUS COURSE./THE IDEA OF THE EARLY LIGHT JS NOT 
MIRRORED IN THIS SERIES FOR THE FIRST TIME. IT WAS AND IS 
GOOD TO 1\-IAINTAIN OUR VIEW OF THE HORIZON WITH UN
DIMMED IMAGINATION. TESTS OF TilE REALIZATION OF THE 
NEW IDEA ALREADY EXIST IN MATERIAL, AND THESE PAGES 
ARE INTENDED FIRST AND FOREMOST TO SERVE THIS REALIZA
TION, STARTING FROM THE ACTIVITIES OF A TOWN COUNCIL 
THAT DELIGHTS IN THE FUTURE. THEY ARE INTENDED TO HELP 
OUR COMRADES IN GERMANY STRIDE FORWARD MORE JOY
FULLY WITH US, AND OUR PATHS WILL MEET THOSE WHO ARE 
OUR BROTHERS IN SPIRIT BEYOND OUR FRONTIERS. J WE DO 
NOT BELIEVE IN PARALLELS BETWEEN MATERL.\L AND SPIRIT
UAL FLOWERING. THE FULL STOMACH DOES NOT LIKE IDEAS, 
THE OVERFULL HATES THEM, IT WANTS PEACE. TODAY MORE 
THAN EVER WE BELIEVE IN OUR WILL, WHICH CREATES FOR US 
THE ONLY LIFE VALUE. AND THIS VALUE IS: EVERLASTING 
CHANGE. 
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1922 'De Stijl': 
Creative demands 

De 5tfjf made its voice heard all ov<!r Europe. Month by month the perlodka~ 
spread the principles. of elernentat creativity, Theo 1,1an. Doesl>urg trai'1elled 
from dty to dt;r-delivering lectures, •Tti.e progressive architects-of Hoffa,nd 
have adopted an interoatior:al itandpoint.• Whfch 'hoa-s g"own up out of 
practice'. Th-e field of pra-ctice f\ad itself expanded. In 1920 Oe Sr.lji formufated 
its literature manifesto and In 192.i tfie manifesto 'le.rs LJf'.-e noov-effe t0rmoticn du 
moOOe. /\t the tnternational Art~~ts Congress in DUsseldorfin ~1ax !922 van 
Does burg announced: 'We are preparing the way for the use of aO objectfve 
universal means of creation.' 

I. The end of exhibitions. Instead: demonstration rooms for total 

works. 

2. An International exchange of ideas concerning creative problems. 

J, The development of a universal means of creation for all arts. 

4. An end to the division between art and life. (Art becomes life.) 

S. An end to the division between artist and man. 

'Gi!:6l O!HI '!OM <>N 

No ROUGE, ROOD 1922 

Theo van Oo'1!'sburg. !922 



1923 'De Stijl': 
Manifesto V: - D + = R, 

'Towards Co\1ect;ve Buil<lir.g' is the heading_ ove!' De Sti)I t.-1anifesto V, \vritteri 
in Paris. Collective building rt;eans: constructive .;:ollaboration of architect, 
sc'J Ip-tor. and painter i r. a v.•cr k existing in s p-.ace and ti me. All v1ork to De 
carried out accord~<ig to the e~eIT",e ntal laws of th-e sped fie material, -The res-u It 
of th is work v.-;1 I be a fla\"ll ess unity of the aorts, from -..vhi ch al I i rid ivCdual 
emotion.sh.ave been banished. Ir"; De S~ijl V! Theo van Ooesb-urg and Corvan 
Eeste rer.. ccrr..rne rrt on th-e Paris man i fes.to: art and I ife an no I ori&-tr be 
separated. Hence th-e term art has become urrusable. We are seeking an 
ob ject~ve system. 

I. Jn close co-operation we have examined architecture as a plastic unit made 
up of ind us try and technology and have estahl ished that a new sty le has 
emerged as a result. 

IL We have examined the laws of space and their endless variations {i.e. spa
tial contrasts, spatial dissonances, spatial supplementations) and have 
established that all these variations can be welded together in to a balanced 
unity. 

11 I. We have examined the laws of colonr in space and time and have es tab
lished that the mutual harmonization of these elements produces a new and 
positive unity. 

IV. We have examined the relationships between space and time and found 
that the process of rendering these two elements visible through the use of 
colour produces a new dimension. 

V. We have examined the mutual interrelationships between dimension, pro
portion, space, time and mate rial and have discovered a final method of con· 
structing a unity from them. 

VI. By hr ea king up enclosing elements (walls, etc.) we have eliminated the 
duality of interior and exterior. 

Vil. We have given colour its rightful place in architecture and we assert that 
painting separated from the architectonic construction {i.e. the picture) has 
00~~~ I 

VIII. The time of destruction is at an end. A new age is dawning: the age of I 
construction. 

ran Eesteren / Theo mn Doesburg I G. Riet;•e/d 
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Van Doesburg and van Eesteren: 
Towards collective building 

Commentary on Manifesto V 

We have to realize that art and life are no longer separate domains. Therefore 
the idea of 'art' as illusion unconnected with real life has to disappear. The 
word 'art' no longer means anything to us. Leaving th is concept behind ns 
we demand the construction of our environment according to creative law~ 
derived from a fixed principle. These laws, Jinked with those of economics 
mathematics, technology, hygiene, etc., lead to a new plastic unity. Jn orde; 
that the interrelationships of these reciprocal laws may be dcfi ned, the laws 
themselves must first he established and understood. Up to now the field of 
human creativity and the Jaws governing its constructions have never been 
examined scientifically. 

These Jaws can not he imagined. They exist as facts and can be elucidated 
only hy collective work and hy experience. 

Our era is inimical to.a~l sub)ective speculation in art, science, technology, 
and so on. The new spm t which already governs almost all modern Ii fe is 
opposed to animal spontaneity (lyricism), to the dominion of nature to 
complicated hair-styles and elaborate cooking. ' 

Jn -:rder to create so~ething new we need a method, that is to say, an 
objective sy~ten:. If we discover the same qualities in different things, we have 
found an o hJect1 ve scale. For example, one of the basic laws is that the modern 
oonst_ructor, hy the means proper to his particular field of activity, brings to 
light not the relationship between things themselves, hut the relationship 
between their qualities. 
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Os kar Schremmer, I 922 
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Oskar Schlemmer: 
Manifesto for the first Bauhaus exhibition 

Al though this manifesto in the publicity t eaflet for the first Bauhaus exhibition 
in Wei mar (J 11!y to September 1923) was written with- the a-p-proval in p ri nci pt e 
of Oskar Sch!emmer's board of gove rflors, it went to pres:s before the board had 
be-en .abt e to look at the text. Because of the statemen.t that the B.au ha us was a 
gathering point for those \vho w~shed to buitd the 'cathedral ofSocialism' the 
mariifesto sect~on of the leaflet was pulped. The precaution was f:n vain, Severa! 
complete copies reached the public and brought the Bauhaus. under suspicion of 
be i n,g an ifls.ti h.1t ion that dabbled in politics.. 

The Staatliches Bauhaus in Weimar is the first and so far the only government 
schoo 1 in the Reich - if not in the world - which calls upon the crea live forces 
of the fine arts to become influential while they are vital. At the same time it 
endeavours, through the establishment of workshops founded upon the 
crafts, to unite and productively stimulate the arts with the aim of combining 
them in architecture. The concept of building will restore the unity that 
perished in debased academicism and in finicky handicraft. It must reinstate 
the broad relationship with the 'whole' and, in the deepest sense, make 
possible the total work of art. The ideal is old, but its rendering always new: 
the fulfilment is the style, and never was the 'will-to-style' more powerful than 
today. But confusion about concepts and attitudes caused the conflict and 
dispute over the nature of th is style which will emerge as the 'new beauty' 
from the clash of ideas. Such a school, animating and inwardly animated, 
unintentionally becomes the gauge for the convulsions of the political and 
intellectual life of the time, and the history of the Bau ha us becomes the 
history of contemporary art. 

The Staatliches Bau ha us, founded after the catastrophe of the war in the 
chaos of the revolution and in the era of the tloweri ng of an emotion-laden, 
explosive art, becomes the rallying-point of all those who, with belief in the 
future and with sky-storming enthusiasm, wish to build the 'cathedral of 
Socialism'. The triumphs of industry and technology before the war and the 
orgies in the name of destruction during it called to life that impassioned 
romanticism which was a flaming protest against materialism and the meehan • 
ization of a rt and life. The misery of the ti me was also a spiritual anguish. A 
cult of the unconscious and of the unexplainable, a propensity for mysticism 
and sectarianism, originated in the quest for those highest things w h icb are in 
danger of being deprived of their meaning in a world full of doubt and dis
ruption. Breaking the limitations of classical aesthetics reinforced boundless
ness offeeli ng, which found nourishment and verification in the discovery of the 
East and the art of the Negro, peasants, child reo, and the insane. The origin 
of artistic ere a ti on was as much sought after as its limits were courageously 
extended. Passionate use of the means of expression developed in altar paint· 
ings. But it is in pictures, and always in pictures, where the decisive values take 
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refuge. As the highest achievement of individual exaggeration, free froor'I 
bonds and unredeemed, they must all, apart from the unity of the pictu~l 
itself, remain in debt to the proclaimed synthesis. The honest crafts wallowed) 
in the exotic joy of materials, and architecture piled Utopian schemes o11J 
paper, , 

Reversal of values, changes in point of view, name and concept, result in the.; 
other view, the next faith. Dada, court jester in this kingdom, plays ball with l 
paradoxes and makes !he atmosphere free and easy. Americanisms trans.:l 
ferred to Europe, the new wedged into the old world, death to the past, t1l i 
moonlight, and to the soul, thus the present time strides aiong with the\ 
gestures of a conqueror. Reason and science, 'man"'s gteatest powers'~ are the ! 
regents, and the engineer is the sedate executor of unlimited possibilities. i 
Mathematics, structure, and mechanization are the elements, and power and i 
money are the dictators of these modern phenomena of steel, concrete, glass, I 
and electricity. Velocity of rigid matter, dematerialization of matter, organiza. i 
tion of inorganic matter, all these produce the miracle of abstraction. Based 1 
on the laws of nature, these are the achievements of mind in the conquest of l 
nature, based on the power of capital, the work of man against man. Th.e ! 
speed and supertension of commercialism make expediency and utility the ! 
measure of all effectiveness, and calculation seizes the transcendent world: art j 
becomes a logarithm. Art, long bereft of its name, lives a life after death, in the ! 
monument of the cube and in the coloured square. Religion is the precise' l 
process of thinking, and God is dead. Man, self-conscious and perfect beingil 
surpassed in accuracy by e;·ery puppet, awaits results from the chemist's I 
retort until the formula for 'spirit' is found as well . . . j 

Goethe: 'If the hopes materialize that men, with all their strength, witli ! 
heart and mind, with understanding and love, will join together and become! 
conscious of each other, then what no man can yet imagine will occur-Allan j 
will no longer need to create, we will create his world,' This is the synthesis, I 
the concentration, intensification, and compression of all that is positive to j 
form the powerful mean. The idea of the mean, far from mediocrity and t 
weakness, taken as scale and balance, becomes the idea of German art. i 

Germany, country of the middle, and Weimar, the hear! of it, is not for the I 
first time the adopted plaee of intellectual decision. What matters is the recog· •

1

. 
nilion of what is pertinent to us, so that we will not aimlessly wander astray. 
Jn balancing the polar contrasts loving the remotest past as well as the , 
remotest future; averting reaction as much as anarchism; advancing from the I 
end-in-itself and from self-directedness to the typical, from the problematical ! 
to the valid and secure we become the bearers of responsibility and the ! 
conscience ofthe world. An idealism of activity that embraces, penetrates, and i 
unites art, science, and technology and that influences research, study, and ! 
work will construct the 'art-edifice' of Man, which is but an allegory of the ! 
cosmic system. Today we can do no more than ponder the total plan, lay the l 
foundations, and prepare tile building stones. ' 

But 
We exist! We ha'l'<l the wllU We an• producing! 
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1923 Werner Graeff: 
The new engineer is coming 

The firs~ nun\ber of the periodical G-1.1ateriof zurefetrientaren Gestcf\ung 
(material for elen)ental cn;ativity)- a?p-e<.<red ~Ii July 1923, in Sedi:rL The 
publisher wa<;. the t11m plor.eer Hans Richter; h•s fellO'Nt:d1tors v1ere 
Werner Gra-eff {b. !901 in V\i\1-pp-e.ctal, lh.-.es IP. Essen) and El l}ssitzXy (b, 1$90 
in Smolensk, d.1941 in Moscow). Theeditori;;.I programme foHov.·ed in its 
esscnHal points the princip-les of the Stijl group, A r.ew -con<:ept 'NJ'S 

if'\tt'oduced: 'The basic r-equi~mer.t for the creation of <:le mental focm is 
e<:o::iomy. A p'Llre relationship b-et ... 1een f-orr.:~ and material. 1111-s cal:s for 
elemental mea.r.s, complete maste<y of the m~ns. Elemental-order. 2idh:rer:o2: 
to l:iws,' Werner Graeff's co<itribut1on is <lated Oecenlber ~921.. A!on_gs1de 1t 
stand theses from the Realist N...::ird(e'.fW, t"toscO"N 1'920. 

Essential criterion for modern, creative people: 
The capacity to think and fashion elementally. 
The school for the new creation of form is: to elucidate the elements of 

every creative domain radically and unimpeachably. And: to live the modern 
world-view in its most extreme implications. 

Now the new generation of engineers is growing up! , , 
This means: first the perfection - then the end of mechamst1c tec.h~o!ogy. 

The last mighty soaring of mechanistic technology, because the reqms1te laws 
are a component of the modern world-view that has been mastered and the 
means for the creation of elemental form are perfectly clear to the new 
engineer. . , . 

Necessary consequences of this c!a rlty and mastery a re: s1 mphc1ty, balance, 
naturalness, the shrewdest economy. 

The new engineer does not modify, he creates afresh; that is to say, he does 
rnit improve, but provides an a/Js()/utelyeleme!!la/ fulfilm.ent of every demand. 

In a few years, the new elementally trained generat10n of engmcers .w'.11 
easily fulfil every demand that can rationally be made upon mechanistic 
technology. 

BUT THIS IS NOT THE END: 
Above and beyond this, an immense, far more magnificent field, whose first 

outlines are already emerging in science and art, will open up to the leaders 
among the new creators. In a decade hypotheses will develop into theories ·
and finally into mastered laws. Then the capacity to treat every fresh demand 
in an absolutely elemental manner will lead forward only when it has become 
part of man's flesh and blood. 

The new, more splendid technology of tensions, of invisible movements, of 
remote eontro! and speeds such as cannot even be imagined in 1922 will come 
into being, uninfluenced by the methods of mechanistic technology ... 

The new engineer is ready and waiting. Long lfre elemental creatmty! 
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1923 Erich Mendelsohn: 

'.;,r: 
'•'j tnat mastery of the air, dominion over the natural elements should be given 

Dynamics and function (excerpt) 

A!ter his: exhibition. at Cassirer's in 1919 Mendelsohn w21s invited to <ontribute 
to the Amsterdam periodical Wend!ngen. An fss ue devoted to his: work 
appeared i ~ October l 920. This brought Me nd-elsoh n into <Iese -con:tact v~ith 
the groLJp of architects cal Ii rig themsetves Ar-chi teo:::tu r.a et Am k iti a in 
Amsterdam {to whom he delivered the lecture 'Dynamks and Function' in 
1923}; but he .also got to kno·.v thetr opponents, J. J, P. Oud and members of the 
Rotterdam De Stijl group. As early as 1919 Mendelsoh11 l/'tr-ote tG-.hfs wife: 
'The two groups must find their way to one another ... Other,.o.i ise Rotterdam 
wi 11 construct itself into a -cool death, Amsterdam wi 11 dynami i:e itself into the 
mag_i-c of a conflagration , .. Fu.no::tional dynam i-sm is the post:u late: 

Ever since science has come to realize that the two concepts matter and energy, 
formerly kept rigidly apart, are merely different states of the same primary 
element, that in the order of the world nothing takes place without relativity 
to the cosmos, without relationship to the whole, the engineer has abandoned 
the mechanical theory of dead ma Uer and has reaffirmed his allegiance to 
nature. From primal states he deduces the laws determining interactions. His 
former arrogance has given way to the happy sense of being a creator. The 
intellectually one-sided inventor has become the intuitive many-sided origin
ator. The machine, till now the pliable too! of lifeless exploitation, has become 
the constructive element of a new, fivjng organism. We ovle its existence 
neither to the whim of an unknown donor nor to the joy in invention of a 
constructive genius; it comes into being as a necessary concomitant of e-:.=LJIU· 
tion at the same moment as need demands it Its real task lies in satisfying tbe 
multiple mutual interre!a tionships between population figures and increased 
production, between industrialization and human consumption; jt has to 
bring order into these interrelationships and master their effects. 

Thus it becomes ho th a symbol of intensified decay and an element in a 
Ii fe that is ordering itself anew. 

Now that we have discovered its forces we apparently dominate nature. In 
reality we merely serve it with new means. 

We have apparently freed ourselves from the law of gravity. 
Jn truth we merely comprehend its logic with new senses. The precision of 

its revolutions, the harsh sound of its course, imp el us to fresh clarity, the 
metallic gleam of its material thrusts us into a fresh light. 

A new rhythm is taking possession of the world, a new movement. 
Medieval man, amidst the horizontal tranquiJiity ofhis contemplative work· 

ing day, needed the verticals of the cathedrals in order to find his God high 
above. Modern man, amidst the excited flurry of his fast-moving life, can find 
equilibrium only in the tension-free horizontal. Only by means of his will to 
reality can he become master of his unrest, only by moving at maximum speed 
will he overcome his haste. For the rotating earth stands still ! It is unthinkable 
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.1 uPThe task is to reduce them to commonplaces of kno:vledge.. . 
The child learns to telephone; numbers have lost their magmtude; distances 

nave been reduced to short walks. . . . 
Technology is handicraft. The laboratory JS a workplace. The mventor is 

:master. 

... Rarely, it seems to me, has the orde_r of the world s_o unequi~ocall_y 
revealed itself; rarely has the Logos of ex1Stence opened wider than m this 
time of supposed chaos. For we have a 11 been shaken a wake by elemental 
vents· we have had time to shake off prejudices and sated complacency. As 

~reato;s ourselves we know how very variously the forces of motioi:, the play 
of tensions, work out in individual instances. All the more, the~, JS it our. t.:isk 
to oppose excited flurry with contemplation, exaggeration with. simphc.ity, 
uncertainty with a clear law ; to rediscover the elements of energy m the mid st 
of the fragmentation of energy, from the elements of energy to form a new 
whole. To work, construct, re-calculate the Earth! But form the wodd !hath 
waiting for you. Form with the dynamics of your blo_od the funct10ns of i_ts 
reality, elevate its functions to dynamic supra-sensuahty. Simple and cer_tam 
as the machine, clear and bold as construction. From real presuppoS<t1ons 
form art, from mass and light form intangible space. But do not forget that 
the individual creation can be understood only within the cont~xt of t~e 
totality of the phenomena of the age. It is just as bound to the relativity of its 
facts as present and future are to the relativity of history. 
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1923 Ludwig Mies van der Rohe: 
Working theses 

Mi-cs. ... an der Re he's these-s:, l/'1ritten in Ma.y 1923, appeared together ~vi th his 
design for an office bui !ding of reinforced concrete ( 1922) in the fi rs.t nu rrrbe.r of 
G, of•.whi<:h Mies 'NaS- one of the founders. Apar~ from Mies (b. !8.86 tn Aix-la.
Chapelfe, d.1969 ir. Chkago), Graeff, a.nd Fli<-hter, other contributors ·.ver-e 
Gabo, Pevsner, Haussma.n11- a!l of whom were living in Berlin at the tin1e- a'1d 
Doesb1...-Tg in Paris. This ·.va.s a surprising concentration and meeting of!orce5: 
De Stijl and Rus.sfan Constructivism meta.ta place at \vhich. jusr-half a year 
earlier, in winter 1922-3 on the occasion oft he architectural exhibition in the 
Berlin S--ecession, cdtks had unanimously stated: this i5 the 'Ne·.v Acch~tecture', 

( 

all aesthetic specu!at ion, 

We reject a II doctrine, 

and a II formalism. 

Architecture is the will of the age conceived in spat ia! terms. 

Living. Changing. New. 

Not yesterday, not tom or row, only today can be given form. 

0 n ly th is architecture creates. 

Create form out of the nature of the task with the means of our time. 

Th is is our work. 

0 F F c E B u L D N 

The office building is a house of work of organization of clarity 

of economy. 

Bright, wide workrooms, easy to oversee, undivided except as the 

organism of the undertaking is divided. The maximum effect with 

the mini mum expenditure of means. 

The materials are concrete iron glass. 
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',! flei nforced concrete bu i!d i ngs are by nature s kel eta I bu i I dings. No 

-I ~ood I es nor armoured turrets. A construction of girders that carry 

the weight, and walls that carry no weight. That is to say, buildings 

cons is ting of skin and bones. 
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1923 Arthur Korn: 
Analytical and Utopian architecture 

This: programmatic essay appeared in December 1923 in Paul Westlu;iim's 
Kunstb1ott. Arthur Korn (b. ! 091 in Bre$tau, lives in London) was fn 19€9 a 
paftner \vfth Mendelsohn and in 1922. O!}-{':ned an office with Sfgfried 
We~tzmann, Apart from jnterior designs and di/felting houses k1 &edk1 and 
Silesia, Korn did a great deal of work for Jerusalem and Haifa. In J92'3 he 
designed a business centre for Haifa that won second prize i.n the competition 
andwa-sindu-ded by Gropius in Volume One of the: Bauhauz books. 
( fnterootionale Archft-eKtut. Munfch 1'925). In 1924 ArthJJr Korn D'ecam-e 
s-ei::retary of the November Group. The following essay .,,,3s: his first 
puhli<ation. 

;1
1

1 

. whole become a cell of the larger community? How does the whole dev 1 , ·nto a symbol of the human being and oflandscape? e op 
' The faceless solution is inadequate. The American - reetilhtear _ rational 

., cilY is deadly. 
' Jn practice, the impersonal utilitarian building is only habitable if it is con.· I strnctive. Construction, however, is attained only through analysis. The 

Jllachine des!gner also _asks !lrst: What task is tJ;e machine to fulfil - turning, 
l'Ianing, boring? And 1fI wish to produce a boring action, I need the rotating 
Jllovement. He first analyses and then constructs. 

'fhe architect also begins with an analysis of the building programme, the 
dwelling, the factory. He discovers parts, rooms, cells. He fashions the com
munications, the horizontal tubes, the vertical stair towers. He discovers the 
focal points and fixes them like the centre· bit on the plane disc. 

He discovers the primal cell that is peculiar to every organism, every house 
and every town and to it alone, and that stamps all its forms. He analyses th~ 
material, its inner construction, its strength, its structure. 

He analyses the whole construction, upon which e,·erything stands, the 
thin supports and discs in the nucleus, and hangs around it the outer wall with 
iis apertures. Thus he analyses every factor that plays a part. 

And only then does he build up the construction. 
Interlocking of the material body and the spherical air space above it. 

• j Entry of air into the body· mass and envelopment of the body with wires that 
Architecture is passionate loving. Rearing up. Circling round. Like us pressed ' produce new air planes. Arms, stretched out from the centre into the air, and 
down, jumped up. Symbol. Fiery sign. ribs, grown through the floor. 

A.rcMtecture is symbol. Nimbus. Tendency to organization - music, towards 
an impetus that carries right through to the end. Embrace and dissol11tio11. 
The house is no longer a block, only dissolution into cells, crys1alliwtio11 
from point to point, the construction of bridges, joints, outer surfaces, tubes, 
Outer surfaces that envelop air, that expel air. Air sinks down between them 
as fruit prunes canes. Air has streamed into them and makes them firm and 
pliable. 

For what turns reality into a work of art is the fiery sign. Burning cities. Analytical building, utilizing the ultimate secrets of the material. the con. 
Burning landscapes. struction, the cellular organization, and intercommunications. is the indis

Architecture as royal leader. All materials have been given into its band: iron, 
steel and glass, wood and porcelain, fabric and paper. It develops a feeling 
for the substance, structure, and construction of every material. Furnitnre 
bursts forth from germinating walls, and the reed huts of the natives have Jong 
ago grown up into fantastic grass towers. 

Architecture, meaningful as the machine, as the underground railway - the 
air cabin, the motor-car body. Inconspicuously collective. 

But the impersonal utilitarian building is only habitable if behind the satisfied 
need there stands the symbolic art form that feels the organism and asks: 
Upon what points of support, what outer surfaces does the building stand? 
How do the areas of light rest inside it, how do the planes stand - straight, 
tilted 1 How do the movable and immovable furnishings link up with it 1 How 
does the artificial light source sit? How does the colour stand or move 1 How 
does the building relate lo the close and distant environment, lo the atmos
phere? How do the individual rooms relate collectively? How does the whole 
acquire significance Jn relation to the smallest part and in what way does the 
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pensable prerequisite. It is the basis - no less, and uo more. 
But then it is a ma tier of art to create the total work in a completely original 

way, as though it had just come into the world. 
A mystical happening according to unknown, unconscious laws and yet a 

concrete event, which mysteriously recreates the first rational procedure in a 
spiritual realm of its own. . 

There remains the incomprehensible mystery that the razor-sharp analytical 
construction and the Utopia born in the realm of the unconscious intersect at 
one point, as though the unconscious genius in us repeated the creatiYe pro· 
cess again to the same end on a higher plane unknown to us. 

The symbol and the fiery sign in us is as concrete as the analytical con
struction. And not only in me. The conflict between the machine-man and the 
anarchistic-artistic man, between the collective and the individual personality 
that organizes itself freely and in accordance with mystic laws, like the voice 
of music, repeats on a larger scale the rise from the uecessary constructive
analytica! reality to the intuitive-artistic one. 



1924 Theo van Ooesburg: 
Towards a plastic architecture 

I. Foi:m. Elimination of all concept of form. in the sense of a fixed type h.I 
essential to. the healthy development of arclutecture and art as a whole, In>l 
stead of using earlier styles as models and imitating them, the problem f'l 
architecture must be posed entirely afresh. 

0 
'; 

2. The new ar~hitecture is ele_mema/; that is to Sa)', it develops out of the 
elements of hui~dmg m the .widest sense. These elements - snch as function, 
mass, surface.I' hme, space~ Jrght, colour, material, etc.-· are plastic. 

3. The new architecture is ectmomie; that is to say, it employs its elemental 
means as effeet1vely and thriftily as possible and squanders neither these 
means nor the material. 

4. The :iew. architecture isfuru:tiona/; that is to say, it develops out of the exact 
determmat1on of !he practical demands, which it contains within clearoutlines. 

5. The i;ew architecture isforml~ss and yd exactly defined; that is to say, it is• 
not .subJeCt to a.ny fh~d aesthe!tc formal type. It has no mould (such as con· 
fect1i::ners ?•.•) m which 1t produces the functional surfaces arising out of: 
pmc!lcal, hvmg demands. 

In contradistinction to all earlier styles the new architectural methods know 
no dosed type, no basic type. · 
. 1:h~ fun~tional space is strictly divided into rectangular surfaces having no · 
md1v1duahty of their own. Although each one is fixed on the basis of the • 
oth7111, they may .be vi~ualized as extending infinitely. Tims they fonn a co· 
?rdmate~ system m which all pofots correspond to the same number of points 
m ~he ''.ntverse. It follows from this that the surfaces have a direct connexion 
to infinite space. . I 

; 

6. The new architecture has rendered the concept monumelltal independent of · .. ··.·JI 
large and small (since, the ".'~rd 'monumental' has become hackneyed it is 
rep!"ced. by the "."ord plastic). It has shown that everything exists un the • f :'°' "'"""'M<W,. ,i 

1, The new architecture possesses no single passfre factor. It has overcome the 
opening (in the wall). With its openness the window plays an active role in 
opposition lo the closedness of the wall surface. Nowhere does an opening or 
., gap occupy the foreground; everything is strictly determined by contrast. 
Compare the various counte«constructions in which the elements that archi
tecture consists of (surface, line, and mass) are placed without constraint in 
a three-dimensional relationship. 

s. The grau,,d·pla11. The new architecture has opened the walls and so done 
away with the separation of inside and outside. The walls themselves no longer 
support; they merely provide supporting points. The result is a new, open 
ground-plan entirely different from the classical one, since inside and outside 
now pass over into one another. 

9, The new architecture is open. The whole structure consists of a space that 
is divided in accordance with the various functional demands. This division is 
carried out by means of dMdittg surfaces (in the interior) or protective surfaces 
(externally). The former, which separate the various functional spaces, may 
be movable; that is to say, the dividing surfaces (formerly the interior walls) 
may be replaced by movable intermediate surfaces or panels (the same method 
rnay be employed for doors) fa architecture's next phase of development the 
ground·plan must disappear completely. The two·dimensional spatial com
p()Sition fixed in a ground·plan will be replaced by an exact constructional 
calculation - a calculation by means of which the supporti11g capacity is 
restricted to the simplest but strongest supporting points, For this purpose 
Euclidean mathematics will be of no further use - but with the aid of cal
culation that is non-EucUdean and takes into account the four dimensions 
everything will be very easy. 

10. Space and tim1e. The new architecture takes account not only of space but 
also of the magnitude time. Through the unity of space and time the arcbi
tecturnl exterior will acquire a new and completely plasti,: aspect. (Four
dimensional space-time aspects.) 

II. The new architecture is anti-cubic; that is to say, it does not attempt to lit 
all the functional space cells together into a closed cube, butprojectsfimc!imra/ 
space-cells (as well as overhanging surfaces, balconies, etc.) cenlrifugal!y from 
the centre of the cube outwards. Thn• height, breadth, and depth plus time 
gain an entirely new plastic expression. In this way architecture achieves a 
more or less floating aspect (in so far as this is possible from the constructional 
standpoint -this is a problem for the engineer!) which operates, as it were, i11 
opposition to natural gravity. 

12. Symmetry and repetition. The new architecture has eliminated both 
monotonous repetition and the stiff equality of two halves - the mirror image, 
symmetry, There is no repetition in time, no street front, no standardization. 
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A block of house.s is)~t as much a whole as the i ndividua! house. The la w8Jj I 924 
that apply to the mdividual house also ai:ply to the block of houses and to the5! 
city. In place of symn:etry the new arcbitectu ~e offers a bala1Jced relationship \j 

Ludwig Mies van der Rohe: 
I nd ustri a Ii zed bu ii ding 

of une1ual par:s; that IS to sa~, ;if parts that differ from each other by virtue 'l 
of their functional charactenst1cs as regards position, size, proportion and · 
situation. The equality of these parts rests upon the balance of their dis.. 
similarity, not upon their similarity. Furthermore, the new architecture has 
rendered front, back, right, left, top, and bottom, factors of equal value. 

13. In contra~! to frontal ism, which had its origin in a rigid, static way of life, · 
the new arc_hitecture offers the plastic richness of an all-sided development in . __ .I 
space and time. · 

l 4. <;olou:. The new a_rchitecture has done away with painting as a separate 
and imaginary expression of harmony, secondarily as representation, primarily 
as coloured surface . 

The new architecture permits colour organically as a direct means of ex
pressing its relationships within space and time. Without colour these rela
tions.hips ~re not r:al, but invis ib/e, The balance of organic relationships 
acqu~ res. VISI ble. reah~y only by means of colour. The modem painter's task 
consists m creatmg with the aid of colour a harmonious whole in the new four
dimensional realm of space-time - not a surface in two dimensions. In a fur
ther phase of development colour may also be replaced by a denatu ralized 
material possessing its own specific colour (a pro b!em for the chemist) - but 
only if practica I needs demand this material. 

15. The new architecture is m1ti-decoratfre. Colour (and this is something the 
colour-shy must try to grasp) is not a decorative part of architecture but its 
organic medium of expression. ' 

16.1rchiteclure as a synthesis of Neo-Plasticism. Building is a part of the new 
architecture which, by combining together all the arts in their elemental 
manifestation, discloses their true nature. 

A prerequisite i~ t.he ability to think in four dimensions - that is to say: the 
architec~s ~f Plastic1sm, among w horn I also number the painters, must con
struct withm the new realm of space and time. 

Since the new architecture permits no images (such as paintings or sculp
tures as separate elements) its purpose of creating a harmonious whole with 
all essential means is evident from the outset. In this way, every architectural 
elem.en! contributes to the attainment on a practical and logical basis of a 
maximum of plastic expression, without any disregard of the practical 
demands. 

BO I 
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Jn the third edition of G ( 10 June 1924) Mies. -..·a-n der Rohe, usir,g his o·.vn 
cc nc ise sty I e of express ion, demar.ded a fu ndamenta! re·J is.ion oft h-!2! \•thole 
building ~ndustry. The demand for e-conomy of materials and constructior.5, 

ma<le a >·ear earlier- in the first is.si..;e of G, 'Nas rio·.v extended to the . .,.,.hole 
bu i k! i ng process, begi r,ning vvi th the manufacture of ne·.,... b~ i Id i r-? ~ate r i.a Is and 
erid i ng vii th me re as.se m bl 'f Vi.' Ork on the site. For th-e f,rst ~rme \'If t n such 
uneq1.fr~·ocal darf ty atte-nti on ·was <l i rected not exdusi Yel 'f to the •esul t ~ 
ar-chdecture- but also to the prerequisites !or ir<dustri.aliz.ed forms. of building. 

A lilt le while ago the need for an industrialization of the building trade was 
still contested by a !most a 11 interested parties, and I regard it as progress 
that this question is now seriously diseus~ed by a larlfer ClfC!e, ~Ven If fe\: of 
those concerned a re reil Hy convinced of this need. The increas1 ng ind us tr iahza ~ 
tion in all fields would also have spread to the building tra~e with no regard 
for outmoded outlooks and emotional values, 1f special mcumstances had 
not here barred the way. I see in industrialization t_he central problem of 
building in our time. If we succeed in carrying out this 11:-d ustr1al l ~a lion f the 
social, eco no m Cc~ techn [cal, and also artlstic problems i,.v1 l l. be re~d t l }' so ived. 
The question of hO"\'I industrialization is. to be int.r~duced is ea.si!y ans,vcrcd 
once we know what stands in the way. The supposit10n that an\!quatcd forms 
of organizatlon arc the c .. ause is incorrect. They are not the cause but the .e~ect 
of a situation, and they in no way dash with the character of the old buildmg 
trade. Repeated attem pis have been made to arrive at new forms of or gamza
tion, but they have succeeded only in those parts of the trade_ that permitted 
industrialization. Moreover the extent to which modern bmldmg has become 
a matter of assembly has undoubtedly been exaggerated. Prefabrication has 
been carried out almost exclusively in the construction of hangars. for industry 
and agriculture, and it was the iron foundries that first prefabricated par ts for 
assembly on the site. Recently timber firms have also begun to prefabricate 
parts so that building shall be a matter purely of assembly. l_n almost all other 
bui !dings the who le of the main frame and large parts of the m ten or have been 
constructed in the same manner since time l m1nemorial and are ent1 rel Y 
manua I in character. This character can be changed nci the r by econo m!c 
forms nor by working methods and it is precisely this which renders smal'. 
undertakings viable. Naturally material and wages can be saved by the use ol 
larger and different types of building units, as new metho~s of bmldmg show; 
but even this in no way changes the manual character of owldmg. Moreo;er 
it must he borne in mind that the brick wall has i nco n testable advantages over 
these new methods of construction. 

It is not so much a question of rationalizing existing working methods as of 
fundamentally remoulding the whole building trade. _ . 

So long as we use essentially the same materials, the character of bwldmg 
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wilI not change, and this character, as I have already mentioned, ultimately .. ·j 
determines the_ forms taken by the trade, Industrialization of the building . 
trade JS a question _of matenal. Hence the demand for a new building material ·-; 
is the. first prereqmsite. Our technology must and will succeed in inventing a J 
_bu1 ldmg ma ten al . that . can be manufactured technologically and u ti I ized 
rndustnally,. that is sol!d, weather-resistant, soundproof, and possessed of 
good msulatmg properties. It will have to be a light material whose utilization 
does_ not merely permit but actually invites industrialization. Industrial pro
duction of ~11 the parts can really be rationalized only in the course of the 
ma nu facturmg process, a~d work on the site will be entirely a matter of 
assembly and can be restncted to a far shorter ti me than was ever thought 
possi bk This. will result m greatly red need building costs. M orcover the new 
trends m architecture w1 ll find their true tasks. It is quite clear to me that this 
will lead to the total destruction of the building trade in the form in which it 
has existed up to now; but whoever regrets that the house of the future can no 
longer be constructed by building craftsmen should bear in mind that the 
motor-car JS no longer built by the wheelwright 
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1924 Hermann Finsterlin: 
Casa Nova 

'Architecture of the Future - Play of Forms and Subtle Construction' \'las the 
subtitle given by Hermar:n Fi-nsterlin (b. 188-7 in Munich, !iv-es. in Stuttgart} to 
his essay whkh took up the whole Man:h 1924 issue of the Amsterdam 
perlod ica! Wending-en. His. archi te-e.tural fantasies had al r-eady arous..ed 
con-::idera-ble interest in l 919, \'lhen G roplus. invited Fi r,sterl in to take part in. 
his Exhibition for Unkno-..vn Architects {p.46}. 'Bruno Taut printed hvo io11glsh 
-cont•~b>Jti-ons. by htm i r.: Fr-L.ih!ich( in 1920-1. The relatively late pub I icat ion in 
v..-endlng.en - in te<ms. of the general trend - s hov1s. that the Arch itectu ra-et 
Am idtia _group \Vas s.ti ti a.sserti ng its. •1ie~vpo~nt (knowledge- through vis ion) 
against De Stijl in 1924. 

Awake! Awake from the compulsive sleep into which you children of Adam 
have been plunged by the unripe fruit of the wo r!d tree and plnck your divine 
hap pl ness, now never to be lost again, from its in finite branches : the know
ledge of the primal meaning of all being - 'development'. Life is the un
conscious answer to stimuli, experience is human existence. The va1ue of a life 
follows from the sum of the creature's experienoe in Creation; therefore the 
duration of a life and the course it takes are not matters of indifference. 
Adjust your sieve to the measure of your highest will, so that a 11 inadequacies 
and compromises filter through it; they are not worth re ta in ing. Do not give 
preference to line and surface, which make you conscious of the corporeal; 
this is ingratitude towards the heritage of the creature. Do not beat the drum 
where the bellows of a gigantic organ await you; do not imitate - that which 
has once existed has no need of repetitions, they are al ways feebly degenerate 
and merely a waste of your time. Cease to invent, it merely robs you of your 
eyes. Why do you strive to broaden your senses ? The mania for discovery is 
merely poverty of imagination and creative power. There is nothing beyond 
your outward senses that you could not crea le with your in most primal sense, 
that miniature version of the cosmos, the mightiest wonder of human exist
ence. Discover this philosophers' stone that renders you a 11-powerful like the 
world spirit. 

The apparent basic difference between things lies only in you and in your 
temporal and spatial distances from them, only in the measurement of time 
arising out of your organic mechanism. This alone creates the antitheses of 
space and time, matter and energy, rest and motion, life and death, Pu sh on 
to the centre point of the world and you will find yourselves again, in changed 
shape, at the root of the world tree, in whose sap appearance and being flow 
into one~ 

faerything has form - fa form: 
Radiations~ scents~ sounds~ and the most mysterious sensations of the soul. 

Form is only a relatively over-rapid, uninterrupted system of forces flowing 
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within a closed movement and developing in a relatively close.meshed manner 
within four-dimensional space, its peculiar material manifestation the con
se_quence o~ its own speed a~d multiplicity and the playful struggle it is waging 
with the objects of space, with the pressure oflight, and all the surgings of the 
most subtle spirits; a pressure imparted by mutually motivating densities that 
flow forward and back, modify or interpenetrate each other, arrange them
selves according to selective affinities. This path of struggle will always be 
marked by halting places, nodal points, since the energy waves no matter how 
confusing!;• manifold they may be, come into equilibrium.' These are the 
arc~itect~:mie moments in world events. In the realm of the infinitel)'small and 
the mfimtely large there ue in every particle of time an infinite number of 
such 'buildings'. But none of the earthly planes could measure itself against 
the st;uctures refined in the fire of ~he essential human tools. We earthlings 
ean diocern the mamfcstatmns of refined forces only in a few small objects of 
?ature finnl_Y determined by formulae - in twinned crystals or glacial erosions, 
m over-culhvated flowers and the skeletal joints of the higher animals; but we 
entirely lack the inner impression of the small-scale environment, since the 
lands~a1J-O, above all mountains, is scarcely apprehended as a unitary spatial 
experience and the causal forces of rock and ice caves do not provide formal 
refinements of the highest kind. Just _tell me then why man has never yet 
ere a ted for h1mse! f the wonderful space mcom parnbly rich in stimuli, the solidi
fied echoes of a rrch and unique soul 'I 

I beg you _to lay aside the inusion that the purpose of human buildiug is to 
cr~ate dwellmg-places, that is to say sheltering caverns, for objects, plants, 
a:u"'.als, men, and gods. AU predetermined purpose falls like a heavy, in
h1bitm? hand upon the !".olive force of a divinely free, pure will. Forget that 
you exrst, create vast divine vessels., and when a soien1n hour of your souls 
takes on a rigid skin, then dedicate this monument as the permanent womb of 
rour bo.dy or of that of your fellow men. Human space - no longer the hollow 
1mpressmn of a few elementary stereometric bodies, hut a glacier-grinding 
system of the soul, not the product of nature spirits determined by earthly 
metabolism but stubbornly ground out by the finest millstones of the human 
s.oul or hollo,wed out in a1'. instant hy the greatest possible heat and pressure 
hke a geode m the r:ock. Light sources the thmnest places between proliferat
mg matter, the motionless vessel-substitutes constituted by the old furniture 
made up of foreig11,bodies-: the Boor, only more a co-operation on the p3rt of 
the plane held forcibly horizontal that relates the most enchanting stories of 
form to the newly discovered sensitivities of the soles of our feet. The first 
truly specific shelter of the highest;mima! species, to which it has been entitled 
ever since it b~ame human - the maternally satisfying 'organ' of a huge and 
ghostly orgamsm, now rendered independent and visible, though for the time 
bemg still ?r.udely .materi_al, the child of man's first natural 'dwelling'. (The 
shdl of a dmne animal with a fahulous corporeal relief, which vanished like a 
?emg. composed of soft material tired of materiality, came to life again and 
mhented only the fa'-'.ltlessly stabiliz~d depth-image of its testimony to life.) 
Seal of the soul that gives everyone blind to the world around him the echo of 
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his inner voice, bringing him a happiness which the crudity of the lowest 
spatial class is simply not able to produce. 

Did the builders, banished to the roots, forget that the tree of development 
is continued across the earth in limitless ramification, division, refinement 
down to the formula governing the growth of blossoms? Could such a name
less incest othenvise have so degraded human architecture that, like a defec
tive barrel organ, it repeats the first bars of a popular song of form, the first 
bars of a symphony of form that is as infinite as the universe? The ABC of 
physical form and the modest links between this trinity remained the stammer
ing vocabulary of human architecture until our own day. The three allotropic 
states of the primal shape, the sphere - its movement towards a goal in the 
cone and the path into the infinite in the astrngal, approaching !he resistance 
effects of the polyhedron in the polyvcrtex and the polygon. These few charac
teristics of the primal shape have coupled to form the first hybrids, uniting, 
interpenetrating or splitting up; but these half-breeds remained infertile 
through the millenia, the decision to create the boundless mrieties of'form in 
itself' through progressive combination of the most manifold bodies, in
creasingly rich in the parts of which they are composed, was not taken. Up to 
the present, building has consisted in the breaking down of forms. 

Show me how you built and I shall tell you who you were. Do you nations 
hear the judgement of the judge Clio? (Individuals can deceive, countless 
motives determine the nature of the dwelling in which they clothe themselves. 
but a single nation during a single cultural period eannot fail to express itself; 
its architectural organs will reveal the degree of its feeling as expressed in the 
material and allot it its place on the evolutionary ladder, its branch 011 the 
family tree of the living.) We have been moulded by the machine for centuries, 
but beyond this positive dance of death, !his imregarded single-plane, single. 
track skeletal development, this misunderstood incorporealization, whose 
inertia factor, the equilibrium ohrchi!ecture, was set free from the nauseating 
popular-song repetition of one formula of motion, the god of the earth will 
recall his nohle mission. {The best thing about the machine was at most the 
construction of it~ members, the first attempt at formal refinement.) Was it a 
god who wrote this sign? This enthusiastic question asked by posterity ought 
to have been the lifelong ambition of every builder when his pencil was guided 
by the pulses of the most central spirit, when he planted the hieroglyphic seed 
for an eighth wonder of the world. 

Building is the experience a/ space; inspiration, invention, the clearest, most 
sudden awareness of the soul's echo in the primeval jungle of the environ
ment; a purposeless, unexampled of the finest forces in porous matter 
whose flux came to a standstill in a moment of highest reflection, oblivious of 
pleasure, existing in appearance only, a waking sleep of forces, a slalfonary 
movemelll that might at any time continue to flower in all directions or dis· 
integrate into well-shaped component parts, spontaneously splitting up like a 
living crystal without beginning or end like everything through which there 
quivers the pulse of the eternal. I tell you such a structure will please the eye 
like Memnon's granite body when the sun caresses it with its wakeful gaze, 
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such a vessel must be fragrant as the blossom that surrenders itself to the light , I 
flooding from the full moon - such a thing must play colourless in colours ' 
Ii ke the intricate pattern of a thousand rainbows - be ca use it is the i mmed ia le 
primal and eternal, universal expression of being, (The final victory of the 
nobility of being over the mass rule of repetition which at best simulated a 
modest variation in front of distorting mirrors or sought unviable hybrids in 
out-of-keeping revivals and compulsive deformations.) 

And the day wi II come when grand s implicil y wi 11 once again dawn with its 
e,·erlasting calm, this highest possible intensification of reality which we are 
just still able to imagine. This simplicity has little to do with the naivete of our 
present-day constructions. Above and beyond the so-called 'formless' state 
which does not exist, because just this state is the most evolved and formally 
most mature as a result of the countless effects that granu!a te its raised and 
lowered relief most finely to the point of apparent unity; above and beyond 
the imagined chaos that bears within and without itself an infinite number of 
standpoints whose approx ima ti ons revea 1 to themse! ves the closely concealed 
superpositions in the most pleasurable and agonizingly ecstatic riches (for 
statics is only a fermata in the How of shape-notes of the dynamic}, extreme 
splitting up repeats in the realm of the spiritually huge the figure of its first 
smallest primal image; unconscious restriction of abso[utely human cbarac~ 
teristics, of the most refined supra-personal formulae. Then too the day has 
come when those who know slumber wakefully under the dome of melting 
stars or under the protective vault of natural caves, in the godlike feeling of 
the uninterruptible omni pote nee of their imagination (or consciously em
bracing the unexcellable apparition of their image of likeness in the most 
knowledgeable love). 

But first we must travel the long, agonizingly blissful path, the di tour back 
to paradise. Etiam architeclura nonfacit sallus.' But first the giant baby archi
tecture must develop so that it learns to walk this path. 

(Do you ask about the technical means of th is architecture that does not 
seem to be of this world? Where there is a will there is a way. Think of the 
enormous cave sculptures of the fncas, of the monolithic temples of India, of 
the possibilities of iron and artificial stone, and the gigantic glass Hux of the 
future. The means that are called upon to give shape to such a wealth of 
physical appearance will have to be correspondingly multifarious.) 
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1924 Kasimir Malevich: 
Suprematist manifesto Unovis (excerpt) 

On l Ma.y 1924 Kas~mir ~~e:fev;ch {b.1878 ne-a.r Kiev, d. !9JS iri Lening>ad) 
pt..:biished his Supremotist Monifesco, to ..,.,.hich he attached th-e a.bbreviat~o:n 
Unovis.: 'Estatilishrne-r:t of ne~v forms o:f a.rt'. Already iri ·w1'1te; 1915-16 
Ma~evich·s. .Bl.ack 5:qwre-on 1Nilice Ground hung in the 'last Futurist exhibition 
''O. !O" ' in St Petersburg as a guirlirig image for nev .. forms, the "Zero form' or 
'r:ake<l unframed i cor. cf my ti m-e' {Ma le·.· i<: h). His book Die geger;stor.dsJos-e 
1Neh (first published by the Bauhaus in !927 and published !-n ari English 
trar,siat ion ~fl 1959 as Tf-..-e !'Jon-Ob jectiv-e ~-Vc-rfd) gre·.,..1 in the co nfu sio n of 
tke- years of ~var and re-.•olu~[on ir: Russia. Gabo arid Pevsner, Kandinsky, 
Lissitz.ky, and Moholy-1'\lagy carried Supre-m<!itism irito ft1rope 'Nith them as a 
<:atalyst. 

The art of the present~ and in particular painting, has been victorious on the 
whole front. Consciousness has overcome the fiat surface and advonced to the 
art ofcreat ion in space, Henceforth the painting of pictures will be left to those 
who have been unable, despite tireless labour, to free their consc[ ous ness from 
the fiat surface, those \V hose co nsc [ ous ness has rem a lned flat bee a use it cou Id 
not overcome the Ila t surface. 

Thro ugh spa ti al consciousness painting has developed into the constructive 
creation of form. 

Jn order to find a system for the spatial orders, it is necessary to do away 
with all dying systems of the past, with al! their accretions, by advancing un-
flaggingly along the new path . . . , 

Our path will be difficult, very difficult! The vis inertiae of economic and 
aesthetic concepts is positively unshakable. Therefore Futurism too, with its 
dynamism, fought against all clinging to yesterd_ay. This struggle was the sole 
guarantee of the timely d isso lu tio n of these th mgs. But aesthet tcs too, that 
mendacious emotional concept, declared implacable war on the new art. 
Since 1913 this struggle has been carried on more intensely under the motto of 
Suprematism as the ~non-objecHve world-vie\'I~ t _ _ _ . 

Life must be purified of the cl utter of the post, of pa ras;tieal eclect1crn m, so 
that it can be brought to its normal evolution. 

Victory of today over fond habits presupposes dismissal of yesterday, the 
clearing of consciousness from rubbish ... Everything that still belongs _to 
yesterday is eclectic: the eart, the primitive plough, the horse, cottage m
dust ries, landscape painting, statues of Jibe rty, t riu m pha! arches, factory 
meals and - above all - buildings in the classical style. 

Ev;rything is eclecticism looked at from the age of the aeroplane and radio. 
Even the mo tor-car really belongs in the I um her room already, in the grave
yard of eclecticism, like the telegraph and the telephone. The new dwellings of 
man lie in space. The Earth is becoming for him an i ntermed ia le stage; 
accordingly airJields must be bu ill suited to the aeroplane, that is to sa Y with
out columnar architecture. 
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The new man's provisional dwellings both in space and on Earth must be 
adapted to the aeroplane. A house bu ill in this way will still be ha bitahle to
morrow. Hence we Suprematists propose the objectless planets as a basis for 
the common creation of our existence. We Suprematists will seek allies for the 
struggle against outmoded forms of architecture ... 

I 192s Le Corbusier: 
Guiding principles of town planning 

If the Leningrad of the future were built in the style of the American sky
scraper Cl ties, then the hfe style and the thinking of its i nha hit ants would also 
correspond to the Americans'. Yet among ourselves ever greater efforts are 
being made to squeeze present-day existence into an antique mould ... 

The forms of classical antiquity, they say, are important, and only idiots 
cou Id fail to recognize their value for the pro letari a L But where then is the 
aeroplane, or even merely the motor-car, to be housed'? How can modern 

r 

technology be expressed in antique forms? · ' 
We S uprematists therefore accept the fate of being considered idiots and ~ .. ': 

dispute the necessity of antique forms for our time. We emphatically refuse 
to be pressed into antique moulds. 

We don't want to be firemen whose legs are clad in modern trousers but 
whose heads are embellished by the helmets of Roman legionaries; we don't 
want to be like those Negroes upon whom English culture bestowed the 
umbrella and the top hat, and we don't want our wives to run around naked 
like savages in the garb of Venus! 

We recognize the grandeur of classical art. We don't deny that it was great 
for its time, 

Nor do_ we disp~te that.the prole.tariat must get to know classical antiquity 
and acqmre the right attitude to 1t. But we d!Spute very emphatically that 
classical an ti qui ty is still fitted to our modern world. 

Every new idea demands the new form appropriate to it. 
Therefore we refuse to recognize classical temples, which were adequate 

both for the pagans and for the Christians, as now suitable for club houses or 
a 'Honse of Culture' for the proletariat, even if these temples are called after 
the leaders of the Revolution and decorated with their pictures! 

We want to create new relationships to the content of today, relationships 
that do not move on the plane of classical antiquity, but on the plane of the 
present, of today! 

We regard the form of aestheticizing representational painting as finished. 
Suprematism has shifted the emphasis of its activity to the architectural front 
and cal Is upon all revolutionary architects to join it. 
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Le Corbusier's fundamental essay o.i to~1n planning (Urbariis-me) app-eared in the 
CoJJecUon de f' Esprit N-ou·...em.J in- 1925. Onc-e agairi - as in Ve rs une 
J.r(.hit.e< tu re - the re is. a p-rogrammat ic statement; once again the i ndivi dua! 
chapters are prefaced by guid~ng principles.. The sensational Pion-Voisin for 
Paris, for 'a city of the present v1ith. three million inhabitants.', had been in
existence s i nee 1922. it had nevel" ceased to pr-eo::cupy town p1anriers s.i nee its. 
appearance. N o~v le Corb:us.i-e• d re·N conce ptua! co.n-sequence-s, 1 in ki rig 
axioms with e~·ents. of the day Ln his own -erithus iasti c manner. 'l felt very c leady 
that ev-ents ..,.1e-re pressifl,g, 1922-5- hovJ fa-st ev-er:tthing moved!' 

If it yea ms after primordia 1 truths, 
the spirit destroys itself; 
if it weds the earth it thrives. 
Max Jacob (Plri/osopMes, No. I, !924) 

The town is a working tool. 
Towns do not no rm ally fulfil this function, They are inefficient: they wear 

out the body, they frustrate the mind. 
The increasing disorder in our towns is offensive: their decay damages our 

self-esteem and injures our dignity. 
They are not worthy of the age. They are no longer worthy of us. 

A tO\'ln! 
It is an ass au 1t by man upon nature. It is a human action against nature, a 

human organism designed for shelter and work. It is a creation. 
Poetry is a human act - concerted interrelationships between perceptible 

images. To be exact, the poetry of nature is nothing but a construction of the 
human spirit. The town is a powerful image that activates our spirit. Why 
shou Id not the town, even today, be a source of poetry ? 

Geometry is the means with which we have provided ourselves for looking 
around us and expressing ourselves. 

Geometry is the bas is. 
It is also the material foundation for symbols signifying perfection, the 

divjne. 
It brings us the lofty satisfaction of mathematics. 
The machine develops out of geometry. Thus the whole of the modern age 

is made up above all of geometry; it directs its dreams towards the joys of 
geometry. After a century of analysis, modern arts and thought are seeking 
something beyond the random fact and geometry leads them towards a 
mathematical order, an attitude of mind that is increasingly widespread. 
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The house poses the problem of architecture afresh by for totally new 
means of realization, an entirely new ground-plan adapted to a new way of 
life, an aesthetic arising out of a ne\v frame of mjnd. There comes a time \Vhen 
a collective passion stirs an epoch (the Pan-Germanism of 1900-20, or the 
charity of the first Christians, etc.) 

Thls passion animates. actions, gives them a strong tinge and a direction. 

Today this passion is the passion for precision. Precision carried a very long 
way and elevated to the stalus of an ideal: the striving for perfection. 

It is no good being defeatist if one is striving after precision. This requires 
stubborn courage and strength of character. Our era is no longer one of 
relaxation and slackness. It is powerfully tensed for action. Whatever one 
does, it is no good being defeatist (or foolish or disenchanted). We must 
believe; we must reach down to the good in the depths of people. 

It is no good being defeatist if we are going to dream of modern town 
planning, because this involves overturning many accepted ideas. But today 
we may dream of carrying out modern town planning, because the time has 
come and a collective passion has been unleashed by the most brutal necessity 
and by a lofty feeling for truth. The awakened spirit is already reconstructing 
the social framework. 

It seems that a series of experiments are pointing to the solution and that 
hypothetical concepts are strongly rooted in sta!istical truths. A time is 
coming when a collective passion will be capable of stirring an epoch. 

Last year I was working on this book in the vacuum of a Paris summer. This 
temporary slackening of the life of the great city, this calm, finally began to 
make me feel that I was allowing myself to be carried away by the magnitude 
of the subject, carried beyond the reality. 

Camel October. At dusk, at six o'clock on the Champs-Elysees, everything 
suddenly went mad. After the vacuum, the tralllc furiously started up again, 
Then each day increased this turmoil further. You go out and the moment you 
are out oflhe door, with no transition, you are confronting death: the cars are 
racing past. Twenty years ago I was a student. In those days the roadway 
belonged !o us; we sang in it, we argued ... the horse bus rolled gently past. 

That l October 1924, on the Champs-Elysees, we watched the event, the 
titanic rebirth of this new thing whose vigour had been broken by three 
months of holidays: the traffic. Cars, cars, speed, speed! One is carried away, 
seized by enthusiasm, by joy. Not by enthusiasm at seeing the shiny bodywork 
glistening in the light of the headlamps. Butent!msiasm over the joy of power. 
The frank, ingenuous enjoyment of being at the centre of power, of energy. 
We share in this power. We are part of this society whose dawn is breaking. 
We have confidence in this new society, confidence that it will find the mag
nificeut expression of its energy. We believe in it. 

Its energy ls like a torrent swollen by storms: a destructive fury. The town 
is breaking in pieces, the town cannot last, the town is no good any longer. 
The town is too old. The torrent has no bed. Then there is a kind of cataclysm. 
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! rt is something absolutely abnormal: the balance is upset more and more 

each day. 
Now the danger is felt by everyone. Let us note in passing that in a few 

years the joy of living has already been forgotten (the good, centurics·old joy 
of strolling tranquilly along on one's legs); we are caught up in the a£1itude of 
a hunted animal, in a daily fight for life ;1 the sign has changed; the normality 
of existence has been destroyed, has become marked by the negative sign. 

Timid remedies are put forward ... You know the childish ardour with 
which the inhabitants of a village erect improvised barriers, in haste and 
terror, to hold back the torrent that has swollen under the effects of the storm 
and is already rolling along destruction in its furiously swirling waters ... 

Fifteen years ago, in the course of long journeys, I measured the omnipotent 
force of architecture, but I had to pass through difficult stages in order to find 
the necessary environment, Architecture submerged beneath a deluge of dis· 
connected heritages attracted the spirit only via a difficult detour and stirred 
the emotions only weakly. By contrast, an architecture firmly rooted in its 
environment gave rise to a delightful sense of harmony and stirred one deeply. 
Confronted by !he facts and far from all text-books, I felt the presence of an 
essential factor, town planning, an expression unknown to me at the time. 

I was entirely devoted to art. 
There was a time when the reading of Camillo Sitte, 2 the Viennese, in

sidiously won me over to the picturesque view of the city. Sitte's arguments 
were skilful, his theories seemed correct; they were based on the past. In fact, 
they were the past ·- and the miniature past, the sentimental past, the rather 
insignificant little flower by the roadside. This was not the past of apogees; it 
was the past of compromises. Sitte's eloquence went well with this touching 
renaissance of the 'home' which, in a paradox worthy of !he cottage, was 
destined grotesquely to divert architecture from its proper path ('regionalism'). 

In 1922, when I was commissioned by !he Salon d'Aulomne to design the 
diorama of a city of three million inhabitants, I entrusted myself to the sure 
paths of reason and having digested the lyricism of days gone by, I had the 
feeling that I was in harmony with that of our own day, which I love. 

My close friends, surprised to see me deliberately overstep immediate 
possibilities, said to me: 'Are you designing for the year 2000?' Everywhere 
journalists wrote of 'the city of the future'. And yet I had named this work 
'A Contemporary City'-contemporary, because tomorrow belongs to 1toone. 

I felt very clearly that events were pressing. 1922-5, bow fast everything 
moved! 

1925: the International Exhibition of Decorative Arts in Paris finally 
demonstrated the pointlessness of backward glances. There was to be a 
complete revulsion; a new page was turned. 

i lhls is p~cisely tnzo; Wt:" risk -0ur ltves at e'r'-CC')' step, Supp()se your foot slips. or a fainting fit 
tirn.:1ses you to stumbfo , , , 
tc lJe,- Stfidte&aa. 
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It is generally agreed that 'sublime' futilities are followed by serious works. 
Decorative art is dead. M oderu towu planui ng is born with a new archi. 

tecture. An immense, devastating, brutal evolution has burned the bridges 
that link us with the past. 

Recently, a young Viennese architect - terribly disillusioned - admitted that 
old Europe was on the verge of dying, that young America alone could 
nourish our hopes. 

'No architectural problem any longer confronts us in Europe', he said. 'Up 
to this day we have dragged ourselves along on our knees, wcighed down, 
crushed by the tangled burden of successive cultures. The Renaissance, then 
the two Lou is have exhausted us. 'Ve are too rich; we are surf ei ~ed ; v.'e no 

H 

longer possess the virginity that can give rise to an architecture.' , 
'The problem of architecture in old Europe', I replied to him, 'is the big ' 

modern city. It is a matter of Yes or No, of life or slow extinction. One or the 
other, but it will be the former if we wish. And precisely the past cultures that 
weigh us down will afford us the pure, distilled solution, passed through all 
the sie,·es of reason and the se nsi bili ty of an elite.' 

Faced with the 1922 diorama the director of the New York Broom said to me: 
'In two hundred years Americans will come and ad mire the rational works of 
modern France and the French will go to be amazed by the romantic sky
scrapers of N e\'I York.' 

Summary: 
Between believing and not believing, it is better to believe. 
Between acting and disintegrating, it is better to act. 
To be young and full of health means to be able to produce a great deal, 

but it takes years of experience to be a b!e to produce we] I. 
To be nourished by earlier civilizations enables us to dissipate obscurity 

and bring a clear judgement to bear on things. It is defeatist to say that once 
one has left one's student days behind one is nothing but a has-been. They 
decide that we are old? Old? The twentieth century in Europe may be the fine 
maturity of a civi!iz,a ti on. 0 ld Europe is not old at all. Those are just words, 
Old Europe is fu 11 cf vigour. Our spirit, nourished by centuries, is alert and 
inventive. Europe~s strength is in her head~ whereas America has strong arms 
and the noble sentimentality of adolescence. If in America they produce and 
feel, in Europe we think. 

There is no reason to bury old Europe. 

Man strides straight ahead because he has a goal. He knows where he is 
going; he has decided in favour of a particular direction and is striding straight 
towards it 

The set square is the necessary and sufficient tool for action, because it 
serves to determine space with absolute unambiguity. 
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A flood of action which leaves purposes way behind it, taking shape accord
ing to the special capacities of the peoples, stirs the emotions and comes to 
dominate developments; it issues orders; it firmly establishes behaviour and 
gives events their deeper significance. 

At first this flood of action disappoints; but on closer consideration it en
courages and arouses confidence. The great works of industry do not call for 
great men. 

Let us take care that the enemy of joy- despair- does not slip in unnoticed. 
Despair over cities. Despair engendered by cities. 

A Turkish proverb: Where you build, there you plant trees. 
In our case \Ve cut them do,~n. 

And what about motor cars? 
So much the better, replied the great aedile, they won't be able to drive 

any more. 

Statistics show the past and sketch the future; they furnish figures and give 
the direction of curves. 

Sta ti sties serve the purpose of setting problems. 

The machine gives our dreams their audacity: they can be realized. 

We need a guideline. We need basic principles for modern town planning. We 
need to advance th rough the construction of a theoretical edifice of the utmost 
stringency to the formulation of the basic principles for modern town 
planning. 

The city of speed is the city of success. 

On 9 May 1925 half the chestnut trees along the Avenue des Champs-Elysees 
had black leaves; the buds could not unfold; the tiny, crippled leaves curled 
up I ike the bent ft ngers of a hand ... 

It is assumed that the third generation to live in a big city will be sterile. 

At the present moment, v as! masses of dilapidated houses are being de
molished at stra!egica lly important points in Paris and rep laced by multi
sto rey buildings. 

This is being allowed to hap pen. A new city is being permitted to spring up 
over the old city that murdered life, and this new city will murder life all the 
more infallibly because it forms positive knots of stasis, without in any way 
modifying the street-plan. 

These fruitless operations on the land i o the centre of Paris are like a cancer 
that is being allowed to overgrow the heart of the city. The cancer will stifle 
the city. Simply to let things happen here represents an incomprehensible un
concern in the hour of danger, th rough which big cities are at present passing. 
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'Th~y are dr~wi_n~ straight lines, filling in holes, levelling off and coming to 
Nih1lJSm .... (sic.) (Furious outburst by the great town planner presiding 
over a comm1ss1on for city extens1on plans.) 

I replied: '! beg your pardon, but that, correctly speaking is man's task ' 
(Authentic incident.) Extract from the documents Cacophon;. · 

. l 

Walter Gropius: 
Principles of Bauhaus production [Dessau] 
(excerpt) 

k1 September 1922 Fe! n i nge r asked in Vlei mar: '\.Vhy and how this. ','ol u ritary 
s.u bm is.,,i on ~o ~he tyranny of van Oef:!s b-u rg and the <on~ptete rec a k itra rn:e 
to·.vard s a 11 measures or igi nat i ng f rorn the Bauhaus?' He meant by this the 
effeu.s of the 'cival courses' given by var, Doe:s.bl.'rg in 'Neirr-...ar. 'if Doesburg 
·were a teacher at the Bauhaus r<e ~vould bf'!.,. rather us-ef-ul to the l/'lhote 
enter;:iris.e.' The fascination of De Stijl ideas net only captu:-e-d the-students, but 
also influenced the Bauhaus ~eachers. As early a-s 1923 (in a letter of 5 October) 
r=-eininger noted r,o·.v Gropius's attitude to ha:i-dicrafts ar:d industrial products 
v1as char.gin _g. In 1915-, 'Ni th ~he t ra :isfe r to Dessau, th is proce5s was comp !ete. 

The Bauhaus wants to serve in the development of present-day housing, from 
the simplest household appliances to the finished dwelling. 

In the conviction that household appliances and furnishings must be 
rationally related to each other, the Bauhaus is seeking - by systematic 
practical and theoretical research in the form al, technical and e<:onornic 
fields - to derive the design of an obje<:t from its natural functions and 
rel a ti onshi ps. 

Modern man, who no longer dresses in historical garments but wears 
modern clothes, also needs a modern home appropriate to him and his time, 
equipped with all the modern devices of daily me. 

An object is defined by its nature. In order, then, to design it to function 
correctly - a container, a chair, or a house - one must first of all study its 
nature; for it must serve its purpose perfectly, that is, it must fulfil its function 
usefully, be durable, e<:onomical and 'beautiful'. This research into the na lure 
of objects leads to the conclusion that by resolute consideration of modern 
production methods, constructions, and materials~ forms will evolve that are 
often unusual and surprising, since they deviate from the conventional (con
sider, for example, the changes in the design of heating and lighting fixtures). 

It is only through constant contact with newly evolving techniques, with the 
discovery of new materials and with new ways of putting things together, that 
the creative individual can learn to bring the design of objects into a living 
relationship with tradition and from that point to develop a new attitude 
toward design, which is : 

a resolute affirmation of the living environment of machines and vehicles; 
the organic design of things based on their own present-day laws, without 
romantic gloss and wasteful frivolity ; 
the limitation to characteristic, primary forms and colours, readily accessible 
to everyone ; 
simplicity in multiplicity, economical utilization of space, material, time, and 
money . 
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T .. 
The creation of standard types for all practical commodities of everyday u• ~ if 0 • · ·.nd workmanship, as a result of mechanical reproduction will be countered 
is a social necessity. . ,1.·. • JI ·1 bl Th B h fi h · th h b · , bY a a val a e means. e au a us g ts agamst e c eap su stitute, in-

On the whole, the necessities of life are the same for the majority of people. ferior workmanship and the dilettantism of the handicrafts, for a new stan-
The home and its furnishings are mass consumer good>, and their design h 1 •ard of quality work. 
more a matter of reason than a 1natter of passion. The machine - capable of : ! 1> 

producing standardized products - is an effective device, which, by means of 
mechanical aids - steam and electricity- can free the individual from working 
man ual!y for the satisfaction of his daily needs and can provide him with mass- · ' 
produced products that are cheaper and better than those manufactured by I 
hand. There is no danger that s tandardiza ti on will fo rec a choice upon the 
individual, since, due to natural comp<tition, the numberofavailahle types of 
each object will always be ample to provide the individual with a choice of 
design that suits him best. 

The Bauhaus workshops are essentially laboratories in which prototypes of 
products suitable for mass production and typical of our time are carefully 
developed and constantly improved. 

In these laboratories the Bauhaus wants to train a new kind of collaborator 
for j nd ustry and the crafts, who has an equal corn mand of both tech no Io gy 
and form. 

To reach the objective of creating a set of standard prototypes which meet 
all the demands of economy, technology and form, requires the selcctio n of 
the best, most versatile, and most thoroughly educated men who are well 
grounded in workshop experience and who are imbued with an exact know
ledge of the design elements of form and mechanics and their underlying laws. 

The Bauhaus represents the opinion that the contrast between industry and 
the crafts is much less marked by the differe nee in the too ls they use than by 
the division of labour in industry and the unity of the work in the craft" But 
the two are constantly getting closer to each other. The crafts of the past have 
changed, and future crafts wi 11 he merged iu a new productive unity in which 
they wi 11 carry out the experimental work for industrial production. Specula
tive experiments in laboratory workshops will yield models and prototypes 
for productive implementation jn factories. 

The pro to types that have been completed in the Bauhaus workshops are 
being reproduced by outside firms with whom the workshops are closely 
related. 

The production of the Bauhaus thus does not represent any kind of com
petition for either industry or crafts but rather provides them with impetus 
for their development. The Bauhaus does this by bringing creatively talented 
people with ample practical experience into the actual course of production, 
to take over the preparatory work for production, from industry and the 
craft.>. 

The products reproduced from pro to types that have been developed by the 
Bauhaus can he offered at a reasonable price only by utilization of all the 
modern, economical methods of standardization (mass production by 
industry) and by large-scale sales. The dangers of a decline in the quality of 
the product by comparison to the prototype, iu regard to quality of material 
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1926 Frederick Kiesler: 
Space City architecture 

Theo van Dcesburg, in a ba<kward look at the path trcwelled by D-e Stijl, 
related the great interest shov'n by >"ou ng ar< hi tee.ts in the first exh i bi tio n of 
the De Stijl group in ?a$'"~S- at tke end of 1923. 'We wanted to bring architectun~ 
and paintir.g into the des.est po-ssible creativ-e reiation.shi-p. The house was taken 
apart, broken do\•1r: into its pfastic elements. The s.tatic axis of the old 
-cor;stru-ction •.vas destroyed ... The hovse came a~vay free from the g_rou~d and 
the ceilir;g, as a roof terrace, became as it v'ere an "un-covered';,storey.' 
t-rederi<-k Kie-sler, one of these young_ architects {b. !8'96 ln Vie11na, pupf! and 
fcfe n d of Ado If Loos, d.1965 in Ne~v York), carried th;s. fie st step further: 
no v.•a 1 ls., no foi.;ndat ions. 

I demand the vi ta I bu ii ding, the space city, fu net i nna! architecture: 

the building that is adequate tn the elasticity nf the life functinn. 

I . Transform a tin n of spherical space into cities. 

2. To set us free from the ground, the task of the static axis. 

]. No walls, no fo u ndat ions. 

4. A bu i I ding system of tensions in free space. 

5. Creation of new possi bi Ii ties of I ivi ng and, through th em, needs 

that wi !I restructure society. 
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1926 Le Corbusier/Pierre Jeanneret: 
Five points towards a new architecture 

The de-::1.arati on Five- po.in ts t-:JJ. ... ards a r.e.v architecture ~S- rough I y 
contem porar:eou s 'Nit h- the designs. fo:r Le Cor b-u sier' s houses in the 
Y./.eissenhof-settlement, Stuttgart, 1927, the second big exhibition of the 
Deu~scher WerKbund. Under the guidance ofMie-s var. der Rohe, vvho-with 
the support of comrades-in-arms of the G group, -such .a-s Werr.er Graeff - g21ve 
each architect the greatest pos-si b 1e freedom to carry oi.;,t his ideas, the 
exh ib iti on became one of the rnost 1m oort.an t e~'ent5: i:n domestic .architecture 
l>et•Neen the tv.·o VJars. and led di rectl}- to the f amou5: Ber Jin housi rig es.~ates 
under Martin Wagr.e r 3 t the erid of the tv1e nti es. 

The theoretical considerations set out below are based on many years of 
practica I experie nee on building sites. 

Theory demands concise formulation. 
The following points in no way relate to aesthetic fantasies or a striving for 

fashionable effects, but concern architectural facts that imply an entirely new 
kind of building, from the dwelling house to palatial edifices. 

t. The supports. To soh·e a pro bl em scientifically means in the first place to 
distinguish between its elements. Hence in the case of a building a distinction 
can immediately be made between the supporting and the non-supporting 
elements. The earlier foundations, on which the building rested without a 
mathematical check, are replaced by individual foundations and the walls by 
individual supports. Both supports and support foundations are precisely 
calculated according to the burdens they are called upon to carry, These 
supports are spaced out at specific, equal intervals, with no thought for the 
interior arrangement of the building. They rise directly from the floor to 
3, 4, 6, etc. metres and elevate the ground floor. The rooms are thereby re
moved from the dampness of the soil; they have light and air; the building 
plot is left to the garden, which consequently passes under the house. The 
same area is also gained on the flat roof. 

2. The roof gardens. The !lat roof demands j n the first place systematic utiliza
tion for domestic purposes : roof terrace, roof garden. On the other hand, the 
reinforced concrete demands protection against changing temperatures. Over
activity on the part of the reinforced concrete is prevented by the maintenance 
of a constant humidity on the roof concrete. The roof terrace satisfies both 
demands (a rain-dampened layer of sand covered with concrete slabs with 
lawns in the interstices ; the earth of the flowerbeds in direct contact with the 
layer of sand). In this way the rain water will flow off extremely slowly. Waste 
pipes in the interior of the building. Thus a !a tent humidity will remain con
linually on the roof skin. The roof gardens will display highly luxuriant I vegetation. Shrubs and even small trees up to 3 or 4 metres tall can be planted, 
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··lft····· 
!n this way the roof garden will become th_e most favoured place in the build,;l·· Thus the architect has at his disposal a box of building units. His archi
mg. In general, roof gardens mean to a city the recovery of all the bmlt·u~i [ 1,ctural talent can operate freely. It alone, through the building programme, 
area~ ~ determines his architecture. 

i The age of the architects is coming. 
3. Thefree designing of the ground-plan. The support system carries the inter. I 
mediate ceilings and rises up to the roof. The interior walls may he placed. I 
wherever required, each floor hei ng en ti rely independent of the rest. There ar{ 
no longer any supporting walls but only membranes of any thickness required 
The result of this is a hsolu te freedom in designing the ground-plan; th at is t~ 
say, free ut iliza tio n of the a vai!able means, which makes it ea•y to offset the 
rather high cost of reinforced concrete construction. , 

4. The horizontal window. Together with the intermediate ceiLings the supports I · 
form rectangular openings in the fao;ade through which light and air enter . 
copiously. The window extends from support to support and thus becomes a I 
hori zonta! window. Stilted vertical windows consequently disappear, as do 
unpleasant mullions. In this way, rooms are equably lit from wall to waJL 
Experiments have shown that a room thus lit has an eight times stronger 
illumination than the same room lit by vertical windows with the same 
window area. 

The whole history of architecture revolves exclusively around the wall 
apertures. Through use of the horizontal window reinforced concrete sud. 
denly provides the possibility of maximum illumination. 

5. Free design of the fa~ade. By projecting the floor beyond the supporting 
pillars, like a ha !cony al! round the building, the who le fa<;ade is extended 
beyond the supporting construction. It there by loses its supportive q ua!ity and 
the windows may be extended to any length at will, without any direct rela
tionship to the interior division. A window may just as well he JO metres long 
for a dwelling house as 200 metres for a pal a ti al building (our design for the 
League of Nations building in Geneva). The fao;ade may thus be designed 
freely. 

The five essential points set out above represent a fundamental! y new 
aesthetic. Nothing is left to us of the architecture of past epochs, just as we 
can no longer derive any benefit from the I iterary and historical teaching · 
given in schools. 

Constrnctiooal consid~ratioos 
Building construction is the purposeful and consistent combination of build· 
ing elements. 

Industries and technolo gica\ undertakings are being established to deal 
with the production of these elements. 

Serial manufacture enables these elements to be made precise, cheap and 
good. They can be produced in advance in any number required. 

Industries will see to the completion and uninterrupted perfecting of the 
elements. 
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1927 Ludwig Mies van der Rohe: 

On form in architecture 
I 1927 Hugo Haring: 

Formulations towards a reorientation in the 
applied arts (excerpt) 

Th is fomous letter to Dr R ie:d-e r, edit or of the Werkbund [oucnat Die Form, ..,.,as 
pubiSs hed i" th-e journal's se.::on d y-ea:r. If the St•Jttgart Wei sser.hof se:nt: me-nt 
i 5 a. built manifestation of a new style, fne inescapable sign of a. n-evv \"11 I~ 1 n 
architectur-e, then 1"1ies van der Rohe's 1-etter on form in a.rchitectur~ may be 
~ooked upon a.s astifl open question: Will life fill the nevi hou~esl V·/11! t~fs.r.e.,..,.. 
architectu:re be taken up-and carried by life, so that a. nev.,f-eel1r.g for life ~s cor.1 
c-f the comm uni ty-1 ivi ng that takes pl ace i r.: them? The fetter tfu~l/'1s a bnd~-e 
a..::ros.-s: to the theses. of Hermann Muthesivs and Hen rt van de Ve(de and might 
be sald to recor.:ci I e the opponents of 1914. 

I do not oppose form, but only form as a goal. . . . 1 
And I do this as the result of a number of experiences and the ms1ght f ha;·e I 
gained from them. 

Form as a goal always ends in formalism. . 
For this striving is directed not towards an inside, but towards an outSJde. 
But only a living inside has a living outside. 

Only intensity of life has intensity of form. 
Every How is carried by a What. 
The unformed is not worse than the over-formed. 
The former is nothing; the latter is mere appearance. 
Real form presupposes real life. 
But not something that has already existed, nor something thought out. 

Here lies the criterion. 

We do not evaluate the result but the starting point of the creative prooess. 
Precisely this shows whether the form was discovered by starting from life, or 
for its own sake. 

That is why I consider the creative process so essential. 
Life is for us the decisive factor. 
In all its fullness, in its spiri tua! and rea 1 commitments. 

' 

Is not one of the Werkbund's mo_st i~1por1:"nt tasks to illuminak, to make ! 
visible, the spiritual and real situation 1n which \'le stand, to order 1t-s currents
and thereby to lead the way? 
Must we not leave everything else to the ere a live powers? 

•No path r.e{.essari ly I ea.ds from the app I ied .arts to architecture.' Thus Ha.n s 
P~lzig in !9C-6. Hugo H2.rir.g cor.tinued t\venty years later in his le.::ture to the 
Vere in fUr Ceutsches Kur.stgewerbe {Socie-tyfor German Arts and Crafts} tn 
Be-rl in at t-he t:-egi nni ng of C-ece m be r 1927: 'Y./ork or.: the hoLise of today is to 
-be regarded as c-n ly a p<e Ii rr,i nary execdse unt i I town pian;ri i ng h-3.s undergone 
the ra<lic.al tran-sformation ca!fe-d-fc-r by trie transformation oi" society .and the 
resulting prob!ems ha~'e t:een finally soh,ed: For thos-e viho d(d not yet kno'N 
Haci ng - t heri se.:: retary of the 8-ef"i!.'l an: h itect-s' as-sociat ion Der Ri r,g - .a r.ew 
di me n-slon of thinking on al! matters of p la.'l n i ng and bu i I ding_ ~v.as o p-ene<l up. 

There are objects which are on the one hand works of art, on the other are 
intended for use. The fact that they are intended for use cannot always be 
recognized immediately by a simple person. We call such objects applied art. 
Many of our museums are fi lied with products of applied art. 

The habit, for thousands of years particularly characteristic of the upper 
levels of society, of so altering utilitarian objects in the name of art that they 
became tot a 11 y unsuited for use is no 1 onger en tire ly fa sh io nab le. We now 
consider it uncultivated to apply Pallas Athena to the bottom of a bowl; we 
regard it as tasteless to fa sh ion vessels in the shape of heads or a ni ma ls and 
use their interior as containers; we no longer make table legs look like 
lions.' feet. 

Today we demand utilitarian objects without adornments, not disguised as 
something else, free from masking, incrustations. They may ne;·ertheless be 
noble and exquisite objects, high! y valuable products ; exquisite quality can be 
attained without senseless twisting and bending, impressed patterns and the 
like, which only infringe against the object's essential rights. 

The shape of the object is determined by the forms arising out of its pur
pose~ \'lith their own expressive values, and the forms that are created for the 
sake of a particular expression. Of the form dictated by purpose we may sa Y 
that it is already given by the elementa ! laws of the ma teriaL A table, a bow 1, 
a knife, a hammer is elemental in its basic form. This basic form is the same 
all over the wor Id and at all periods. 

The form dictated by purpose is the constant element in the object; the 
problem of expression gives it its ever changing character. 

In nature there is no independent pro bl em of appearance; hence there is 
nothing in opposition to the forms dictated by fitness for purpose. This occurs 
only among mankind. The essential problem of applied art is clearly that of 
appearance. 

There is no worse enemy of the form dictated by purpose than applied art. 
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point has very rarely exercised any effective influence. I see in this fact a moraf V Wrchitects who can build a housed la Maybach, supposing the bank director 
gain by the present, I regard it as the sign of a new, evolving culture. It can a]80 : .!!···'· a·anted to build one? This is not altogether the architects' fault, however, but 
be looked at differently. It may be said that we have become rationalistic, We .. :'also due to the fact that outside business, bank directors do not like to take 
no longer attach any value to having an Apol!o striding across the Greet . ~sk» that they don't want to bother about the design of a new house and 
landscape with his lyre depicted on our teapots. . . ) after worldng hours simply want to take things easy. They would buy Maybach 

The applied arts or industrial design must be looked at not only from the}! houses if they could be offered them. 
standpoint of the artist or the craft, but also from that of society. The pro.i fl The present task is to create articles of use which modem man needs. We 
ducts of the appHed arts are typical creations of society. Without putting iC, have working and sports clothes, serviceable sports equipment, serviceable 
into words, the arts and crafts movement that started thirty ¥ears ago was [ tools, weapons, instruments, ships, cars - but we do not have tables, chairs, 
thinking and working for a bourgeois German middle class, for essentially. I furnishing fabrics, etc. to go with them. 
German conceptions of culture that had arisen in quite specific social strata. ·· When there is nothing more we can take away from an object without 
The hopes of conquering the world with a new form of applied art were bound . destroying it, we have come considerably closer to th.c goal. A chair i.s not 
to be dashed, since this applied art had absolutely no relationship to these I born with either lion's legs or serpent arms, but nor 1s it born with rnckel-
demands of an internationa 1 society. The world market continued to be 1.·· plated steel tubes. . . . . . . 
dominated by French taste. Today society no longer needs furmshmgs mdicatmg soc•al status, but 

Particularly after the war, the expression arts and crafts {Kunslgewerbe) had I utilitarian objects. Nor should the latter have any relics of the former attached 
come to have a contemptuous flavour. To say !hat something was 'arty crafty' . r to them. 
implied that it had got stuck at an earlier phase of evolution, that it sprang [ We want to furnish our rooms as we consider practical, without stylistic 
from the taste of a narrow cultural group and was out of step with an inter., I rules and without any kind of compulsion. The utilitarian objects constitute 
national outlook. [ the essential clement in the furnishing. Rooms will no longer differ as between 

Thirty years ago we could not possibly imagine what the furnish in gs of a r Gothic and Empire, but according to the cul tu re of their occupants. 
dwelling would look like in 1927 - we arc just as unable to imagine today ! 
what a house will look like in 1950. Work on the house of today is to be ! 
regarded as only a pre!im ina ry exercise until town planning has under gone ! 
the radical transformation ca !led for by the tra nsforma ti on of society and the , 
resulting problems have been solved. Our present-day building of housing t 
estates is in no way a solution, but a very inadequate expedient. A possibk 
solution must be preceded by a transformation of town planning and this in. 
tum by a Ira nsformation in the land question. 

Our Jiving rooms have become empty. They now contain only the essentials. 
Cupboards have been swallowed up in the walls; beds, at !east during the day, 
are beginning to disappear. The architects of the Stuttgart Werkbund Housing 
Project had the greatest difficulty in finding tables and chairs for their rooms, 
to say nothing of cupboards, although in Stuttgart and elsewhere thousands 
and thousands of tables and chairs were standing about in furniture store• 
and these tables and chairs would undoubtedly have satisfied the objecti>'e 
demands made upon them. The only drawback was their appearance. 

International society clings resolutely to its old furniture and continues to 
furnish its rooms in the antique manner. Antique shops multiply daily-proof 
that the products of modern industrial design are Jess than ever able to satisfy 
the demands of customers with the money to buy. We say that the present-day 
bank manager comes home from his office in a Maybach car and sits down in 
a Lou is Seize salon. Well, where could he sit, so long as he is not offered 
anything corresponding to his Maybach? Where are the shops in which be 
could buy furniture d la Maybach? The products of the various modern. 
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Erich Mendelsohn/Bernhard Hoetger: 

nn'F nn 
··t!>r a form of intelligence alien to him, whereas the te<:hnologically highly 
' !··j

0
,e)oped American seeks his in the intensi fica ti on of a spirituality that ; s 

1928 
Synthesis - World Architecture 

In a joint pu bl i ca t;o n that 'Nas ce rtai nl y not i nter.de<l by el t her of them. the 
master of architectcni-c ~'olumes and the so.Jlptor ·.,.1ho designed buildings met 
o~e ~no~her. They ca,11e from different 'Norlds. One had S\'iorn aJ!egiani:::e to t!-ie 
b :g i::: 1ty, had tr ave I led al I o·:e• tl-.e ~vorkl, k neo.v the horizor,s -of the peoples (n 
1~Vest ar,d East. The other I 1 ~'ed al rr,ost in sec 1-Jsi on in- a-cavel i ke house or.. the 
'."oor r;a.r \.Vorps·:·iede. \.Vorld archttec~1.:re means for the forrr.er to i:::orr.bine 
1 ri ~n e ~ne po l~r w 1s-d-oms -o( the c-entu ry; the latter se-es n is perso?ia !ity as an 
art1 st exposea to th~ ~?Id ?last of mec han i<:al tens !o ns. Th is imaginary dfa!ogu e 
betwe-en t~vo esser,t1a,1y different temperarr,ents conttnues. !tis a dialogue 
betwe-e:n archetypes. 

Erich Mendelsohn : Synthesis {Berlin 1928) 

The pro bl em of the new world architecture is : 
Tire ft11i/e11ess of mechanics 
plus the illftnileness of bfe. 

The history of America is the history of maximum economic development, 
the h!Story of the development of.the New World on the basis of technology 
and real cs tic mtelhgence. The hrstory of Russia is the history of the un
pa r~ll~led leap fr?m. absolutism. and maximum agrarian power to state 
socrnhsm. The begmnmg of the hEStory of the New World is development on 
the baSls of technology and intellectual ideas. Hence for both of them Russia 
and America, technology is the common soil. It is true that Ameri~a says: 
I am the world, I myself am hf e. Whereas Russia says : I still have to create 
the wo dd, m Y life belongs to all men. But both ha ''e understood the epoch, 
impulsively and as though it were a destiny; both are agreed that the com
munal forms of expression, as they have existed till now, have undergone a 
fundamental change: 

Only the active hand, the active mind has a right to life. 
Symbol of the machine, the aeroplane, the splitting of the atom. 
God lives only in the deed, 
not in faith, 
not in reflection. 
Art creates only rea 1i ty. 
Art is the highest expression of life 
is life itself. ' 

But: this kind of febrile and over-insistent attitude characteristic of the transi
tion period easily leads into the danger of romanticism. Thus the Russian 
technologically speaking still primitive, seeks salvation in the exaggeratio~ 
I06 

· ['.aJien to him. Europe will mediate between these two poles of the creative will, 
, · i'Jl'erka and Russia, provided it remem hers Hself and re~ains its ov7ral! 

··' olidanty, provided 1t strikes a happy medmm, gives expressmn both to rdea 
· .. - .r --ind brain, spirit and jntelligence. For intelligence regulates our passions -

out the human spirit makes the law. Therefore technology ends with man 
himself. For once technology becomes an end in itself mechanical theory 
leads to an over-valuation of technical inventions and makes of technology 
an idol. Therefore no falsification of the human spirit through mechanization. 
On the contrary, it is the planned subjugation of natural forces to the service 
of roan that first creates the bas is for polities and economy. Society, culture, 
grows on the foundation of the economy. Man, therefore, is not the auto
rnated appendage of the machine but its inventor, its master. Only through 
rnastery of his totally altered needs will his vision also become free again for 
the needs of the mystical elements in his nature that a re turned towards the 
rnystery. The hope of the new world has as its signal. beacon a magnificent 
combination: Russia's power of sacrifice. 

Vehemence of emotion -
the jntu itive, 
the impulsively religious element in its nature -

combined \vith America's. unproblematic activeness and energy, 
applied at America's high technological level! 

Russia and America, 
the collective and the individual, 
America and Russ.1a, 
the earthly and the divine. 

This is the pro bl em of the new world architecture: 
The jinitene ss of mechanics 
plus the infiniteness of life. 

Bernhard Hoetger: World Architecture (Worpswede 1928) 

Architecture is u nquestiona b!y the most popular of all arts today. The age of 
the machine, of objectivity, the practice of rendering the construction visible, 
are captivating recipes and principles, with which the layman can outdo even 
the expert. Recipes for artistic creation, promulgated by a few, become the 
treasury of knowledge of the vain. But we ought not to sin against the living 
spirit, for the spirit of the age seeks in everlasting repetition to transmu le 
itself into matter. The vain striving for objectivity, for beautiful surfaces, for 
emphasized construction breeds intelle<:t and denies the creative spirit. 
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Recipes, even architectural recipes, serve the weak, give them the happy poss;. · 1 1928 
hiLity of jumping into the circle of creative architects armed with T-square l 

CIAM: 
La Sarraz Declaration set square, and intellect. Wise insight and the needs of artistic creation Will j 

break through all restrictions imposed by recipes and pri nci pies. To appear tu 

1

1 
be objective does not a! ways mean to be objective. To be objective does not 
necessarily mean to be artistic, bcca use artistry always presupposes its own 
objectivity as a matter of course. We want no inhibitions and checks by 
recipes, we want the free spirit to find its own laws. The creative moment 
demands not the transparent wall, not the beautiful surface, not construction 
but synthesis. And this synthesis is not the sum of petty and doubtful detai Is, 
but the outcome of an intuitive frenzy. Just as creation often demands a 
gentle shift from meditation to concentration as a prerequisite, so attainment 
of an eloquent and final form often calls for a detour via superfluity. In 
~ obje-ctive' architecture the vain surface sprawls over a wide area, tolerates 
neither sculpture nor picture, is self-sufficient at the expense of cosiness. We 
do not wish to renounce the factors that increase our feeling for life and the 
world. We want to experience the intoxication of our blood in all things. We 
do not want to throw the pictures out of our rooms bee a use they are 'irrele
vant,' we want rather to draw them into the great joyful rhythm of our house. 
We want to look at sculpture just as we want to read books, we don't want to 
ban carpets because they are 'dust traps'. We want the whole wealth of the 
possible and justified, be ca use it belongs as a necessary factor to our person- I 
ality. Seu lpture and painting will live on in spite of this vain effort at suppres- _

1 

sion, because in keeping with the times they have set themselves free from 
architecture to attain a powerful life and content of their own. Cities will 
change into a shape that restores the sun and movement to the city dweller. [ 
This will be the beginning of a new world architecture. What is decisive here 
will not be the width of the streets, nor the height of the buildings that line I 
them, nor their fronts and outlines, nor their balconies, nor the shapes of their I ... · 
roofs, but solely and alone the creative longing of the citizens. There will be . 
no more corridors and house surfaces, neither j n the old nor the ne\v sense, 
there will be structures that thrust forward and slide back in response to the 
habits of the occupants, in order to make it possible for them to see and feel 1· 

the sun again. Roofs will not form an alignment but will lie lower or rise .

1 
higher as demanded by the desire for roof gardens. Man's longings will be 
determinant, not the profit motive. We want the ind ividua! room, not the 
factory-made product; we want personalityt not norm, not schemaJ not series:, 1· 

not type. We want no violation of our creative feeling, not even by archi
tecture, we want to live our life. The wealth of the spirit shall glow, all pro
ductive possibilities shall blossom, unconcerned about 'objectivity'. Give 
form to the inner vigour, that cold souls may become warm. 
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One ye or after the Wei ss.enhof exh i bi ti on in Stuttgart, a .g•oup of architects -
delegates from various nationa! groups-:- gathered fro": 26- to 28 J'Une 1"928 at 
Ch3teau Sar raz i ~ sv~ itz-e r land, The sub Ject oft he meet1 ~g was a program me 
drei~vn up j 11 Paris of problems corifronti ng the new .an:h 1 te-c.tu:-e. Th-ey agreed, 
although r,ot •.vitho1Jt argument, ?n .the sta:-dpoints and ".'ork~ng m:thods 

d b l e Corb-u st er and G 1ed1 on. With a final offic 1al <l-edarat ion CIAM 
oropose y ·d d ' d d 
(Congrf!S- tnte<riationaux -d'Ar{_hitecture ~oderne) 'Has c.o~st .ere as .oun e . 
It remained for over thirt)" years the med1\Jm of a ·.vorld~wi~e inter,change of 
ideas. It ·.vas the C!A~1 congresses which brought the obj&t1ves of to'Nfl 
pfann i ng' in to perpe-.::ti \'e. 

The undersigned architects, representing the national groups of modem 
hitects affirm their unity of viewpoint regardmg the fundamenta_l con

arc fons ~f architecture and their professional obligations towards societ_Y-. 
ce~~ey insist particularly on the fact that 'building' is an elementary acuv_1ty 
of man intimately Jinked with evolution and t~e dev_elopment of human hfe. 
The destiny of architecture is to express the onentatwn of the age. Works of 
architecture can spring only from the present time: . . 

They therefore refuse categorically to apply m _thclf workmg methods 
means that may have been able to illustrate past societ tes_; they affirm_ t_oday 
the need for a new conception of architecture t~at sa tisfi7s the spmtual, 
intellectual and material demands of present-day hfe. Consc.10us of the deep 
disturbances of the soda 1 structure brough.t a bout by machmes, they re cog~ 
nize that the transformation of the economic order ~nd of social hfe ~nescap 
ably brings with it a corresponding transforma t1on of the arch 1tectural 

phenomenon. . · · d · bl 
The intention that brings them together here is to a !tam th_e m isp~nsa e 

and urgent harmonization of the elements involved by replacmg_ arch !lecture 
on its true plane, the economic and sociological pfane. Thus architecture m~st 
be set free from the sterilizing grip of the academies that are concerned with 
preserving the formulas of the past. 

Animated by this conviction, they declare themselve_s mem~ers of an 
association and will give each other mutual support on the mternational plane 
with a view to realizing their aspirations mora Hy and matena!ly · 

I. General Eeonnmic System 

I . The idea of modern architecture includes the_ link between the Phenomenon 
of archi lecture and that of the genera 1 economic system. 

2. The idea of 'economic efficiency' does not imply_ prod u~t!on furnish! ng 
maximum commercial profit, but production demandmg a mimmum workmg 
effort. 
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3. The need for maximum economic efficiency is the inevitable result of the r 
impoverished state of the general economy. . t 
4. The most efficient method of production is that which arises from rational. 
ization and standardization. Rationalization and standardization act direcUy
on working methods both in modern architecture (conception) and in the 
bu i Id i ng industry ( realization). 

5. Rationalization and standardization react in a threefold manner: 
(a) they demand of architecture conceptions leading to simplification ofwork
in g methods on the site and in the factory; 
(b) they mean for building firms a reduction in the skilled labour force; they 
lead to the employment of less specialized labour working under the direction 
of highly skilled technicians; 
(c) they expect from the consumer (that is to say the customer who orders the 
house in which he will live) a revision of his demands iu the direction of a re
adjustment to the new conditions of social life. Such a revision will be mani
fested in the reduction of certain individual needs henceforth devoid of real 
justification; the benefits of this reduction will foster the maximum satisfac
tion of the needs of the greatest number, "\'lhich .are at present restricted. 

6. Following the dissolution of the guilds, the collapse of the class of skilled 
craftsmen is an accomplished fact, The inescapable consequence of the deve!o P· 
ment of the machine has led to industrial methods of production different 
from and often opposed to those of the craftsmen, Until recently. thanks to 
the teaching of the academies. the architectural conception has been ; ns pi red 
chiefly by the methods of craftsmen and not by the new industrial methods. 
This contradiction explains the profound disorganization of the art of 
building. 

7. It is urgently necessary for architecture, abandoning the outmoded con
ceptions connected with the class of craftsmen, henceforth to rely upon the 
present realities of industrial technology, even though such an attitude must 
perforce lead to products fundamentally d; fferent from those of past epochs. 

II. Town Planning 

1. Town planning is the organization of the functions of collective life; it 
extends over hoth the urban agglomerations and the countryside. Town 
planning is the organization of life in all regions. 

Urbanization cannot be conditioned by the claims of a pre-existent aestheti
cism: its essence is of a functional order~ 

2. This orde'. includes three functions: (a) dwelling, (b) producing, (c) relaxa
tion (the mamtenance of the species). 
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Its essential objects are: (a) division of the soil, (b) organization of traffic, 
(cl legislation. 

3. The relationships between the inhabited areas, the cultivated areas (includ
i 0g sports) and the traffic areas are dictated by the economic and social en
vironment. The fixing of population densities establishes the ind ispemable 
-classification. 

The chaotic division of land, resulting from sales, speculations, inheritances, 
must be abolished by a collective and methodical land policy. 

This redistribution of the I and. the indispensable pre I im i nary basis for any 
town planning. must include the just division between the owners and the 
community of the unearned incre~nent resulting from works of joint interest. 

4. Traffic control must take in all the functions of collective life. The growing 
intensity of these vital functions, ah'r'ays checked against a reading ofstatisticsJ 
demonstrates the supreme importance of the traffic phenomenon. 

5. Present-day technical faci I ities, which are constantly growing. are the very 
key to town planning. They imply and offer a total transformation of existing 
legislation; this transformation must run parallel with technical progress. 

III. Architecture and public opinion 

I. It is essential today for architects to exercise an influence on public opinion 
by informing the public of the fundamentals of the new architecture. Through 
the bane fu ! effects of academic teaching, opinion has strayed in to an e rro neo us 
oonccption of the dwelling. The true problems of the dwelling have been 
pushed back behind entirely artificial sentimental conceptions. The problem 
of the house is not posed. 

Clients, whose demands are motivated by numerous factors that have 
nothing to do with the real problem of housing, are generally very bad at 
formulating their wishes. Opinion has gone astray. Thus the architect satisfies 
the normal prerequisites of housing only poorly. This inefficiency involves the 
country in an immense expense that is a total loss. The tradition is created of 
the expensive house, the building of which deprives a large part of the popula
tion of healthy living quarters. 

2. Through educational work carried out in schools, a body of fundamental 
truths could be established forming the basis for a domestic science (for 
example: the g~neral economy of the dwelling, the principles of property and 
its moral sign ifica nee. the effects of sunlight, the ill effects of d n r k ness. essen
tial hygiene. rationalization of household economics, the use of mechanical 
devices in domestic life. etc.) 

3. The effect of such an education would be to bring up generations with 
a healthy and rational conception of the house. These generations (the 
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''. 'i'ie Declarat·1on was signed by the following architects: archite~t's future clients) would be capable of correctly stating the probleniill·';J,, ;-,,. 

of housmg. <\II ~ff. p. Berla~e, Tire ~ague ~: ~a1;{e~~~~kft~~:d~d 
IV. Arcbiteeture and its relations with the State :~_·1· ·.-f. Borirgems, B~usse s Hannes Meyer, Bauhaus Dessau 

} ... Sp chareau, Pans w. M, Moser, Ziir ich I. Modern architects having the firm intention of working according to the /frank, Vienna £, C. Rm·a, Milan 
new principles can only regard the official academies and their methods tend. ·Ij"i G Guerrekian, Paris G. Riel>•eld, Ulrecht 
ing towards aestheticism and formalism as institutions standing in the way · ·· · 1{. £, Haefeli, Zurich A. Sarlaris, Turin 
of progress. ; L /J. Haring, Berlin Hans Schmidt, Basie 

2. These academies, by definition and by function, are the gu;rdians of the I/ ~ ~~:;\~~:..;triels 1;{_a~:e~;:;:z~~g~rdam 
past. They have established dogmas of architecture based on the practical and [ p 'Jeanneret, Paris H. R. van der f\fiiNl, Lausanne 
aesthetic methods of historical periods. Academies vitiate the architect's le Corbusier, Paris Juan de Zm·alo, Madrid 
vocation at its very orjgin. Their poi ot of view is erroneous and its conse.= A. Lurfat, Paris 
quences are erroneous~ 

3. In order to guarantee the country's prosperity, therefore, States must tear 
the teaching of architecture out of the grip of the academies. The past teaches 
us precisely that nothing remains, that everything evoh·es and that progress 
constantly advances. 

4. States, henceforth withdrawing their confidence from the academies, must 
revise the methods of teaching architecture and concern themselves with this 
question as they concern themselves with all those questions whose object is 
to endow the country with the most productive and most advanced systems 
of organization. 

5. Academicism causes States to spend considerable sums on the erection of 
monumental buildings, contrary to the efficient utilization of resources, 
making a display of outmoded luxury at the expense of the most urgent tasks 
of town p lanuing aud housing. 

6. Within the same order of ideas, all the prescriptions of the State which, in 
one form or another, tend to infiuence architecture by giving it a purely 
aesthetic direction are an obstacle to its development and must be vigorously 
combated. 

7. Architecture's new attitude, according to which it aims of its own volition 
to re-situate itself within economic reality, renders all claim to official patron
age superfluous. 

8. If States were to adopt an attitude opposite to their present one they 
would bring about a veritable architectural renaissance that would take its 
place quite naturally within the general orientation of the country's economic 
and social development. 

28 June 1928 
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1928 A 
B 
C demands the dictatorship of the machine 

Hans Schm kl t, Bas le, and Mart Stam, Rotterdam, edited the oeri od icaJ ABC -
Beitri:ige zum &Juen {Contributio11s Towards Building) whic.h appeared in Basl-e. 
The demand for the dictatorship-of th-e machine, taken from No.4, Vol.2, is 
(losely .::onnected •..vith the ideas of Hannes Meyer, who in 1928 took over from 
Walter Gropius 35 Cl rector of the Dess.au Bauhaus, 

The is neither the coming paradise in which technology will fulfil all 
machine our wishes - nor the approaching hell in which all hum an 

development will be destroyed -

The is nothing more than the inexorable dictator of the possibilities 
machine and tasks common to all our lives. 

But we are still in a state of becoming, of transition. The machine has become 
the servant of a bourgeois individualist culture born of the Renaissance. Just 
a< the servant is paid and despised by the same master, so the machine is 
simultaneously used by the citizen and damned by his intellectual court, his 
artists, scho1ar.s. and philosophers. The machine is not a servant, however, but 
a dictator - it dictates how we are to think and what we have to understand. 
As leader of the masses, who are inescapably bound up with it, it demands 
more insistently every year the transformation of our economy, our culture. 
It permits no pause for breath in the armchair of philosophy, no compromise 
with pacifist phrases. lt grants us no prospect of an agreed peace, no aesthetic 
di stance from the demands of I ife. Rea I it y shows us how far we have al ready 
gone today in obeying the dictates of the machine : we have sacrificed handi · 
crafts to it, we are in the process of offering up the peasantry to it. We have 
had to allow it to provide our most important means of travel and the basis 
for our great industries. Under its pressure '".'e have evolved the new method 
of mass-production. Because of it we have had to place greater and greater 
organizational powers in the hands of the State and even to internationalize 
our most sacred nationa 1 goods. 

We have taken the first step: 

the transition from an individualistically producing society held together 
ideally by the concepts of the national State and a racially delimited religious 
outlook, to a capitalistically producing society malerially organized in res
ponse to the need for industrialization and the international exchange of 
goods. But our thinking, the thinking of our professional romantics and life· 
tit iv a tors, has not followed even th is step. They have ceased to understand 
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elemen;al, vita! facts because they think exclusively in terms of moralit a 
aesthetics. And be ca use they fear the worst for the f t f "d 1 y nd l th th h u ure o our ' ea goods 
n_ame y, at ey t emselvcs will be out of work, sheer idealism makes the ' 
either become the bodyguard of reaction or take flight into sectarianism. rn 

We ha•e fo fake the se<ood step: 

th; t;an;i~ion ~ro.m a soci~ty that is compelled to produce collective! bu · 
still md iv rduahstrcally orrenta led to a society !ha 1 . 1 h.Y t is wo ks c II f I E conscwus y t mks and 

r h .0 ec 'v_e Y • • m ply phrases ? Empty phrases to the ears of. bourgeo · 
a~c a!f scephcs - implacable necessity to the masses who have today b 

18 

t rust out to the edge of survival. They are empty phrases if we believe een 
co~ld make bourgeois idealistic thinking the basis for constructing a luc:ie 
rational system of production - if we believe our Sunday-afternoon-w '1 ' c~lture o~ly needs to be reduced in price a little- if we believe we could do~gk 
t e most important and decisive struggle of the i mmed ia te future by makin : 
chea~ peace: What is deman_ded of us is in the first place the liberation a~d 
trans .orm.at:on ?four thinking. Every\vhere necessities are forcin action 
~h~t JS~ mis~mg is corre.ct t_hin king on the pa rt of those destined to !ct and !~ 
.•Ila .- orfe eme~tal thmkmg has been suffocated by the empty phrases and 
1 us1ons o reachon. 
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Hannes Meyer: 
Building 

111 1928-Ha-nnes Meyer (b.1889 in :B.as[e, d.1954 in Crocifis-so di Savo:;.a, 
Swi tzerlanc) was ap-p-oi nted head oft he Bauhaus. tn Dessau. Walter Gropius. 
re ti red at the beginning of Feb ri..lary 1928 and :recorri.men ded him as h i-s 
s.u-ccessor. The same month 1"'.eyer-outji-ned before representatives of the 
:s.~udents. r.;s pr-og ram me, ·.vh i<-h '.V-3:5 aimed esSf::nt ial ly at a c lo;;e r comb\nation 
of teach~ng and v..·or k in the Bauhaus with I ife_ 'Do v.·e ·.,.1fsh to take our 
di rec.ti on from the needs -of the outer ~vorld _ .. or do we v1ant to be ar.. is.I ar.;d 
~vhich admittedly le-ads to a broadening of the -p-ersonality, but whose positl·...-e 
pro<luc~~ ... -ity is qu-es.t~onable1" His thesis. 'building' was published in .bcr!Jflous 
Year2, No.4. 

building 
al! things in this world are a product of the formula: {function times 

economy}. 

all these things are, therefore, not works of art: 
all art is composition and, he nee, is unsuited to achieve goals. 
all life is function and is therefore unartistic. 
tbe idea of the 'composition of a harbour' is hilarious! 
hut how is a town plan designed? or a plan of a dwelling? composition or 
function! art or life????? 
building is a biological process. building is not an aesthetic process. 
in its design the new dwelling becomes not only a 'machine for living', but 
also a hiolo gical apparatus serving the needs of body and mind. 
the new age provides new building materials for the new way of building 

houses: 
reinforced concrete 
synthetic ru hber 
synthetic leather 
porous concrete 
woodmetal 
wire-mesh glass 
pressed cork 
synthetic resin 
synthetic horn 
synthetic wood 

aluminium 
eubOolith 
plywood 
hard rubber 
torfoleum 
silicon steel 
cold glue 
cellular concrete 
rolled glass 
xelotect 

ripolin 
viscose 
asbestos concrete 
bitumen 
canvas 
asbestos 
acetone 
casein 
trolite 
tombac 

we organize these building materials into a constructive whole based on 
economic principles. thus the in div id u a 1 shape, the body of the structure, the 
colour of the material and the surface texture evolve by themselves and are 
determined by life. (snugness and prestige are not leitmotifs for dwelling 
construction.) (the first depends on the human heart and not on the walls of a 
room ... ) (the second manifests itself in tbe manner of the host and not by 
his persian carpet ! ) 
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bauen 
alle dffig-e -dleser wdt .str.id ctn pr-odukt dc.r formc:l: (funkt3o-n mel .(5k-oriiamk:) ~, 

e.lle dCc:;!.-C: dln;ge sITTd d eh.!r kdnc k~.1_r:i3twe:rke: 
a.Uc k1.:m.st l~t kompo-!.IUGn und mlthfn zwed::wldd~. 
a.l]e& l.cbc:n lst funktt.;::.11 und dahe:r ucikUnsikrr:Ufl. 
-dlc ld.c-c: -det ,.Jt;o-mptlsiiion e[r.ies sei::haJen-s" ~cltdnt zwe.rdtfeUc::rsdi:litfemdl 
j-e<lodi w!e er~teht d.ct cn!wu:rf does .s~dfplane!. 7 -odc-r etr:ies. w-oh:n:plancs 1 komp-03Ht-on odu ful;'lkftor:i 1 
kwut -oder kb en 1 7 7 11 
-b-•Ut11 Is! ern blolog!.!ther ¥otg.1.ng. l>~Lte"- l~t kel11; ~·Hthe"lt5~her p.ra-:t:-elJ.. elem.en far ~es!a[tet wlrd das rieue w-ohn
b:i!lu~ n!d1J nur efne w-obnma.schrnerfe, .sondcrn eJn blo-lc-_gischer .apparat fik !Cdf!.ch.e un-d ki5rpc:rltdi 
hedildnbse. - -d!e n.cue :z:dt std[t dem nellen F:iaMbau Lb~e neu.cn bausroff.:: :z:ur verfi:l;gung~ ~ 
1.1.li~bet-:ino drahlglu .;'lh,:-minium si-st&lil rip-::ilin .asb~s! 

kU1'1~ig11mmi preC.kcrk -eul:-!:iolili'i klli11eirn yisco5e .a.zoE-10rt 
~n~ti'.-t<ler kun~1h!irl ~perrh~t gMb!'ioB e1tmit c~:Se-":;, 

iell-::.eion ki..:nsli'icm :io:ai,..1sch.uk rollglas g-:--Jdron :rolit 
wc-0i1rnel~ll :io:ur..5-':holl 1or1o:'eum .>:tlot<!U kl<lCY~S 1ornbak 

dJc9.:: bai.:1deme11t-e or:$!anLs[c:rcn wir :r..ach i5k-oneml9d"icn ~rund:!iltZcn zu drl'l!C" kon9truktivet1 etnbett. :so 
er.itd1cn ulf:tsrttitl§! und '1,'0ffi [eben bedlng:t dl-t eJn~dfo-rm, dct S-tf:tii:udck~r_pe~, dk me_tetf3!farbc UCld d[ 
-oberEEildicnstwkCUr. (!l:emiiCltdiketf uod rcprlis.::ntatton srnd kelne Leltm-oCl~-e des wolim.1ngshauc:l.) -c 
(dk .etste F:i.!in_gt am mcnscher.ib.exzen und nrd"it 11.n d.::r zimmerw.:ind ... _) 
{dle zwcltc p11ii!lf dti:: ha!h.rng des ~a!;tgcher9 uod 11kbt setn p.::rs.::rtcp_p[ch 1) 
ar-chtt.el:tu~ als n&fftkt1etJ1ung -du. Ji:Dr.iitle&" Isl ohna d'uoln-~u.iichU.gui"lg;. 
llr(h!tek!Lf.I' af:& ,,r-urt1Lihrt1ng d.et b-.!.u!r.!idl1lon" ltt tiaug~schld?itlf<h !r--tibM. 

dlese funk!lonell-blo-lo;gtsche a.uffassung d t!. E:tauens :als elne~ $!esh1!fltr.i§! de:51 feb.eru;_proz.eue.s fiibri [t 
fol:;!edd:it3gkd~ xur refnen konstrukUon: dEesc: k-oost.rukt3,,..e form.en w.e]t kenn~ kdn vB.terland. :51[-e tst :e~ 
ausdrudc lritema!lonal_cC" baugeslnm.1r.i§!. !ntemam:malltU E!t efn v-orzug d-tC" c:i>0che. -dfti ulna ko11ttnlHio 
!st g_niMl;ig& -.in.d kt>nrttto1Ch$11 der rieuM rorm~l'.IW-el!. " 

l. t.ead:ilech!9!eb.en 4. §!arlenkultur- 7. w-obnbyS[ene 10. erw.!lrmu:n:g 
2 . .!lchbf:g.ewobnbt:Ct 5-. k~rp.::rpft.ege 8. aut-owarfu:n_g 11. besonoun~ 
J. kleJn6erha[C\lnll! 6. w-.etfen-diufz 9. k-ochb.etdeb 11. bedknua:§! 

ao-]d:ie f-c-rd.eru-ngen sf-nd dk :aw;sdi.HcO-l!che:n motCve cl.es woEl:r..ungWaucs. wrr unt.::rsudt.en den a.bla.uf dt:s 
f3:;!e.!.l-tben9. jot:de.9 bat1$bew-ObntN, -Und dJ.1:9.CS er_g!bt dns funlttJonsdfa~ramm rur Ya!e~ mutter kfnd 
kleEnklnd und mltm.enschen. wlr erforsdlen d le E:te:ddiun:g.en des Ji aus.::s urid seJne:r r-nsass.::~ zum fr~mden; 
~ifbote, p-anan~, besud:i.::r, n11.-dibar, cinb1echer, kaml:n:f.:::;!er, w:bch.etia, _po!Edst, .erzt, aufwa.rtefrai.:1, !.pt-el~ 
k.a:merad, ~asefn:z:Gger, ha11dw.erker, krankenpfleger-, bot-e. wtr erfondi.en dr.e- men:s.chllchen und di 
t3erlschen bezlehuo§!en :zu rn gerlen, und dle wechselwirktin~en zwf:Uflcn rnen:s.-dtc:n:, ham.tteren uad ha tu~ 
budden. -wir ermLUdn d[-e J-ehr~schw:anku-ns:en der bodcn!~mpc~arur, und wrr b.::rechnen d.anach d.en 
w!rmevedu!.t der (ul3b3rl.en u11 d die tlef.e: de~ ftindac:n.::rit!oF:il.ea. - d.er Jlcolo;»!ische befund de11 f:J.!11:1$--
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'111 • "'""""" " '•• ........ , '" "' '"" "'"" "" "" '"'"""""" ' ,.rchitecture as 'a continuation of the traditions of building' means being carried 
, along by the history of architedure. 

, this functional, biological interpretation of architecture as giving shape to the 
\ Junctions of life, logiczlly leads to pure construction: this world of con-
1 structive forms knows no native country. it is the expression of an inter-

j 
national attitude in architecture. internationality is a privilege of the period. 
pure construction is the basis and the characteristic of the new wor Id of forms. 

! 

i. sex !if e 
z. sleeping habits 
J. pets 
4. gardening 

5. personal hygiene 
6. weather protection 
7. hygiene in the home 
8. car maintenance 

9. cooking 
10. heating 
11. exposure to the sun 
12. service 

these are the only motives when building a house. we examine the daily 
routine of everyone who lives in the ho use and this gives us the function
diagram for the fat her, the mother, the child, the baby and the other occu
pants. we explore the relationships of the house and its occupants to the world 
outside: postman, passer~by, visitor) neighbour, burglar, chimney-S-\'leep, 
washer\voman, policeman, doctor, charwo1nan, playmate, gas inspector, 
tradesman, nurse, and messenger boy, we explore the relationships of human 
beings and animals to the garden, and the interrelationships between human 
beings, pets, and domestic insects. \Ve determine the annual fluctuations in the 
temperature of the ground and from that calculate the heat loss of the floor 
and the resulting depth required for the foundation blocks. the geological 
nature of the soil informs us about its capillary ca pabil it y and determines 
whether water will naturally drain a way or whether drains are required. we 
calculate the angle of the sun's incidence during the course of the year accord
ing to the latitude of the site. with that information we determine the size of 
the shadow cast by the house on the garden and the amount of sun adm iUed 
by the window into the bedroom. we estimate the amount of daylight avail· 
able for interior working areas. we compare the heat conductivity of the out
side walls with the humidity of the air outside the house. we already know 
about the circulation of air in a heated room. the visual and acoustical rela
tionships to neighbouring dwellings are most carefully considered. knowing 
the atavistic inclinations of the future inhabitants with respect to the kind of 
wood finish we can offer, we select the interior finish for the standardized, 
prefabricated dwelling accordingly: marble-grained pine, austere poplar, 
exotic okume or silky maple. colour to ,us is merely a means for intentional 
psychological influence or a means of orientation. colour is never a false copy 
of various kinds of material. we loathe variegated colour. we consider paint 
to be a protective coating. where we think colour to be psychically i ndis pens
a ble, we include in our calculation the amount of light reflection it offers. we 
avoid using a purely white finish on tl!e house. we consider the body of the 
house to be an accumulator of the sun's warmth •.• 
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industrial product and the work of a variety of specialists: economists, 'f 
statisticians, hygienists, climatologists, industrial engineers, standardization I 
experts, heating engineers ..• and the architect 1 ... he was an artist and now 

El Lissitzky: 
Ideological superstructure 

becomes a specialist in organization! 

the new house is a social enterprise. it frees the building industry from partial 
seasonal unemployment and from the odium of unemployment relief work. 
by rationalized housekeeping methods it saves the housewife from household 
slavery, and by rationalized gardening methods it protects the householder 
from the dilettantism of the small gardener. it is primarily a social enterprise 
because it is - like every government standard the standardized, industrial 
product or a nameless community of inventors. 

the new housing project as a whole is to be the ultimate aim of public welfare 
and as such is an intentionally organized, public-spirited project in whkh 
collective and individual energies are merged in a public-spiritedness based on 
an integral, co·operative foundation. the modernness of such an estate does 
not consist of a Hat roof and a horizontal-vertical arrangement of the fa<;ade, 
but rather of its direct relationship to human existence, in it we have given 
thoughtful consideration to the tensions of the individual, the sexes, the 
neighbourlwod and the community, as well as to geophysical relationships. 

building is the deliberate organization of the processes of life. 
building as a technical process is therefore only one part of the whole 

process. the functional diagram and the economic programme are 
the determining principles of the building project. 

building is no longer an individual task for the realization of architectural 
ambitions. 

building is the communal effort of craftsmen and inventors. only he who, as a 
master in the working community of others. masters life itself •.• 
ls a master builder. 

building then grows from being an individual aifair of individuals (pro
moted by unemployment and the housing shortage) into a col
lective affair of the whole nation. 

IJwlding is nothing but organization : 
social, technical, economic, psychQlogkal organization. 

l:lO I 
J,.. 

After long residence in Germany .and S"wit:ter-land, El Markovich) 
l1s~itiky (b. I 09-0 in the p•ovince of Smolensk, d. 1941 Moscow) retu;-ned to 
Russia. He was almost ,;;ert.air.ty the fir5tto mak.e: the Constructkvi:.t irleas of l920 
known in Gennany. At the DGs.sel<l-orfCong(ess:ofProgressiveArtlstsin 19-22he 
met artistic revolutionaries from all-over E-urope, He worked ·.,.1it:h Mies van der 
Rohe ir. Berl ii; and with van Ooesburg in ?;;iris ar.dshi:r.ved hts 'Proun' 
exhibition in many p-laces. Enriched b-y the s,utn total of all these encounters, 
tissitz.ky returned ill 1928 to Mosco ... •J, in order there to pu;;h through \i 
'recoi'\struction' [n h~s senseagain1t .an alrea<l'/ .a<.tive opposjtion. 

We shall present here a few sections of a life process which, having been first 
brought into e.xistcnce by the Revolution, is a bare 5 years old. During this 
time the high demands made by the cultural revolution have taken root in the 
feelings and consciousness of our new generation of architects. It has breome 
clear to our architect that through his work he is playing an active par! in 
building the new world. To use an artist's work has no ;•aluc per se, no pur
pose of its own, no beauty ofits .own; it receives all this solely fro~ its, relatio.n 
to the community, In the creation of every great work the architects part is 
visible and the community's part latent. The artist, the creator, invents 
nothing that falls into his lap from the sky. Therefore we understand by 
'reconstruction' the overcoming of the unclear, the 'mysterious' and chaotic. 

In out architecture, as in our whole life, we are striving to create a social 
order, that is to say, to raise the instinctual into consciousness. 

The ideological superstructure protects and guarantees the work. As the 
substructure for the renewal that we must carry out in architecture, we named 
at the beginning the social economic reconstruction. it is the unequivocal 
starting point, but it would be a mistake to explain the interconnexions so 
simply. Life, organic growth, is a dialectical process that simultaneously 
asserts yes (plus) and no (minus). Everything that comes into being is a part of 
the pro<.'ess of social life, the result of particular facts, and itself exercises an 
influence on the aims that come into being in tlteir turn. On the basis of what . 
has come into being there is formed an ideology, a way of looking at things, 
there are formed interpretation and interrelationships, which exercise a 
further influence on what is coming into being. We may trace this dialectical 
process in the development of our arehirecls. 

l. Destruction of the traditional. Material production is paralysed throughout 
the country. The longing for a super·production. The first studio dreams. An 
ldeology is formed containing two demands that are fundamental I<' further 
development: element and invention. A work that is to be in keeph1g wit~ ?ur 
age must contain within it an invention. Our age demands creatJOJJS arising 
Gut of elemental forms {geometry). War has been declared on the aesthetic of 
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chaos. An order that has entered fully into consciousness is ca lied for. 

2. The start of rebuilding. First in industry and production. Concrete prob. 
!ems demand solution. But the new genera ti on has grown up in a period 
without architecture, has inadequate practical experience, little authority, and 
has not yet become an academy. In the struggle for building contracts its 
ideology has tu med to the primary utilitarian, the nakedly functional. The 
slogan is.: ~constructivism', 'Functionalism'~ An equals sign has been placed 
between engineer and architect ... 

3. The first reconstruction period demands a concentration of forces from the 
sphere of the socio-economic revolution to bring about a deepening of the 
cultural revolution. In the total complex of a culture, physical, psychological 
and emotional factors are inseparable. 

Art is acknO\'lledged in its capacity to order, organize, and activate conscious~ 
ness by charging it with emotio na! energy. Architecture is considered the 
leading art and the attention of the public is directed towards it. Architectural 
questions become mass questions. The studio dreams of the beginning lose 
their individual character and receive a solid social foundation. Once again 
the 'Utilitarians' are opposed by the 'Formalists'. The latter assert that 
architecture is not covered by the concept of 'engineering'. To so Ive the u tili. 
tarian task, to construct a volume that functions correctly for the purpose, is 
only one part of the pro blcm. The second part is to organize the materials 
correctly, to solve the constructive problem. A work of architecture comes 
into being only when the whole thing springs to life as a spatial idea, as a form 
that exercises a definite effect on our psyche. To do this it is not enough to be 
a modern man; it is necessary for the architect to possess a complete mastery 
of the expressive means of architecture. 

Thus we can summarize these three periods even more briefly : 
{a) Denial of art as merely an emotional, individual affair carried on in 
romantic isolation~ 
(b) 'Objective' creation in the silent hope that the resulting product will 
eventually be looked upon as a work of art. 
(c) Conscious and purposeful creation of an architecture that will exercise a 
closed artistic effect on an objective, scientific basis that has been worked out 
in advance. 

This architecture will actively raise the general standard of living. 
This is the dialectic of our development, which reaches affirmation through 

denial; it has melte<l down the old iron and annealed the new steel. 
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1930 Ludwig Mies van der Rohe: 
The newera 

t n the dosing words: of his address at the congress of the Deutscher lf/erkbund 
in Vienna tn ! 930 Mies 'Jan <ler Rohe made himself the re so lute spa kesman for 
the. 's pi ritual in architecture', He -sa·.v the path of i r.:dustrial i z:ed buEldl ng, for 
wh 1<-h he had appealed i 11 1924, blocked by m isu r:derstanding. The appealer has 
become .a ~varner. I 11 prophetic antici patio n he forese.es that technical p-rogresS
wi 11 bri'1g vii th it a I oss of the meaning of bu i I dtng. 1'"1 ies van <le r Ro he -speaks of 
the 'v.al ue~tdind' progress: of -ev.erits, which w j 111 ead to the e Ii mi nation of 
mean i r,_g ar..d hence to a lac~ vf star..d;:;;rGs and to chaos in the es:tabtis h ment of 
values. 

The new era is a fact; it exists entirely independently of whether we say 'yes' 
or 'no' to it. But it is neither better nor worse than any other era. It is a pure 
datum and in itself neutral as to value. Therefore I shall not spend long trying 
to elucidate the new era, to demonstrate its links and lay bare its supporting 
structure. 

Let us also not overestimate the question of mechanization, standardiza-
tion and norma tization. 

And let us accept the changed economic and social conditions as fact. 
All these things go their destined way, blind to values. 
The decisive thing is which of these given facts we choose to emphasize. 

Th is is where spiritual problems begin. 
What matters is not 'what' but only 'how'. 
That we produce goods and by what means we manufacture them means 

nothing, spiritually speaking. 
Whether we build high or low, with steel and glass, tells us nothing a bout 

the value of the building. 
Whether in town planning we aim at centralization or decentralization is a 

practical question, not one of value. 
But precisely the question of value is decisive. 
We have to establish new values, to dem6nstra te ultima le aims, in order to 

acquire criteria. 
For the meaning and right of every age, including our own, consists solely 

in providing the spirit with the necessary prerequisites for its existence. 
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1931 Frank Lloyd Wright: 
Young architecture (excerpt) 

The excerpt reproduced here under the heading 'Young Arckftectu:re' Is 
taken from one of the lectures delivered b-y \/>/right at the Chf ca.go Art 
Institute 1n J93 I. Ttiis ;ec.ture was addressed 'To the young man in architecture' 
and closes: with fourteen pieces of advice to future ard1itects~ forget the 
.an::hitectures of the v.·orld- be•Nare of-schools. of architect:ure -go to the 
butfding sites- get used to asking-question-sand anary$irtg ~think in terms of 
simple thin.gs- avoid Jike pofson the Amertcan idea of 'quick r.etutrls' - take 
plertt)' of time and go as: far awa>·- as possible from home -.under no 
drcumstar:.ces take part In an a-rci"iitecturaJ -competition, The following are a 
few sentences from thfs g'W ide to you{)g a-rchitects, 

yes, modern architecture is young architecture - the joy of youth must bring 
it. The love of youth, eternal youth must develop and keep it, You must see 
this architecture as wise, but not so much wise as sensible and wistful - nor 
any more scientific than sentient, nor so much resembling a flying machine as 
a masterpiece of the imagination. 

Oh yes, young man; consider well that a house is a machine in which to live, 
but by the same token a heart is a suction pump. Sentient man begins where 
that concept of the heart ends. 

Consider well that a house is a machine in which to live but architecture begins 
where that concept of the house ends. All life is macliinery in a rudimentary 
sense, and yet machinery is the life of nothing. Machinery is machinery only 
because of life. lt is better for you to proceed from the generals to the par
ticulars. So do not rationalize from machinery to life. Why not think from 
life to ma ch in es ? The utensil, the weapon, the automaton - all are appliances. 
The song, the masterpiece, the edifice are a warm outpouring of the Jieart of 
man - human delight in life triumphant: we glimpse the infinite. 

That glimpse or vision is what makes art a matter of inner experience, there
fore sacred, and no less but rather more individual in this age, I assure you, 
than ever before ... 

Lack of appreciation of the difference between the appliance and life is ( o 
blame for the choicest pseudo-classic horrors in America. And yet our more 
successful 'modern' architects are still busy applying brick or stone envelopes 
to steel frames in the great American cities. Instead offundamentally correcting 
this error, shall any superficial aesthetic disguised as new enable this same 
lack of appreciation of the principles of architecture to punish us again thls 
time. with a machinery abstract which will be used as an appliance of the 
appliance of another cycle of thirty years? If so as between architecture as 
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~rsentimental appliance and architecture as mecha~~l··a:pliance or even the 
i I ~esthetic abstract itself as an architectural appliance, it would be better for 
I America were you to choose architecture as the mechanical appliance. But 
l then, organic archite.:ture would have to keep on in a little world of its own. 
· Jn this world of its own the hard line and the bare upright plane in un

imaginative contours of the box both have a place, just as the carpet has a 
place on the floor, but the creed of the naked stilt, as a stilt, has no place. The 
horizontal plane gripping all to earth comes into organic architecture to 
complete the sense of forms that do not 'box up' contents but imaginatively 
express space. This is modern. 

I 
c::J..c 

Jn organic architecture the hard straight line breaks to the dotted line where 
stark neeessity ends and thus allows appropriate rhythm to enter in order to 
leave suggestion its proper values. This is modern. 

In organic architecture, any conception of any building as a building begins 
at the beginning and goes forward to incidental expression as a picture and 
does not begin with some incidental expression as a picture and go groping 
backward. This is modern. 

Eye--weary of reiterated bald commonplaces wherein light is rejected from 
blank surfaces or fallen dismally into holes cut in them, organic architecture 
brings the man once more face to face with nature's play of shade and depth 
of shadow seeing fresh vistas of llltive creative human thought and native 
feeling presented to bis imagination for consideration. This is modern. 

The sense of interior space as a reality in organic architecture co-ordinates 
with the enlarged means of modern materials. The building is now found in 
this sense ofinterior space; the enclosure is no longer found hi terms of mere 
roof or walls but as 'screened' space. This reality is modern. 

In true modern architecture, therefore, the sense of surface and mass di,.. 
appears in light, or fabrications that combine it with strength. And this 
fabrication is no less the expression of principle as power-directed-toward
putpose than may be seen in any modern appliance or utensil machine. But 
modern architecture affirms the higher human sensibility of the sunlit space. 
Organic buildings are the strength and lightness of the spiders' spinning, 
buildings qualified by light, bred by native character to environment- married 
to the ground. That is modern! 
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1932 Hugo Haring: 
The house as an organic structure (excerpt) 

In l 918, as representative of the Serl in arch i te.::ts" assoctat ion Der Ri r,g, whose 
secretary he was, Hugo Haring took part i f1 the founding of Ct AM at Chateau 
Sarr az, It th.ere proved that the in i ~tato rs. of the congress., le Co rb usi er ar,d 
Si egfrLed G ied ion, cou 1d not accept the con-cept 0€ 'n e\•1 bu i I-di r.g' pres-e nted by 
Haring. There is. no Frend1 \'lord exactly equivalent to 'building'. Yet for 
Hadng architecture and buitding are fufldame.,tally different. Buiklir-,g meant 
for him: to give physical shape to th.e substance 0€ a task. Form is i A tl1i s sense 
res.ult, not 5tarting poir.t. The important thing is to see the house i'.iS an- organ. 
that first acquires its essential silape in the actual process of creation-. 

It still seems to many people inconceivable that a house too may be evolved 
entirely as an 'organic structure', that it may be 'bred' out of the 'form arising 
out of work performance', in other words that the house may be looked upon 
as 'man's second skin' and hence as a bodily organ. And yet this development 
seems inescapable. A new technology, working with light constructions, 
elastic and malleable building materials, will no longer demand a rectangular 
house, but permit or put into effect all shapes that make the house into a 
'housing organ', The gradual structural shift from the geometrical to the 
organic, which is taking place throughout our whole spiritual life and to some 
extent has already taken place, has made the form of work performance mo
bile as opposed to geometrical. The need to create form constantly leads the 
artist to experiment with styles, repeatedly leads him, in the in \crest of expres
sion, to spread shapes over objects - whereas the form arising out of work 
performance leads to every object receiving and retaining its own essential 
shape. The artist stands in the most essential contradiction to the form of 
work performance so long as he refuses to give up his individuality; for in 
operating with the form arising out of work performance the artist is no longer 
concerned with the expression of his own ind iv id ual it y but with the expression 
of the essence of as perfect as possible a uti!itari an object. A 11 'i ndi vid ua ls' -
and the stronger they are as personalities, and at times the louder they are, the 
more this applies - are an obstacle in the path of development, and in fact 
progress takes place in spite of them. But nor does progress take place without 
them, without individuals, artists and strong personalities. There remains an 
essential difference between the architect and the engineer. The work of the 
engineer has as its goal merely the performance of material work within the 
!i mils or in the domain of economic effects. That the result frequently con· 
ta ins other expressive values as well js a side-effect, a subsidiary phenomenon 
of his work. The architect, on the other hand, creates a Ges ta/ t, a total form, 
a work of spiritual vital ii y and fulfilment, an object that belongs to and serves 
an idea, a higher culture. 

This work begins where the engineer, the technologist, leaves off; it begins 
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when the work is given life. Life is not given to the work by fashioning the 
object, the building, according to a viewpoint alien to it, but by awakening, 
fostering, and cultivating the essential form enclosed within it. 
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1932 R. Buckminster Fulfer: 
Universal architecture 

Rkhard Buckmkister Fuller {I>, ~$95 .in Miiton. l'-1filsachus.etts) developed to 1927 
h:!s 'Oym.a:xion House',ai:hveHing ma-i:.hir.einv..'hkh, as its name implies. 
dyr!.am!sm was to be combined ·.vith maximum efflo:::ier'lcy. This -combination of 
techr.ical arid dviliz.ing ten<lendes-in !-932-~3 the 'DymaxionAutomobile' 
developed out of it- made the outs~der w-cH known in E\Jrope as. wefl. His 
t0"."0retical ·.vritlngs of this yer~od are pr-etty uni.ntenigibfe, Together VY'ith the 
Structuraf Study Associates {SS1-\), whose members remained .anor,iymous, 
Fuller 1Jev-efoped the ~dea of a univer-sal acchitecture. 1t is. based on .a highly 
lndivldual interpretat~on of life: the ideal can be pk.tori al tr reproduced. 

EXTRACTS FROM 'UNIVERSAL CONDITIONS' OF 
STRUCTURAL STUDY ASSOCIATES 

ORGANIZATIONS PLUS ANO MIN1JS. THE SSA. A PLUS UNION 

Official, or semi-official, exploitation and protective associations in archi
tecture, real estate, business, etc., whose professioru;I opportunist manage· 
ment, effete counterpart of labour, boss, or vice racketeer, representative, not 
of the dominant ideals, or progressive standards of the group whom they have 
organized, but of the negative residuary quantums of fear, l:>ad faith, jealousy, 
covetousness, non-self-confidence, and laziness, hold their prestige, and job, 
so long as they can, first- aggravate their meml>ership's fear of the emergen
cies caused by progressive industry's threat to static exploitation, and secondly 
by sustaining an aesthetic or ethic leech-hold upon pioneering productivity. 
Such associations have constituted a dominant obstacle to universal archi
tecture -and conversely the high potential of current economic stress. 

It is worthy of note toat the SSA represents a group mechanically cohesive 
through a positive creative and progressive urge, no personal names being 
identified with the work, members being designated only by numl>ers, as 
compared to designers' associations boastfully exploiting past records of 
members. Sd!:effacing, and service-minded, somewhat after the manner of 
the Ford planning department, they concern themselves not alone with the 
final structure, to be reproduced in quantity, but also with the complete raml
fications of the industry, from elemental source to the site; and, thereafter, 
throughout service and replacement cycle.,, calling even for searching con
sideration of contiguous sociologic development and its potentials for further 
growth, through design. 

The group, forming an abstract association, held together only through 
'good faith' and a singleness of purpose .. deals only in intercourse of ideas, 
but cannot buy or sell. (The writer bas assigne<l all his sixty-two patent ideas 
to the trusteeship of the SSA.) All ideas developed by the group will be pro· 
tected to prevent monopolies in industrial design, but never to paternalize 
selfish advancement- or to enjoin progress. 
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SSA DE!'INIT!ONS - CONDITIONS AND INTEGRATION 

J,SCIENCE 

The word 'science' as defined by Eddington, and generally agreed to by 
Pasadena group scientists, is extraordinarily simple - to wit: 
'Science is the attempt (continuity or time word) to set in order the facts of 

experience.' To which we add that: science is the resultant of intellectual 
activity whfoh is essentially: 

'Selection' an individual phenomena, time controlling, and the human 
phenomena's unique survival tool •· intellect is sole guide to 'Universal 
Architecture', which is humanity's supreme survival gesture. Universal 
Architecture scientific antidote for war. 

STRUCTURE=SCIENTIFIC ARTICULATION 
Universal requirements of structure provide for scientific survival and de
velopment of human phenomena, in following sequence: 

!. OPPOSITION TO EXTERNAL DESTRUCTIVE FORCES, via spatial 
control against: 

earthquake 
Hood 
gale 
tornado 
pestilence 
marauders 
fire 
gases 
selfishness (Politics, Business, Materialism) 

2. OPPOSITION OF INTERNAL DF.STRUCTIVE FORCES .. via spatial 
control for: 
a. nerve shock proofing 

I. visual 
2. oral 
3. textural 
4. olfactoral 

b. fatigue proofing (human robotism, drudgery). 
c. repression proofing (don't proofing, fear mechanical inadequacy 

developed by accidents, arbitrary cellular limits of activity), (negative 
partitioning). 

3. PROVISION FOR UNSELFCONSCIOUS PERFORMANCE ON 
INEVITABLE MECHANICAL ROUTINE 
a. fuelling (eating), (metabolism). 
b. sleeping (muscular, nerve and cellular re-alignment). 
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c. refusing (internal, i.e., intestinal, etc.; external, i.e., bath ins or pore ! 

cleansing; mental, i.e., elimination by enipirical dynamics; circulatory, 
Le,, atmospheric control). 

4. DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENTS OF GROWTH PHENOMENA, 
require mechanical provision for: 
a. selective awareness of universal progressions 

1. History News - Forecasts (Library-Radio-Television, etc.) 
2. Supply and Demand 
3. D7•namics 

b. adequate mechanics of articulation (prosaic or harmonic) conversation, 
Le., communication~ direct or indlrect, ora1~ visual or textur.n1, (this 
includes necessity of transportation) and bespeaks any and all means of 
crystallizatton of universal progress. 

JI. ART 

ART=net resultant of momentarily (time fix) dominant articulability of ego's 
cos n1 ic sense. 

1. Time 
Scientific concept indicates one dimension only, i.e.·- TIME DIMENSION -
indicating 'how far' from !he centre out. This dimension geometrically 
articulatable by any one of infinity of co.incident radii of a sphere. (Which 
accounts for coincidence of 'the infinity of unity' with 'the infinity of multi
plicity'.) 

'Raising' an abstract indicator, or number, to any 'power', or taking any 
'roof of it, now graphable by spheroidal volume increase, or decrease, 
respectively, through proportionate radial increase, ordecrease;-there being 
an infinity of potential perpendiculars to surface of sphere identical lo radii, 
which fulfils Euclid's requirement for additional dimensional characteristics, 
non-grnphable above 3 in Euclid's suppositional cubistic universe, but spher· 
oidally graphable as indicated by simple mathematics, wherefor: 

Essence of design=time control. 
Essence of univ<rsal discourse should be time language or language of 
continuity (discarding such words as 'fundamental' or basic). 

2. Space 
Universal problem of architecture is to compass space (space being mathe· 
maticallyconvertible to time via the abstraction of angularity). 

Problem is, subsequently, to control the space compassed; and subse
quently to develop selective control of compasred space, which control wm 
aUow of ever variable complementary harmonic awareness of any and all 
sense-organizations to be sheltered within the compassed space. 
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3. Harmony 
We can only be aware of structure via its harmonic continuity reaction (minor 
or major mode, damn or please) upon one or more of our four senses - visual, 
oral, textural, olfactoraL So that each unit of structure should be ellecked as 
to its neutral aspect in relation to these four senses, and the ability, thereafter, 
should be mechanically provided, to impose an infinity of mutable, selective 
sense-limited, harmonic progressions thereon, consistent with de-selfing trend 
of harmony, from direct personality limit to abstract infinity. 

nJ. INDUSTRY 

By 'ideal' we mean the latest sensation ofrefinement towards perfection along 
any one time line, and by 'standard' the group ideal. The 'standard' being 
graphed by the most encompassing sphere of our awareness terminating the 
conscious exterior limits of all our radionic time lines of experience. 

By 'industry' we mean the phenomena of scientific human·effort·co
ordination of three or more beings, whkh, through selected activity of the 
two-or-more beings, made possible by the third being, in whom the two-or
more divided-activity-performers have faith that: he truly has divided the 

and will co-ordinate that effort, to the end that: mutually profitable 
resultant compositions are obtained, within a reasonable time limit, beyond 
the physical ahility of any being, or group of beings, non-mentally co
ordinated, to obtain, within all time. Industry can only concern itself with 
reproduction of those designs which adequately satisfy the •standard', and 
arereproduceable in a quantity directly proportionable to their timeliness and 
adequacy; in relation to which, industrial satisfaction, 'standards' improve 
(include and refine), and without which satisfaction standards cannot im· 
prove - such is the human progress responsibility of reproductive design, 
being based on our philosophic interpretation of LIFE, to wit, that that which 
i; ideal enough becomes reproducible in its own image, be it a baby, rose, 
or bicycle. 

Science+ A rt+ Industry= Universal Architecture 

ESSENTIAL PHILOSOPHY OF UNIVERSAL ARCHITECTURE 

The ideal of modern architecture being an articulated mechanical adequacy 
that not only frees human phenomena from robotism of inevitable survival 
functions; but also, and moreover, tends toward; progressive material un
selfconsciousness of control, of sueh adequate mechanics of universal life 
intercourse, as to bring into high relief the residuary 'mental', or 'time', 
awareness of only the eternally ex-static: harmonic, phenomena - thus 
bespeaking, via the contemporarily, and embryonically, envisioned universal 
architecture (i.e., radionic-time-growtb composition, progressively comple
mentary to, and synchronizable with, a comprehensive life concept, scienti
fically arrived at, and harmonically sustained), an eventual elimination of the 
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'time~ phenomena (a ~past' and 'future' based on auto-suggestive procrastinat ... 
i ng fallacial concept of the 'would-be static entrenchment of the selfish ego') 
which 'time' phenomena blinds the ego to the infinity of delight of the eternal 
'now', visible only through the universally concerned intellectual optics of 
integrity. 

Verbal Graph of Philosophy of Cosmic Trinity of Stability (no pure 
condition) (speaking in terms of direction not statics). 

L INDUSTRY =eternal life force -dynamics- time relative mobility within 
conscious limits of cosmic sphere bet\vee:a relatively 
s mal!est and largest mental rad i a I activity 

2. SCIENCE =radial direction !if dn - philosophy 

Dissection 

=functionalism, essential extraction, refines. toward selective 
simplicity of the infinity of unity. 

singularity - male - compression -
pressure - internal - intellect -
abstraction - eternity - subconscious. 

3. ART= radial direction of life-out - knowledge 
=harmony - time synchronization - refines to\vards selective multi~ 

plicity of infinity of completeness. 
Composition 
plurality - female - tension -
vacuum - extema l - sense -
articulation - time - conscious 

PHILOSOPHY OF 'GROWTH' (synchronizing design with scientific cos· 
mo logy of relative radionic expanding spheres - entropy - cosmic radiation 
increase- life cell continuity) 

The whole composition should never be dependent on the relative success of 
any one unit: and, or, positively stated, al! units should be independently 
(flexibly, angularly) aligned to the whole composition of structure, and there
fore progressively replaceable by ever more adequate unit solutions, thus 
making for an evolutionary growth to an intellectually (selectively) refining 
totality, within a time span, relatively exquisite, as compared to the gross 
tardiness of 'naturally' e!imina ting destructive statici sm, which latter invokes 
revolutionary, and iconoclast[c, replacements of ~whole old compositions', 
when the static ideology becomes dominantly incompetent, through a 
plurality of compromise paralysed cells. 

We apparently may be directionary, that is radially, but not time specific, 
when in relative\ y radiant control of our being. Wherefor we should determine 
our 'ideal' and 'shoot' for it. Though our concept of an empirically derived 
material 'goal', by virtue of working of scientific postulate of positive growth, 
(Entropy, i.e., law of increase of the random element, cosmic radiation force 
increase, etc.) original 'goal', by time of accomplishment, so relatively 'small' 
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that highest urge of unselfish ambition, is niggardly in proportion to unfore
seen, unexpected, unconscious. attainments~ en route our mirage-like, his~ 
torically-articulated, ideal, when served with integrity. 

TYPICAL LANGUAGE OF DESIGN OF ESSENTIAL PHILOSOPHY 
UNIVERSAL ARCHITECTURE 

Angular modulus of unification. 
Metrical measure for radial or time distances. 
flexible joints for force intercourse. 
Unity of assembly contact = 'hook-up'. 
Segregation of function with specific solution in terms of dynamics, with 
ultimate material choice on basis of specific economy~ i.e., mean of longevity, 
transportability, availability, workability. 
Centralization of mental activity - decentralization of physical activity (either 
personal or communal or industrial). 
Maximum Ii gh tness - consistent economy. 
Up and out (fountain like= de liquescence). 
Use forces - do not fight them. 
Material structure essentially functional - harmonies mobile and abstract 
from zero to selective sense i im its. 
Progress by creation - by increase in volume. 
Complete independence of s urv iva I and sustenance bespeaking communities 
of choice not imposition. 
No secrets. 
High longevity through flexure and load flow in tension. 
One for all and all for one. 
Specific longevity consistent with economic adequacy and industrial con
tinuity, citable each unit of composition. 
Relatively immediate availability in time or space - mutability and mobility. 
Whole composition or unit thereof. 
General dynamic awareness that all elements go through solid, liquid and 
gaseous state, with automatic, spheroidal, volume increase, pl us impact load 
flow distributability, indicating that we should SOLVE: 

I. Structurally-balanced tension functions by elements in solid fibre-pack 
state; and 

2. Structurally-balanced compression functions by elements in spheroidal 
liquid state ; and 

l Eccentric loads, impact to structure~ etc., by j nitia l exposure of solid, 
load-flowing, tension member; compassing load-flowing, liquidt com
pres..sion member; which, in turn, compasses ultimate shock-absorption 
member, which is element in its elastic, gaseous state, as - for example -
life cell, or football containing 90 % water, 10 % air. 

Universal Architecture's Town Plan - Cosmos= World, and particularly dry 
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land portion of World's surface, without national referenee~54 acres Per 
person in A.D.2000. (England and R.I. now average four persons per acre.) 
26% Earth surface is dry land of which 50% 'Habitable' whole human 
family two billion in A.D.2000 can stand on Island of Bermuda. Ample room. 
Town Plan based on primary World airways utilizing prevailing winds and 
great circfe courses. 

LIFE CONTINUITY VIA UNIVERSAL ARCHITECTURE 

Consistent with foregoing concepts of universal architecture,''llnd quite in. 
consistent traditional dogmatic orders, archi-tecture Stone Age to Inter. 
national-· (inclusive), following clippings from newspapers - front-paged in 
Chicago and back-paged in N.Y.C. (industrial geography phenomenon) are 
of extraordinary importance, and pertinence, to this article. Supplementing 
them by review of fact that biology indicates that, with internal and external 
mechan[cal aids, life cell group of tree structure in its geometrical progression 
of volume increase, in its continuity of angular cell pack outgrowth, may 
attain infinity: and reviewing fact that life cell oflmman is identical to that of 
tree, and has, if scientifically understood, more able mechanical supporting 
structure for survival: and reviewing recent professionally accepted knowledge 
of glandular phenomena, which indicates life cell grouping may replenish to 
infinity human structure and mechanics, via colloidal chemistry, by catalytic 
prevention glandular cell paralysis through cloture; the concluding para
graphs may not seem specious. 

A back section Sunday New York Times, 24 January 1932. (Excerpt) 
'Dr Robert A. Millikan revealed last night apparently decisive proof of his 
theory that cosmic rayssignal the continuous rebirth instead of the destruction 
of the material universe. The consensus of opinion of one hundred scientists, 
including Dr Albert Einstein, who heard the talk at California Institute of 
Technology, was that Dr Millikan finally has refuted the theory of Sir James 
Jeans, who holds that the mysterious rays are "death wails" instead of"birth 
cries"" of atonls.' 

The front-page Chicago Sunday Tribune, 3 January 1932. (Excerpt) 
'SCIENCE FINDS COSMIC CLEW TO HUMAN DESTINY. 
COMPTON EXPLAINS.' 

DR 

'If we wish to retain any exact relation between cause and effect, we must 
postulate a world related to the physical world, but regarding which experi
ment gives us no information, in which the events may be determined. 

'In such a non-physical world it is possible that motives and thoughts may 
play a determining part, while in the physical world in which such thingli 
remain unnoticed, events appear to follow the laws of chance. 

'The new physics does not suggest a solution of the old question of how 
mind acts 011 matter. It does definitely, however, admit the possibility of sueh 
an action, and suggests where the action may take effect.' 
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A back-page New York Times, 2 February 1932. 
'Dr Michael Pupin, who received a few days ago the John Fritz Gold Medal 
the highest honor bestowed by the engineering profession in the United 
States, predicted yesterday that a complete transformation of civilization was 
coming as the result of our growing powers of electridty.' Dr Pupin 
'Electricity is a celestial gift to man. It has the power to lift the life of man 
higher than any of us have yet dared to dream about. When man has achieved 
control of that power, the miracles of the present age will seem insignificant in 
comparison and man may at last achieve an existence akin to that of the 
Olympian Gods.' Dr Pupin asserted that while science is making rapid strides 
in conquering the material universe, man's spiritual progress has lagged. He 
spoke mournfully of the 'tragic lack of development of human love'. 'Hatreds, 
ignorance, petty jealousies, and prejudices are responsible for the wars, 
business depressions, and other sufferings of the world', adding that 'as long 
as man's spiritual being is retarded in its growth we will be unable to enjoy to 
the fullest the fruits of material progress.' 

Architecture of past has not considered such 'news' as directly inclusive. 
Architecture of Universal now does consider such news as directly inclusive. 

DREAM CASTLES 

Galsworthy, in an essay entitled 'Castles in Spain', in the annual Yale Re>iew 
for 1922, wrote that 'on 8 July 1401, the Dean and Chapter of Seville assem
bled in the Court of Elms and solemnly resolved "Let us build a church so 

that those who come after us may think us mad to have attempted it", 
and it took five generations one hundred and fifty years to build it.' Gals
worthy then went on to cite twcntieth·century structures such as Woolworth 
building and Panama Canal, and to compare the fact that the Sevillians built 
entirely for their spiritual needs and thought naught of the practieal needs of 
those who built; while the twentieth centurist apparently built entirely for his 
immediate needs without spiritual consideration, going on to suggest, how
ever, that a middle comse would develop - balancing life. The article, beauti
fully written, was an inspirational catalytic for the writer, to so extraordinary 
extent [sic], that he resolved that, no matter how mad it might seem, to set his 
ideal on a universal architecture so great that it might not only bring this 
result about, but also be the primary cause, .and means of realiz.ation, of 
science's timidly voiced observation that continuity of life in i!s present 
structure, without the phenomena of total death and replacement, was theo
retically discernible. It has always been the writer's notion that eJfecrive 
results may only be obtained through external articulation, for any braln· 
conceivable problem (that wishes are reasonable, as we can only wish within 
our thought limits, and all thoughts are in the terms of experience-eomposi
tions, in which dynamic principles are, often obscurely, embedded, hut 
derivable through de-selfing thought). But as man first conceived of flying, he 
pictured himself sprouting, or grafting 011 wings, on personal equation basis. 
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He accomplished flying (overcoming gravity) by an external intel!ectua1 . !'~ ! 933 
articulation, i.e. a machine, which need not physically encumber the human~ ,i 

when not flying - as would wings - so, while eternal life and 'fouutains of 
youth' have been despaired of as personal adjustment developments, the new 
uni versa! architecture of a physical - i ntellectua! - scientific external machine 
holds promise of accomplishing the life balance. 

Major attainment of this ecstatic life dream may take l 50 light years, or 
150 world years, we cannot be time specific, but these aware (as for instance 
Mr Wells, in his current contributions) of the relative tempo-increase of 
physical articulation attainment, of the human phenomena (on a geometrica] 
progression basis, in comparison to past rates of accomplishment, in propor~ 
lion to world time cycles, as based on the rhythm of natural cycles of astro
nomical relationship), will have high faith of a reasonably immediate dawn of 
synch ron iza ti on. Those who are sci en tifica 11 y minded know that the nature of 
a mathematical equation is such that a problem adequately stated is a problem 
solved. The writer can say no more in his personal equation language of 
'Humpty-Dumpty', other than exhorting high countenance of the colloidal 
flux. of science, i ud ustry, artt and life ; to wtt - have faith in the progressive 
intelleetu al revelations of the unity of truth, of the truth of unity, and of the 
unity and truth of the eterna I now ! 

CIAM: 
Charter of Athens: tenets 

C1AM Hin fran-kfurt in 1929-, \vhich \"135 concerned 'Nith 'Minim1.;m Li•Jing~ 
S-tanda:rd Hcusl ng', and Cf AM 111 in Bru sseis- in 19JO ('Rational U ~f!izat ion of 
Bi..::~!ding Sites'), confronted the delegates more and more ur_gen:tly \vi th 
p.rob!ems oftol/'1n pLannir.g. ln order to c-3.rry the dfs.:::ussion further, the
methods ofp:resentation bad to he unifie-d. A preparator,- committee 
(CIR P-AC) rnet three times (Berlin 19 .31, Barce !cn-3. 193 2, Paris 19 33) before 
C1AM IV -cou t d take place in J uiy and August ! 933 on board the Pa tr is between 
Mal'"seiltes and Ath-e.'ls. The resutts 0€ these deliberations. concero:iing 'The 
Fun ctlonal CL ty' ·we re later s.-et out by le Cor b-u sier l n the Chor !er of AVlens 
(19--1 I), paragraphs 71-"95 of ·.vhich .:::onstitute essential ter:ets. 

71. The majority of the cities studied loday preselll a pict"re of chaos: these 
cities in no way fulfil their desliny, which is to salisfy the primordial biological 
and psyclro/og ical needs oft heir inhobitonts. 

The cities analysed on the occasion of the Congress of Athens through the 
efforts of the national groups of the 'Congres Internationaux d'Architecture 
M oderne' we re thirty-three in number: Amsterdam, Athens, Brussels, Balti
more, Bandung, Budapest, Berlin, Barcelona, Charleroi, Cologne, Como, 
Dabt (Vietnam), Detroit, Dessau, Frankfurt, Geneva, Genoa, The Hague, 
Los Angeles, Littoria, London, Madrid, Oslo, Paris, Prague, Rome, Rotter
dam, Stockholm, Utrecht, Verona, Warsaw, Zagreb, Zurich. They illustrate 
the history of the white race in the most varying climates and latitudes. All of 
them bear witness to the same phenomenon: the disorder introduced by the 
machine into a state of affairs whicb had previously been relatively harmoni
ous, as well as the absence of any serious attempt at adaptation. In every one 
of these cities man is subjected to annoyance. Everything that surroundsnim 
suffocates and crushes him. None of those things necessary for his physical 
and moral health has been preserved or introduced. A human crisis is raging 
in all the big cities and spreading its effects throughout the country. The city 
no longer ser\'es its function~ which is to shelter human beings and shelter 
them well' 

72. This situation rei~eals the ceaseless increase of private interests since tire 
beginning of the machine age. 

The pre-eminence of private initiatives, inspired by personal interest and the 
lure of profit, is at the bottom of this regrettable state of affairs. Up to now, 
no authority, conscious. of the nature and importance of the movement 
towards mechanization, has taken steps to avert the damage for which in 
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i practice no one can be held responsible. For a hundred years enterprises were 
i left to chance, The building of housing and factories, construction of roads, l "' «m• "' "'' rn«"" >'• "''''"; "' m" «<' «cd ;,, • """ ""' """ ,:: 
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individual violence not preceded by thought or planning. Today the harm has 
been done. The cities are inhuman and the ferocity of a few private intere.,ts 
has given rise to the suffering of countless individuals. 

73. The ruthless violence of private interests disastrously upsets the balance 
beMee11 the thrim of economic forces on tire 011e hand and the weakness of 
adtnirristrati-1;.·e control and the pO'l4-'erlessness qf social solidarit;• on the otlu!r. 

The sense of administrative responsibility and of social solidarity are daily 
shattered by the vigorous and constantly renewed.i:mslaught of private inter
est. These various sources of energy stand in perpetual opposition and when 
one attacks, the other defends itself. In this unfortunately unequal struggle, 
private interest most often triumphs, guaranteeing the success of the stronger 
at the expense of the weaker. But good sometimes springs from the very 
excess of evil, and the immense material and moral chaos of the modern city 
will perhaps bring into being city legislation which, supported by a strong 
sense of administrative responsibility, will introduce the regulations indis
pensable to human health and dignity. 

74. Although cities are in a stale of permanent lronsformation, their 
derelopment takes place without either precision or control, and witlroul a11y 
acco11111 /Jeing token af the principles of contemporary IO\m planning worked 
out by qualified specialist /Jodfes. 

The principles or modern town planning have been developed by the work of 
countless technicians: technicians in the art of building, technicians of health, 
technicians of social organization. These principles have been the subject of 
articles, books, congresses, public and private debates. But they still have to 
be acknowledged by the administrative authorities responsible for watching 
over the fate of cities, who are often hostile to the major transformations 
called for by these new insights. Authority must first be enlightened, tben it 
must act. Clcarsightedness and energy may succeed in bringing the dangerous 
situation under control. 

75. 011 both the spiritual and material planes, the city must ensure individual 
liberty and tlie advantages of collective action. 

Individual liberty and collective action are the two poles between which the 
game of life is played. Every enterprise aimed at improving the human lot 
must take account of these two factors. If it does not succeed in satisfying 
their frequently contradictory demands it is doomed to certain failure. It is in 
any case impossible to co-ordinate them harmoniously without working out 
in advance a carefully studied programme that leaves nothing to chanee. 

76. All dimensions within the cily plan must be based exclusively"" human 
proporrions. 
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1 'fhe natural measurements of man must serve as a basis !'or the scale of every
! thing related to living and the various '.unctions of esistence: the scale of 
; Jlleasurements applied to surfaces and distances, the scale of distances con
j ;idered i~ relation to the n~tural walking pace of ma~, the scale or time
. 1;1bles which must be de!ermmed by reference to the daily course of the sun. 

71. Tfre keys to town plam1ing are to be found in the four fun ct ions: housing, 
,,.ork, recreation {during leisure), and traffic. 

Town planning expresses the way of life of an age. Up to now it has attacked 
only one problem, that oftrnffic. It has confined itself to cutting avenues or 
Jaying down streets, thereby forming islands of buildings whose utilization is 
left to haphazard private enterprise. This is a narrow and inadequate view or 
its task. Town planning has four principal functions, namely; first, to provide 
the inhabitants with salubrious housing, that is to say, places in which space, 
fresh air, and sunshine are plentifully guaranteed; second, to organize work
places so that, instead of being a painfulthraldom, work will regain its charac· 
ter as a natural human activity; third, to set up the installations necessary for 
the good use of leisure, rendering it beneficial and productive; fourth, to 
establish links between these various organizations by means of a traffic net
work that facilitates movement from place to place while respecting the rights 
of all. These four functions, which are the four keys of town planning, cover 
an immense field, since town planning is the outcome of a way of thinking 

' applied to public life by means of a technique or action. 

78. Pla1111i11g will determine the structure of each of tire sectors assigned lo the 
ftmr key functions and will fix their respective locations within the whole. 

Since the Congress of Athens, the four key functions of town planning 
demand special arrangements offering each of them the most favourable 
conditions for the development of its particular activity, in order that 
they may be manifested in all their fullness and bring order and classification 
into the usual conditions of life, work and culture. Town planning, by taking 
account of this need, wi!I transform the face of cities, wlll break with the 
crushing constraint of practices that have lost their raison d'@tre and will open 
an inexhaustible field of action lo creators. Each key functton will have its · 
own autonomy based on the circumstances arising out of climate, topography 
and customs; they will be considered as entities to which will be assigned 
territories and locations, for whose eqnipment and installation all the pro
digious resoun:es of modem.technologywill be mobilized. In this distribution, 
consideration will. be given to the '!ital needs of the individual, not the interest 
or profit of any particular group. Town planning must guarantee individual 
liberty at the same time as it takes advantage of the benefits of collective action. 

19. The cycle of daily living - liousing, work, recreatio11 (recuperalfo11}- will 
lie regulated by town planning with a Jtrict Insistence 011 time saving, lire 
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dwelling being regarded as lire >-ery centre of lawn planning concerns and lhe 
focal point of all measures. 

The desire to reintroduce 'natural condit[ons' into daily life would seem at 
first sight to ca 11 for a greater horizontal ntension of cities; but the need to 
regulate the various activities by the duration of the sun~s course is opposed 
to this idea, the disadvantage of which is that it imposes distances out of 
proportion to the available time. The dwelling place is the centre of the town 
planner's concern and relative distances will be governed by its position in the 
town plan in conformity with the solar day of twenty-four ·hours, which 
determines the rhythm of men's activity and gives the correct measure to all 
their undertakings. 

80. The nelv 1neclranical speeds ha~·e disrupted the urban en1'·ironn1ent, creating 
perrnanent danger, causing traffic jmns and paralysing conununications, and 
interfering with hygiene. 

Mechanical vehicles ought to be agents of liberation and, through their speed, 
to bring about a valuable gaining of time. But their accumulation and their 
concentration at certain points. have become both an obstacle to movement 
and the source of constant danger. l\foreover, they have introduced into urban 
life numerous. factors injurious to health. Their combustion gases. spread in 
the air are harmful to the 1 un gs and their no is.e induces in man a condition of 
permanent nervous irritability. The speeds that are now available arouse the 
temptation to daily escape, far away, into nature. spread the taste for a 
mobility without restraint or measure and favour ways oflife which, by break
ing up the family, profoundly disturb the foundations of society. They con
demn men to spend exhausting hours in all sorts of veh ides and little by Ii tile 
to lose the exercise oft he healthiest and most natural of all functions: walking, 

81. The principle of urban and suburban lraf]ic must be revised. A classificalion 
of a mi/able speeds must be drawn up. The reform of zoning that brings the key 
functions of the city into har111ony will create betii'een then1 natural links, 
which in /urn will be reinforced by the est ablishmen I of a ra I ional ne /work of 
major thoroughfares. 

Zoning that takes account of the key functions - housing, work, recreation -
will bring order to the urban territory. Traffic, the fourth function, must have 
only one aim: to bring the other three usefully in to comm uni ca ti on. Great 
transformations are inevitable. The city and its region must be equipped with 
a network of roads exactly proportionate to the uses and purposes, and in 
conformity with the modern technology of transport. The means of travel 
must be classified and d ilferentiated and for each of them a way must be 
created appropriate to the exact nature of the vehicles employed. Traffic thus 
regulated becomes a steady function that in no way interferes with the struc
ture of housing or of workplaces. 
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82. Tolvn planning is a three-dintensiona l science, not a tt'.-'O-diniensional one. 
By introducing the element of height it will become po_ssible to solve the 
problems of modem traffic and of /eis"re, through u1J/1zmg the free spaces 
thus created. 

The key functions, housing, work and recreation develop inside built voluines 
subject to three imperious necessities: sufficient space, sun, ventilation. These 
volumes depend not only on the soil and its t\'IO dimenstons, but above all on 
a third: height. It is by making use of height that town planning will recover 
the free areas of land neccssa ry to comm u n ica ti ons and the spaces to be used 
for leisure. A distinction must be made beti,.veen sedentary functions, \V h ich 
take place inside vo I um es i u which the third dimension plays_ the most i m
portant part, and functions of transport. v.,rh1ch use only two d1menstons, are 
Jinked to the soil and for which height plays a role only rarely and on a small 
sea le. as, for examplei \II hen ch a nges of !eve 1 are introduced to cope i.vi th 
certain intense concen tra ti ons of vehicles. 

83. The city must be s111died wilhin the tolality of its region of influence. 
A regional plan will replace lire simple nrnnicipa/ plan. The limil of the 
agglo1neration lfill coincide irith the radius of its econonrie aclion. 

The data of a town planning problem are given by the totality of the activities 
carried on not only in the town, but in the whole region of which it is the 
centre. The town's raison d'etre must be sought and expressed in figures that 
will allow prediction of the stages of a plausible futme developmenL The 
<ame work applied to the secondary agg!omerat1ons will provide a readmg of 
the general situation. AHocations, re-strictionsJ c:nmpe~sati~ns can be de_c1ded 
that will assign to each town surrounded by its regton its O\Vll partccular 
character and destiny. Thus each one will take its place and its rank in the 
general economy of the country. The result "'.ill be a clear demarcation of the 
limits of the region, This is total town planning, capable of bn ngmg balance 
to both the province and the country. · 

84. The city, henceforth defined as afunclional unit, 11-rust gro1r harnioniously in 
each of its parts, ha~·ing at its disposal spaces and links n'ithin which, in a 
balanced way, the stages of its developmenl may be inscribed. 

The city will assume the character of an enterprise studied in advance and 
subjected to the rigour of an overall plan. Wise foresight will have sketched 
its future, described its nature, anticipated the scope of its developments ~nd 
limited their excess in advance. Su bordi na ted to the needs of the reg1 on, 
destined to incorporate the four key functions, the city will no longer be the 
chaotic result of random enterprises. Its development, instead of producmg a 
disaster, will be a crowning achievement. And the growth of its population 
will not lead to that inhuman crush which is one of the plagues of big c1t1es. 
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85. ft is urgently necessary for every cit;.• to establish its progranune and 
pron1ulgate lait'S tliat w ii l enable this to be put into effect. 

Ch a nee will be rep laced by foresight, pro gram me will succeed i m pro vi satio n 
Each case will be integrated into the regional plan; the land will be measured 
and ass!gned t? varj.ous activities: there. \viH be clear regulations governing 
the project which will be started immediately and carried out bit by bit by 
successive stages. The Law will establJSh permanent building regulations 
providing each key function with the means to achieve optimum expression 
!~rough being situated in the most favourable locations and at the most useful 
di.stances. The Law must also allow for the protection and care of areas that 
wdl one day be occupied. It will have the right to authorize - or to forbid; it 
will foster a 11 well-conceived i ni tia ti ves but will take care that they fit into the 
overa II plan and are a !ways subordinate to the collective interests th at consti
tute the public good. 

86. The progra1nnie niust be based 11pon anal}·ses rigorously carried out by 
specialists. It nrust foresee the stages of progress in tiln.e and in space. It niust 
gather into a fruitful harmony the natural resources of the site, the topography 
of the H-'hole area, the economic facts, the sociological needs and the spiritual 
••alues. 

The work will no longer be limited to the precarious plan of the geometer who 
governed by the chance location of the suburbs, designs the solid Jumps of 
tenements and the scattered dust of building developments. It will be a true 
biological creation made up of clearly defined organs capable of fulfilling to 
perfection their essential functions. The resources of the soil will be analyzed 
and the restraints which they impose recognized; the general ambience wi 11 be 
studied. and a hierarchy of the na tura 1 values es ta bl is hed. The ma in thorough
fares will be decided upon and located in the right positions and the nature of 
their equipment determined according to the use for which they are intended. 
A growth curve wi II ex press the economic future en visaged for the town. 
Infra ~gib le law~ will guarante_e the inhabit_a nts comfortable housing, good 
workmg cond 1 t10ns and the enjoyment of leisure. The soul of the city will be 
brought to life by the lucidity of the plan. 

87. Far the architecl concemed with tire tasks of town planning all 
1neasuren1ents niust be based on the hun-ian scale. 

Architectnre, after its gross distortions during the last hundred years, must 
once more be placed at the service of man. It must abandon sterile pomp, 
must care for the individual and create for his happiness the installations that 
make up his environment so as to facilitate all his actions. Who could carry 
out the measures necessary for the successful accomplishment of this task if 
not the architect, who possesses a perfect knowledge of man, who has 
abandoned designs based on illusory aesthetic considcra ti on s, and who, by 
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r precisely adapting means to the desired ends, will create an order that bears 

I
r \!fithin it its own poetry ? 

88. The initial nucleus of town planning is a ~ousing. c:ll (a .dwelling) and 
ii s fnser t ion in a group forJning a housing un1 t of effic1en t .srze. 

If the cell is the primordial biological element, the .ho.me, that. is to say the 
shelter ofa family, constitutes the social cell. The bmldmg of this home, after 
more than a century of subjection to the brutal . gai:'es of specula t10n, mu st 
become a humane undertaking. The home 1S the millal nucleus of. town plan
ning. It protects man's growth, shelters the joy.s and sorrows of h!S daily hfe. 
If it has to have sunshine and fresh air inside, it also has to. be extended out
side by various communa 1 installations .. To make 1! eas <er to. supply the 
dwelling with communal services that will facilitate the prov1Ston of food, 
education~ med Leal assistance~ and leisure enjoyments, 1t 'tVEH be necessary to 
group them in 'housing units' of an efficient size. 

89. Interrelationships ~rithin the urban .space betl~·een d~·velling.sJ i,i,.•orkplaces 
and the faci lit ie s de>•oted to leisure will be established with this housing unit 
as the start Ing point. 

The first of the functions to which the town planner has to gh·e his a tte n ti on 
is housing- and good housing. People also have to w'.'rk, and to do.'° under 
conditions that demand a serious revision of the practices at present 1n opera· 
tion. Offices, workshops and factories must be fitted out i~ such a way as to 
ensure the wellbeing necessary to the accomplishment ofth1s second functl'.'n. 
Finally the third function must not be neglected: recreauon, the cult1vallon 
of bod~ and mind. The town planner must provide the necessary sites and 
premises. 

90. To fulfil this great task it is essential to utilize the resources of modem 
technology. The latter, through the collaboration of its speciq/ists: will support 
the art of building with all the security of science and enr1ch •I wuh tire 
in i..·en t ions and resources of the age. 

The machine age has introduced new techniques w hi~h .are one of the ca uses 
of the disorder and confusion of cities. Nevertheless it is from the.m that we 
must demand the solution of the problem. Modern building techmques ha>'e 
established new met hods, provided new faci I ities, permitted new di mens 10ns. 
They have opened an entirely new cycle in the history of architecture. The 
new buildings will be not merely of a size, but also o~ a compleXLty un.known 
till now. Jn order to accomplish the mulllp!e task imposed .upon hLm, the 
architect, at all stages of the enterprise, must call upon the aid of numerous 
specia I is ts. 
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91. Tiie course of emus will befimdamentally influenced by palirical, social 
and e-cono1nic factors . . , 

It is not enough to admit the necessity for a 'land law' and certain principles 
of construction. To pass from theory to action requires the conjunction of the 
following factors: a political power of the kind we want - clearsightcd, with 
firm convictions and determined to bring into being the best living conditions 
that have been worked out and committed to µaper; an enlightened popula
tion that will understand, desire, and demand what !he specialists have en
visaged for it; an economic situation that makes it possible to embark upon 
and to pursue building projects which in some cases will be considerable. It is 
possible, however, !hat even at a period when things are at a very low ebb, 
when political, moral, and economic conditions are extremely unfavourable, 
the need to build decent housing will suddenly appear an imperious obligation 
and that this obligation will give to politics, social life, and the economy 
precisely the coherent aim and programme which they lacked. 

92. And here archilecture will not be the least 1Jf the forces at work. 

Architecture presides over the destiny of the city. rt orders the structure of the 
home, that essential cell of the urban tissue, whose health, gaiety; and har
mony are subject to its decisions. It groups homes in dwelling units whose 
success will depend upon the accuracy of its calculations. It reserves in 
advance the free spaces in the midst of which will rise volumes built in har
monious proportions. It organizes the extensions of the home, the places of 
work, the areas devoted to relaxation. It establishes the traffic network that 
brings the various zones into contact. Architectureisresponsiblc for the well
being and beauty of the city. It [s architecture that sees to its creation and 
improvement, and it is architecture's task to choose and distribute the various 
elements whose felicitous proportions will constitute a harmonious and lasting 
work. Architecture holds the key to everything. 

93. The scale of work to be undertaken as a matter ofurge11cy for tile 
reorgcmizati011 of cities on the one hand, and on /he other 1f1e Infinitely 
fragmented state of land ownership, are two opposing realities. 

Works of major importance must be undertaken without delay, since every 
town in the world, ancient or modern, reveals tile same defects arising from 
the same causes. But no partial solution should be embarked upon that does 
not fit into the framework of the town and of the region as they have been 
laid down by a wide-ranging study and a broad overall plan. This plan will 
necessarily contain parts that can be put into effect immediately and others 

. that will have to be postponed to indefinite dates. Numerous pieces of prop
erty will have to be expropriated and will become the subject of negotiation. 
It is at this point that we have reason to fear the sordid game of speculation 
which so often crushes in the cradle great enterprises animated by concern for 
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the public good. The problem ofland ownership and possible land requisition 
arises in towns, on their periphery and eJ<tends throughout the zone. however 
large or small, that makes up their region. 

94. The dangerous contradiction no red here pQses ane of the most hazardcms 
questions af tlie age: the urgent med Jo regulate. by legal means, tire 
distribution of all usable ground, in order to l>ring the v1'tal 11eeds of the 
individual i11lo complete harmony with collective needs. 

for years major building projects, all over the world, have come to grief on 
the petrified laws governing private property, The soil - the territory of the 
country - ought to be available at any moment and at its fair value, estimated 
before plans have been drawn up. The ground should be open to mobilization 
when it is a matter of the genera! interest. All kinds of unpleasantness have 
come upon the people who were unable to measure accurately the extent of 
technological transformations and their repercussions on public and private 
life. Lack of town planning is the cause of the anarchy that reigns in the 
organization of cities and the equipment of industries. Because people have 
failed to understand the rules, the countryside has been emptied, towns have 
boen filled beyond all reason, concentrations of industry have taken place 
haphazardly, workers' dwellings have become hovels. Nothing was done to 
safeguard man. The result is catastrophic and it is almost identical in every 
country. It is !he bitter fruit of a lmndred years of the undirected development 
of the machine. 

95. Pril'ale interest will be subordinated to the collective interest. 

Left to himself, man is quickly crushed by difficulties ofall sorts which he has 
to surmount. On the other hand, if he is subjected to too many collective con
straints his personality becomes stifled. Individual rights have nothing to do 
with vulgar private interest. The latter, which heaps wealth upon a minority 
while condemning the rest of the social mass to a mediocre life, merits severe 
restriction. It must everywhere be subordinated to the collective interest, 
every individual having access to the basic joys: the wellbeing of the home, 
the beauty of the city. 
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1943 Walter Gropius/Martin Wagner: 
A programme for city reconstruction 

ln 1937 CIA M V met in Pads (' Housi n-g and Le is.u re'), in 1947 CIAM VI met in 
Bridg_water ('Confirmation of the Aims ofCIAM'). The Germar.s ·who took part 
in these congress-es •.vere emigri!-s. For ·with the interrial political developments 
of 1933 th-e development ofthe-ne~v architecture ~v.as brought to a sudden end'. 
The Bau ha us i 11 Berlin \"ta.s closed for good; .al I the person.al i t~es of the ne~v 
arch~tec~ure were re moved from adm in i st rat ive .and t-eacn i ng posts oc 
forbidden to work .a.r.y more. Breuer, Gropius, HilberS€:imer, May/' 
Mer:delsofin, Meyer, Mies, and Wagner- to name only theSB-irnrnedi.a~ely or 
later left the country. With their arrival America gained the fead i ng role in 
the vJorld of the nev~ architecture. 

I. Lot and block rehabilitation has not been successful. Sweeping 'square 
mile' rehabilitation has become a necessity since we have recognized the inter
relat io nsbi p of the town witb its region. 

2. Former suggestions such as 'The City Bea uti fol' and other pictorial schemes 
bave proved to be incomplete. First, action should be started by preparing 
legal, financial and ad mi nistrati ve instruments to enable the planners to con. 
ceive and work out reliable master plans. 

3. Places of work and their relation to places of living should form the pivot 
of a 11 rcco nstruction work. 

4. First of all the e~isting cities should be relieved of congestion and high 
blood pressure by removing those who cannot be permanently employed. 
Resettled around small industries in new 'townships' these people would 
regain their productive capacity and purchasing power. 

5. The new townships should settle along super-highways and be connected 
by fast feeder roads with the old city centre. 

6. The size of the townships should be limited by the pedestrian range to keep 
them within a human scale. 

7. The 'townships' must be surrounded by their own farm belts. 

8. Speculation often promotes blight and obsolescence. Therefore the com
munity should own the land. The dwelling lots should be rented, though the 
houses may be owned. 

9. The administrative setup of a township should take the form of a self
contained unit with its independent local government. This will strengthen 
community spirit. 
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\0. From five to ten- or more - neighbourhood townships may be combined 
into a 'countyship' with an administration governing activities beyond the 
reach of a single unit. Its size and administrative setup should also serve as a 
model for the basic neighbourhood units of the old towns to be reconstructe<l. 

\ l. It is suggested that the size of a township remain stable. Flexibility within 
its boundaries must therefore be achieved by making the housing facilities 
elastic. 

J 2. Para He! to the resettlement of idle labour in new towns hips, a second 
process must take place; acquisition ofland by the community of the old city. 
For not until that process of pooling land has been completed can the next 
step - the redistribution of land - be taken, for the final reconstruction of 
the city. 
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1941 A post-war appeal: 
fundamental demands 

Germany 1945: countryside and dtie-s have been laid ~'laste: the cer:t;e-s from 
which the nevi arcn itectu re once radiated an i r. flue n-ce on the •.vorld are fie Ids 
ofrubb1e; the physica! and psychological colfapse is vnparalleie<l, Those v,no 
had b-een scattered gather togethe• only slov,1y. The ~·ears of·.-;ant su"ffocate the 
fir-st courageous en Geavour-s: the devastatlof'I cf life exceeds the s.tre ngt h they 
were abfe to pres.er'.fe du ri r.g the dark years of d ic tatorsl-i i p. Before resignation: 
spreads, Al phons. leit! man ages to resusti tate acchl tectural di sc•JssLon. The first 
riumlJ.ers of his periodical Bau-kunst und Werkform are at once a stocktaking and 
a forum for ideas. Jn 1947 it carried an appeal that has long sin c:e been 
forgotten. 

The collapse has destroyed the visible world that constituted our life and our 
work. When it took place we believed, with a sense of!iberation, that now we 
should be able to return to work. Today, two years later, we realize how much 
the vis ib!e breakdown is merely the ex press ion of a spi ritual devasta lion and 
we are tempted to sink into despair, We have been reduced to fundamentals 
and the task must be tack led afresh from this po int. 

All the peoples of the earth are faced with this task; for our people it is a 
case of to be or not to be. Upon the conscience of us, the creative, lies the 
obligation to build the new visible world that makes up our life and our work. 
Conscious of th is responsibility we demand : 

I. When they are rebuilt, the big cities must be divided up into a new associa
tion of viable local sections, each of which is a self-contained unit; the old 
city centre must acquire new life as the cultural and political core. 

2. The heritage that has been destroyed must not be reconstructed historically; 
in order to fulfil new tasks it must be rebuilt in a new form. 

3. In our country towns- the last visible symbols of German history - a living 
unity must be achieved between the old buildings and streets and modern 
residential and industrial edifices. 

4. Com p!ete reorganization also demands planned reconstruction of the 
German village. ' 

5. For dwelling houses and for our pub lie buildings, for furniture and fittings, 
we call for the replacement of over-specialized or wretchedly utilitarian shapes 
by simple and val id designs. 

For only the validly simple can be used on a multiple scale. Architecture can 
succeed only on the basis of a concentration of effort, of communal endeavour 
in design office and workshop. 

In a spirit of self-sacrifice we call upon a II men of good will. 
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1947 Frederick Kiesler: 
Magical Architecture 

Ou ri n_g the war Frer.:ch Surrea li:s.~ cirdes vJer-e -cent res of resistance to the 
spirit-killing influence of the dictato:rship. When the frle-11.ds emerge-ct fro.rn 
their hiding pla(es or returr,ed from emigration, their attitt1de v1as un_broken. 
In 1947they organize<l an International Post-\v.ar Exhibition ofSurreat~sm. 
Fr-edertck Kiesfe-r, who in 1926 'Nas demanding_ 'Vital Architecture' and the
'Space City,' c-olfaborated v1tth Max Ernst, Mir6, Matta, Duchamp, and others 
to produce in the 'Ha.II of-Superstition' a room i.n w.hkh a;chitectu:re, sculpti.;:re, 
arid painting s.h.ared -equa.1 ly as a conti nut1 m of the arts, Th-e i de.a-of the 
col1ecth'e 'Nork, adva<:ated by the De Stijl _group, came to !ife again- thoug!-i in 
an ent i ref 'f different f orrn. 

The nineteenth century saw the twilight and the first quarter of the twentieth 
century s.aw the dissolution of the unity Architecture-Painting-Sculpture. The 
Renaissance throve on this unity. The people's faith in the happiness of the 
beyond carried it on its wings. 

Our new period (194 7) has rediscovered the social conscience. The instinctive 
need for a new unity has been reborn. The hope of this unity is no longer 
situated in the beyond, but in the HERE AND NOW. 

The new reality of the plastic arts is manifested as a correlation of facts not 
based solely on the perceptions of the five senses, but also answering the need 
of the psyche. 

~Modern functi onaHsm ~ in architecture is dead. In so far as the ~runct ion~ was 
a survival - without even an examination of the Kingdom of the Body upon 
which it rested-it came to grief and was exhausted in the mystique hygiene+ 
aestheticism. (The Bauhaus, Le Corbusier's system, etc.) 

The Hall of Superstitions presents a first effort towards a continuity Archi· 
lecture-Pain ting-Sculpture, using the means of expression of our epoch. The 
problem is a double one : ( ! ) lo create a unity; (2) of which the constituents 
Painting-Sculpture-Architecture will be transmuted one into the other. 

[ designed the spatial configuration. I invited the painters Duchamp, Max 
Ernst, Matta, Miro, Tanguy and the sculptors Hare and Maria to carry out 
my plan. They collaborated with fervour. I conceived each part of the whole, 
form and content, spocially for each artist. There were no misunderstandings. 

If the totality did not work it would be entirely my fault, be ca use they 
adhered strictly to my plan of correlation. 

This collective work, created not by artists of one si ng!e profession, but by 
the block Architect-Painter-Sculptor, plus the Poet (the author of the theme), 
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even in the event of failure, represents 
development for our plastic arts. 

the most stimulating promise of 

I oppose to the mysticism of Hygiene, which is the superstitio.n of 'Funct.ional 
Architecture', the realities of a Mag•cal Architecture rooted m the t.otahty of 
the human being, and not in the blessed or accursed parts of this being. 
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1949 Henry van de Velde: 
Forms (excerpt) 

Henry •;an <lti Ve-lde, who proposed Gropius '1.S his succes.-;or in 'NeiiT1ar after 
the first World ~Var, returr,ed to Belgium in 19-2:5 ar:d ir:: 1947 settled at 
Ob-erl;ged on the Zt1ger See. Fram the.fe, as tho-ugh from .a took~out post. he 
fo!lo'.ll'ed the-work of his friends an<I form-e; comrades in arms. He apportioned 
praise and bl~ne and becarr.ean avthorlty vthose approval <outd be relied 
upon for ari.yone 'Nho boldly pursued th-e patih laid dov;n by van de Velde: in h~s 
pre·'Nar programmatl<: ·.vritings, On rare occasions van de Ve Ide, tn addition 
to fiis memoirs, still wTote maguir.e art ides lau<Jing the beauty of purely 
fun<::t.lonal forn1s, 

Purely functionalforms. They are all meml>ers of one family, whatever their 
specific function and purpose. They can all be traced to one and the same 
origin leading back through the centuries to the point when the cave man 
became aware of his most primitive needs (food, clothing, sheller) and of the 
means by which he could satisfy them. 

Forms. These forms were bom as though by magic! The spontaneous 
objectification of an idea springing from the dark, but wonderfully persistent, 
consciousness of the cave dweller. 

Frum the stubborn perseverance of these primitive people there arose 
weapons, tools, domestic and agricultural appliances; the natural shelter was 
followed by the constructed dwelling. 

Thus unfol<ls the wealth of forms determined by their fimc/iQ11. They are all 
of the same kind, marked b)' the generating operation of intelligence, all 
equally pure, yes, equally perfect. 

From its first beginnings in the Stone Age this formal language, in the 
course of centuries, took possession of all domains of the human mind. It 
followed the expanding needs and the evolution of civilization. The determin· 
ing power of reason and the strict discipline imposed by intelligent insight 
remain guarantees of its innate purity, of the preservation of its essential 
qualities. But form is threatened by the terrifying advance of fantasy, by its 
seductions and befoulments. And yet the period of decadence, released by the 
assault of morbid growths and criminal attacks upon form, which can be 
traced from the beginning of the baroque into the nineteenth century, did not 
cause the source to dry up completely. Thus architects and decorators found 
themselves dethroned as soon as new and imperative needs called upon the 
inventive mind to create new forms. The engineer and the machine-builder 
reached back to the original tradition created by intelligent imman insight, and 
their pure forms coincided with those that an avalll·garde of pioneers of a 
'new style' were se<.'king to bring into being as a result of reJlecting upon the 
eternal, fundamental laws ofreaso11 (furniture, dwellings, public buildings). 

It was at the beginning of the twentieth century that these new testimonfos 
to purity of form made their appearnnce. When I declared that every form 
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conceive:J by reason. ~nd exclusively determined by its function is pure and 
thus ful!ils one cond1t10n, sine qua l!fJn of beauty, my less scrupulous oppon
ents distorted this statement as meaning that if form corresponds to function 
to the use which an object serves, it is necessarily beautiful . . . ' 

In reality, the irrefutable products of the generative intelligence were merely 
i11itial data. From this moment, the possibility for purity to pour into the 
world existed; perhaps our era is waiting for a civilization that will once more 
elevate the morality of its contemporaries and restore to !hem the true concept 
of virtue. The new style will be characterized by dignity, refinement, nobility 
of outlook, and its dominion will bring us the awakening of good taste a11d the 
return to that l>eauty to which the heroes of the first crusade dedicated them· 

. selves: Ruskin with his gripping, eloquent professions of faith, William 
Morris with his noble art of disputation and his genius as a craflsma11 .•. 

Stirred by the works of Gothic architecture, which surpassed all that had 
gone before and ereated a new equilibrium of unparalleled audacity, human 
sensibility experienced a hitherto unknown increase of enjoyment, of the 
ability to participate in the play of creative forces, a sensation imparted 
neither by the subtle but measured statics of Greek architecture nor by the 
restraint of Byzantine and Romanesque churches. 

One primal ancestor, a giant. Like Moses descending from Sinai bearing the 
tables of the Law in his hand. Only now the laws of reason and of rational 
beauty are inscribed upon these tables. 

One single source, creative reason. It produces the gold: pure forms. In 
combination with perfectioll (perfection of execution and the quality of the 
material) and ennobled by it, pure form rises on the steps of that altar where, 
achieving its loll.iest manifestation, it is wedded to beauty. 

But it is not every flower whose pistil is touched by the pollen shaken out 
by the trees in the garden of the ideal into which we have verll!1red; pure fonn 
too must advance beyond its starting point. 

The lofty qualities which it owes to its purity will not perish in the process. 
The intervention of a magician, who prefers some of these 'pure forms' to 
others, rouses them from their slumber and interfuses with the purpose, which 
the malleable form fulfils only mechanically, the glow that represents the part 
he himself has played in their creation. 
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1950 Ludwig Mies van der Rohe: 
Technology and architecture 

fn f932 Mies moved to Berlir.. v1tth the teachers and stude:flts of the: Bauhaus 
.ar.d there continued it as .a. pri·.,..ate institute. In July 19'33 It w:a-s dosed by the 
Gestapo, in summer I 937Mies v1ent to the USA: in I 9J:S he re<eh·edan 
inviUtion to the lllinois Institute of Technology (!IT} in C~k:ago and a little 1.ater 
''i3S com-missioned to redesign the vnlve rsity campus.The frrst bvi1d i ngs went 
up in the years 1942-3, lhey introduced the se<ond' great phase of his 
an::hitect\Jte, fn !950 Mies delivered to the llT t_he speech reprodvted here. 

Technology is rooted in the past. It dominates the present and tends into the 
future. It is a real historical movement - one of the great movements which 
shape and represent their epoch. It can be compared only with the Classic 
discovery of man as a person, the Roman will to power, and the religious 
movement of the )l.·liddle Ages. Technology is far more than a method, it is a 
world in itself. As a method it is superior in almost every respect. But only 
where it is left to ilself, as in gigantic structures of engineering, there tech
nology reveals its true nature. There it is evident that ii is not only a useful 
means, but that it is something, something in itself, something that has a 
meaning and a powerful form -so powerful in fact, that it is not easy to name 
it. Is that still technology or fa it architecture? And that may be the reason 
why some people are convinced that architecture will be outmoded and 
replaced by technology, Such a conviction is not based on clear thinking. The 
opposite happens, Wherever technology reaches its real fulfilment, it trans
cends into architecture. It is true that arehitecture depends on facts, but its 
real field of activity is in the realm of significance. I hope you will understand 
that architecture has nothing to do with the inventions of forms. It is not a 
playground for children, young or old. Architecture is the real battleground 
of the spirit. Architecture wrote the history of the epochs and gave them their 
names. Architecture depends on its time. It is the crJslallization of [ts inner 
structure, the slow unfolding of its form. That is the reason why technology · 
and architecture are so closely related. Our real hope is that they will grow 
together, that some day the one will be the e.xpression of the other. Only then 
will we have an architecture worthy of its name: architecture as a true symbol 
of our time, 

1954 Jacques Fillon: 
New games! 

After the war th.e Charter of Athen.s trecame the es:;,eriti.a1 basis ra.rtown 
planning throughout the world. tt is at oncetextbcok and dogma, As-earty as the 
Ugi n11ing of the flftf es:, hovteve.r, the first ptot<:sts were a~ready b.eing raised 
against 'the functional -city', Significantly, they came from art~sts and men of 
Jetters v.·ho foresaw an imm-erise loss of 'urban' life as the result cf the 
disentangleme11t of living, working, recreation, and transportation. 

Big cities are favourable to the pastime which we call derive. Derfre is the 
technique of locomotion without a goal. It depends upon the influence of the 
extern.al environment. 

Al! houses are beautiful. 

Architecture must reach the point of exciting passion. We could not consider 
any more limited constructional undertaking. 

The new town planning is inseparable from the fortunately inescapable 
economic and social upheavals. We may assume that the revolutionary 
demands of an epoch are a function of the idea which this epoch has of happi
ness and wellbeing. The evaluation of leisure is something entirely sedous. 

We will issue a reminder that the task is to invent new games. 
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1957 Konrad Wachsmann: 
Seven theses 

When Ken rad Wachsmann (b.190~ i~ Frankfurt/Oder, live:> In Los Angeles) 
returned to Germar.y in 1954 for the fi•st time since his emigration fn t93J, he 
was both an astonished ar,d an astonishing Individualist He \•1a.s astonished to 
find that in the T&.':mfschen Hochsth1.deri vittua:.Hy no 3ttention "l'las pai-d to the 
standards required f-or the mass production o! industrial I y manufoctu re-d
buiidlng parts. Wachsmann was astonishfog because in a short tirn-e h-e vn1s 
able, with: his: methods end constructi-0r.s, to arouse unrest among :ftudents: 
preocc:upied v1ith technkah::orrventions. Wilt the 'mathine-builder' replace the 
architi:ct7 V./achsm.ann's theses. amount to a starting-point for industrializ.ed 
building. 

Science and technology make possible the establishment of tasks whose solu
tion demands precise study before end results can be formulated. 

The machine is the tool of our age. II is the cause of those effects through 
which the social order manifests itself. 

New materials, methods, processes, knowledge in the fields of statics and 
dynamics, planning techniques and sociological conditions must be accepted. 

The building must evolve indirectly, obeying the conditions of industrializa
tion, through the multiplication of cells and elements. 

Modular systems of co-ordination, scientific experimental methods, the laws 
of automation, and precision inf!umce creative thought. 

Very complex static and m<:<:hanical problems demand the closest possible 
co-operation with industry and specialists in ideal teams composed of 
masters. 

Human and aesthetic ideas will receive new impulses through the uncom
promising application of contemporary knowledge and ability. 

ls.I> 
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1958 Hundertwasser: 
Mould Manifesto against rationalism 
in architecture 

Ori 4 Juiy 1958. the Vie:inese: })aintet H~ndert:;asser{t» l928 \'.o V1er.na) read his 
Yersc:hi,'Tln,eluogs-.•\.'!.orrlfest (M0uld Manifesto) 1n the abbey ofSeckau. He had 
alr.eady prote.;.~ed a )'ear ea:dier in an exhibition pamphlet again.st the '90-degree 
angles of Vienna'. 'In 1920the p-ave1:1~nt a~d th~ walls <>f the h~uses had Ito be, 
constructed srr.ooth, b:Jt \,;i 19S7 this 15 an tosanlty t <:an not uno;<H'Stand. The air 
raids of 1943 \v-ere a peofe-:::.t automatic l-esson in form; stcaight lines. and their 
vacuous strvctures: oug.ht to h;i·Je been bfo·,,.;n to pieces. arid so-they w-ere, 
follow!r;g th~:i a. transau.tomatism ought norm.ally to have occurred ..• But we 
are bui~ding -c.ubes:, cubes! Where is our consdetH:e!' 

Painting and sculpture are now free, for today anyone can pr~duce any kind 
of work and afterwards exhibit it. In architecture, however, this fundamental 
freedom, which must be regarded as the precondition for ~ny art, still does 
notex!st because in order to build one first has to have a diploma. Why? 
Every~ne should be able to build, and so long as this free.dom to build does 

not ex1st, the planned archite<:ture of today cannot be cons1derc~ "?an at all. 
Architecture with us is subject to the same censorship as pamtmg m .the 
Soviet Union. What are put into ex<:<:ution are merely wretched compromises 
standing in isolation and created by people with a bad conscience whose 
minds are dominated by the foot-rule! 

No inhibitions should be placed upon the individual's desire to build! 
E'leryone ought to be able and compelled to b~ild, so that he bears real 
responsibility for the four walls within which he hves. We must face the nsk 
that a crazy structure of this kind may later collapse, and we should no.t and 
must not shrink from the loss of life which tlus new way of buildmg w1ll, or 
at least may, exact. A stop must finally be put to t~e ~ituation in which people 
move into their Jiving quarters like hens and ~abb1ts. mto their coops. . 

If one of these ramshackle structures built by its occupants is gomg to 
collapse, it generally starts cracking first so tll;at they can ru~ away. Thereafter 
the tenant will be more critical and creative m his attitude towards the 
dwellings he occupies and will strengthen the walls with his own hands if they 
seem to him too fragile. 

+The material uninhabitability of the slums is preferable to the moral un· 
inhabitability of functional, utilitarian architecture. In the. so-called slums 
only man's body can perish, but in the architecture ostens1~ly plann~ for 
man his soul perishes. Hence the principle of the slums, ;.e. wildly proliferat
ing architecture, must be improved and taken as our pomt of departure, not 
functional architecture.+ 

The passages. marked with a + were added co the :\-lould f;.tani:feitO after the lecture at the 
S:ei::kau .congx'ess. 
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Functional architecture has proved to be a wrong road, just I ike paintin 
with a ruler. With giant strides we are approaching impractical, unusable anJ 
finally uninhabitable architecture. ' 

The great turning point - for painting, absolute tachist automatism - is for 
architecture absolute uninhabitability, which still lies ahead of us, because 
architecture 1i m ps thirty years behind. 

Just as today, having gone beyond total tachist automatism, we are ex. 
perienci~g the_mir:i~Ie oftransan_tomatism, s? it is only after having overcorne 
total unmhab1ta bi ht y and crea live mou ldermg that we shall experience the 
miracle of a. new J _tru~,. and fr:e arch it~cture. Since, howei,·er, we have not Yet 
left to ta 1 umnha h1 ta bi hty behmd us, smce we are unfortunately not yet j n the 
midst of the transautomatism of architecture, we must first strive as rapidly as 
possible for total uninhabitability and creative mouldering in architecture. 

A man in an apartment house must have the poss ibi Ii ty of leaning out of 
his window and scraping off the masonry for as far as his hands reach. And he 
must be allowed to paint everything around pink as far as he can reach with a 
long brush, so that people can see from far away, from the street : a man 1i ves 
there who differs from his neighbours, the little people who accept what is 
given to them ! And he must be able to saw up the walls and carry out all sorts 
of alterations, even if the architectonically harmonious picture of a so-called 
masterpiece of architecture is thereby destro;·ed, and he must be able to fill 
his room with mud or plasticine. 

But this is forbidden in the tenancy agreement! 
It is time people themselves rebelled against being con fined in box -con

structions, jn the same way as hens and rabbjts are confined in cage-construc
tions that are equally foreign to their nature. 

+ A cage-construction or utilitarian construction is a building that remains 
alien to all three categories of people that have to do with it! 

I . The architect has no relationship to the bui Id i ng. 
Even if he is the greatest architectural genius he cannot foresee what kind of 
person is going to live in it. The so-called hum an measurement in architecture 
is n criminal deception. Particularly when this measurement has emerged as 
an average value from a public opinion poll. + 
2. The bricklayer has no re!ationsh ip to the bui !di og. 
If, for example, he wants to build a wall just a Little differently in accordance 
with his personal ideas, if he has any, he loses his job. And anyhow he really 
doesn't care, because he isn't going to live in the building. + 

3. The occupant has no relationship to the building. 
Because he hasn't built it but has merely moved in. His human needs, his 
human space are certain to be quite different. And this remains a fact even if 
the architect and bricklayer try to build exactly according to the instructions 
of the occupant and employer. + 
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R' + Only when architect, bricklayer and occupant arc a unity, i.e. one and the 
F- same person, can one speak of architecture. Everything else is not arch L tecture 
> bU t the physical incarnation of a cri mi na! act. 

Architect-bricklayer-occupant are a trinity just like God the Father, Son 
! and Holy Ghost. Note the similarity, almost the identity of the trinities. If the 

unity architect-bricklayer-occupant is lost there is no architecture, just as the 
objects being fabricated today cannot be regarded as architecture. Man must 

I regain his critical-creative function, which he has lost and without which he 
ceases to exist as a hum an being. + 

l-

+ Criminal too is the use in architecture of the ruler, which, as may easily be 
proved, is to be considered an instrument that leads to the disintegration of 
the architectonic trinity. + 

r Merely to carry a straight line about with one ought to be, at least morally, 

'I

' .... ·•. forbidden. The ruler is the symbol of the new illiteracy, The ruler is the symp
tom of the new sickness of decadence. 

We live today in a chaos of straight lines, in a jungle of straight lines. Any
one who doesn't believe this should take the trouble to count the straight lines 
all a round him and he will understand; for he will never finish counting. 

r I have conn ted straight lines on a razor blade. Adding the linear and imag
. inary connexion with a second razor blade of the same make, which unj dou btedly looks absolutely identical, this makes !09-0 straight !i nes, and if we 

then add the packaging it yields 3000 straight lines per razor blade. 
Not so very long ago the possession of straight lines was a privilege of kings, 

landowners, and the clever. Today every fool has millions of straight lines in 
his trouser pocket. 

This jungle of straight Jines, which increasingly hems us in like prisoners in 
a gao I, must be uprooted. 

Until now man has always uprooted the jungle in which he found himself 
and set himself free. But first he has to become aware that he is living in a 
jungle, for th is ju ng!e has grown up surreptiti ous!y, unnoticed by the popula
tion. And this time it is a jungle of straight lines. 

Every modern architect in whose work the ruler or the compasses have 
played any part even for a second - and even if only in thought - must be 
rejected. Not to speak of the designing, drawing board, and modelmaking 
work, which has become not merely morbidly sterile but truly senseless. The 
straight line is ungodly and immoral. The straight line is not a creative, but a 
reproductive line. In it dwells not so much God and the human spirit as rather 
the comfort-loving, brainless mass ant. 

Thus structures made up of straight lines, no matter how they crook, bend, 
overhang and actually perforate are untenable. They are the products of 
attachment born of fear: constructive architects are afraid to turn before it is 
too late to tachism, i.e. to uninhabitability. 

When rust settles on a razor blade, when mould forms on a wall, when moss 
grows in the corner of a room and rounds off the geometrical angles, we ought 
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to be pleased that with the microbes and fungi life is moving into the house, 
and more consciously than ever before we become witnesses of architectonic 
changes from which we have a great deal to learn. 

The constructive functional architects' irresponsible mania for destruction 
is well known. They wanted simply to pull down the beautiful stucco-fronted 
houses of the nineties and Art Nom•ea" and put their own vacuous buildings 
in their place. I will cite Le Corbusier, who wanted to raze Paris to the ground 
and replace it with rectilinear monster constructtons. To be fair, we ought now 
to pull down the buildings of Mies van der Rohe, Neutra, the Bauhaus, 
Gropius, Johnson, Le Corbusier, and so on, since in one generation they have 
become outmoded and morally unendurable. 

The transautomatists and all those who have passed beyond uninhabitable 
architecture treat their predecessors more humanely, however. They no longer 
want to destroy. 

In order to save functional architecture from moral ruin, a disintegrating 
preparation should be poured on the dean glass walls and smooth concrete 
surfaces, so that mould can settle on them. 

+It is time industry recognized its fundamental mission, and that is: the 
production of creative mould t 

It is now industry's task to induce in its specialists, engineers, and doctors a 
sense of moral responsibility for the production of mould. 

This sense of moral responsibility for the production of creative mould and 
critical weathering must be anchored in the laws dealing with education, + 
+ Only those technologists and scientists who are capable of living in mould 
and creatively producing mould will be the masters of tomorrow. + 

And only after things have been creatively covered in mould, from which we 
have much to learn, will a new and wonderful architecture come into being, 
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1958 Constant/Debord: 
Situationist definitions 

In 1957 the amalgamation of the 'Lettris.te fnternationafe' and 'fke •rnternation-a! 
Union fer a Pictorial Bauhat;s.' gave b~rth to- the 'Internationale Situationnls:te" 
v~hi<h employed the concept 'Unitary Town Plannjng• as the slogan for its • 
a<tions. The lntern21tional Uni-on fora Pictorial Bauhaus in turn wasana<:tof 
protest against the flrst progr.amrr,e or the Hcx:hschule fUr Gestaltvng tn Ulm 
form1,'fated by Max Bill, (Gropi-us had authorized Bill to carry on the name 
'Bauhaus' in connexion ·.vith the nev; establisf'imerit, BifJ tl:\"entually forwent 
this.) The pa.inter Asg-e.r Jorn -set out his obj-ectk1rrs to Ulm io his boo-k tmage 
and Form (Milan 195-1). 

The following eleven points, which convey a brief definition of the Situationist 
action, are to be construed as a preparatory theme for the third conference of 
the International Situationists (I.S.) 

!. The Situationists must at every opportunity combat retrogressive ideologies 
and forces, both in the field of culture and in particular wherever the question 
of the meaning of life is involved. 

2. No one should regard his membership of the LS. as merely an expression of 
his agreement in principle; it is desirable that the activity of all members 
be essentially in keeping with the goals worked out in common and with the 
need for disciplined action, both in practice and in public statements. 

3. The possibility of unitary and collective creation is already being manifested 
through the disintegration of the individual arts. The I.S. cannot support an 
attempt to renew these arts. 

4. The minimum programme of the I.S. includes both the striving for a perfect 
spatial art, which must extend to a unitary system of town planning, and the 
search for new modes of behaviour in conjunction with this spatial art. 

5. Unitary town planning is determined by the uninterrupted complex activity 
, through which man's environment is consciously recreated according to 

progressive p Jans in al! domains. 

6. The problems of living accommodation, transportation, and recreation can 
be solved only in conjunction with social, psychological, and artistic aspects 
oflife, which accords with the hypothesis of the totality of the life style. 

1 7, Unitary town planning - independently of all aesthetic considerations is 
the result of a new kind of collective creation; and the development of this I 16•_J 
creative spirit is the precondition for a unitary town planning. 



8. It is the immediate task of today's crea lively active people to bring a bout 
conditions favourable to this development. 

9. All means may be employed - provided they serve a unitary action. The 
co-ordination of artistic and scientific means must lead to complete fusion. 

10. The creation of a situation means the creation of a transitory mtcro~world 
and - for a single moment in the life of a few - a play of events. It cannot be 
separated f ro1n the ere a ti on of a universal, relatively more lasting, environ~ 
men! by means of unitary' town planning. 

1 ! . A created situation is a means for approaching unitary town planning, and 
nn ita ry town planning is the indispensable bas is for the creation - to be 
regarded both as a game and as a serious task-of the situation ofa freer society. 

Constant, Debord, Amsterdam, 1() November 1958 
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1960 William Katavolos: 
Organics 

The 'fnform.al' painting and scufptu re of the fifties w.e re fol lov.'E!:d by ideas 
con<err:I ng an 'inform.al' ar-ch.i tecture. A_ga in a.s i 11 the t~vent ies - at that ti me 
\Vi th the idea of "ind u strla!ize-d bu i ldi r._g' - there arose the cal E for new bu i fd i.ng 
materials. We can look evell farther hack: as pre-cise-ly as Paul Sc1-ieerbart 
described and demanded the characteri st ks of our modern man-made 
rnatertats, so the Ameri call Wi 11 i.am Katavofos. out Ii n-ed in 1960 the 
<.haract-eris.ttcs of a buE!ding material with w·hi ch a 'Chemical htch-i tecture' 
coutd be rea!ized. ln this ser.ise Katavolos-phifosoph.er, tecturer, industrial 
designer- claims a pla-ce in the ran ks of the ce ntu•y' s architect 'Jis ior.ia.ri-es:. 

A new architecture is possible through the matrix of chemistry. Man must 
stop making and manipulating, and instead allow a rchi lecture to happen. 
There is a way beyond bnildingjust as the principles of waves, parabolas and 
plummet lines exist beyond the mediums in which they form. So must archi
tecture free itself from traditional patterns and become organic. 

New discoveries in chemistry have led to the production of powdered and 
liquid materials which when suitably treated with certain activating agents 
expand to great size and then catalize and become rigid. We are rapidly gain
; ng the necessary knowledge of the molecular structure of these chemicals, 
together with the necessary techniques that will lead to the production of 
materials which will have n specific pro gramme of behaviour bui It into them 
while still in the sub-microscopic stage. Accordingly it will be possible to take 
minute quantities of powder and make them expand into predetermined 
shapes, such as spheres, tu bes, and toruses. 

Visualize the new city grow moulded on the sea, of great circles of oil sub
stances producing patterns in which plastics ponr to form a network of strips 
and discs that expand into toruses and spheres, and further perforate for many 
purposes. Double walls are windowed in new ways containing chemicals to 
heat, to coo 1, and to clean, ceiling patterns created like crystals, floors 
formed Ii ke corals, surfaces structura Uy ornamented with visible stress pa!
terns that leap weightlessly above us. The fixed floors provide the paraphern
alia for living, a vast variety of disposable pods plugged into more permanent 
cellular grids. 

Let us discuss the principles of organics in how it might affect something as 
simple and as complicated as a chair. To be comfortable a chair must vibrate, 
must Oex, must massage, must be high off the Ooor to a Uow for easy access or 
vacation. It should be also low to the Ooor, when sitting, to take pressure off 
those areas of the body which easily constrict. It must also be capable of 
educating its occupant, of having sounds come stereo phonically to his ears, it 
must create correct ionic fields, it must have the a bi!ity to disappear when not 
in use, and above all it must be beautiful. A chair like this does not e.xist. My 
researches have led toward these needs again and again. We could ere ate a 
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mechanical contrivance which would do all of these things, but from my own 
experience with such machines in which to sit, they would not fully ~allsfy or 
delight the eye of the \J.eholder. Now this becomes very possible usmg bl<;>w 
moulded methods of plastics with a double wall, which could be filled with 
chemicals of various densities, which could allow the outside surface to be 
structurally ribbed in a beautiful pattern, which would allow the inner shell to 
flex and to receive the body, a chair which could rise through pressure to 
receive the sitter, then softly descend for closer contact with the floor, a c?air 
which could easily again bring coolness or heat through chemical action, 
vibration and flex, a ch air \it h ich could incorporate electronic devices for sound, 
and also for creating correct ionic fields. A chair which would be an affirm
ation of all that has gone before and that which is now necessary. This we can 
do without mechanics, organically in much the samemannerassimilaractions, 
such as respiration, peristalsis, pulse rhythms, occur in many natura I_ forms. 

Carrying the principle further from furniture into the idea of contamers for 
food, for liquids, we find that again the double wall structurally n_bbed _on the 
outside, smooth on the inside, could eliminate the need for refngeratwn by 
chemically cooling the product within, or when activated or ?pened such a 
container might then chemically cook the soup, provrde the disposable bowl. 
itself from which to drink, and thereby make the stove, the sinks for cleaning, 
and areas for storage unnecessary, as \Ve know them. 

Again the organic process creates an immense simplifkation and all?ws a 
great freedom for the positioning of areas within the envir~nment. _As m the 
case of the bath and showers we find the double-walled contamer, winch would 
enclose the form to the neck and chemically steam the occupant, would clean 
the body and then dry it. . . 

To carry the point further the individual could then create h!S own plastcc 
fabrics by pouring them in pleasing patterns around the base of the pedestal, 
allowing it to catalize and harden into continuous containers to wear in 
new ways. . . 

Let us discuss the chemically packaged lavatory w h 1ch would nse to a 
comfortable height for the user, then slowly lower to provide the particular 
position that we have found to be best for total evacuation. Again the entire 
unit would rise through pressure and allow its occupant to comfortably with
draw from it, leaving the waste products to be chemically consumed and 
packaged, thus eliminating the needs for connective pipes. Having cut _the 
umbilicus we find it possible to create the new house on any site m that it_is 
chemically a complete organism in which to live, deriving strength from its 
surrounds. 

Houses such as this would grow to certain sizes, subdivide or fuse for larger 
functions. Great vaults would be produced with parabolic jets that catalize on 
contact with the air. Exploding pa !terns of an instantaneous architecture of 
transformations into desired densities, into known directions, for calculated 
durations. Jn the morning suburbs might come together to create cities, and 
at night move like music to other moorings for cultural needs or to produce 
the socio· pol itica\ pa Items that the new life demands. 
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1960 Reinhard Gieselmann/Oswald Mathias Ungers: 
Towards a new architecture 

The appeal la.u n{.h ed by Giesel mann (b .1925- in M linste•) and U nge rs (b.192-6 in 
:<a.i-serses<:h)-sho~vs that the profession.al imag_e of the a.rchi~e.::t has be<:ome 
blurred. The arc.hi tec.t is a1re-a.dy t:--eing spoken of a.s though he existed to as.s;st 
the tec.hno!c-gfst to carry ou~ a. task. Profitability, rationa.li:z.ati-or. of the 
bui!di ng process, ob-s truct ive bui Id i ng reg-u la.ti-ons, and te-c.hni cal in no·Ja.t ior.s 
i r.:creas i ng ly d i-stract at ten ~Lon from formal problems. Naked f-u ncti-ona!)s m is 
screened by an -openwork fai;ade. Salvation is a1uaited from the calculatir.g 
machine. Building threatens. to be sirnplifLed ir.to a mechanica; process. 
Programmes convertible into r:umbers a."ld fig_ures. g_ua.ra.ntee tidy results. The 
matn human fur.ct ions appear to be: prote<.ti r.g, conve rti r..g, carryi rig, 
regutat ing =skin-, orgar.s. bones, brain, The flrst protest-s aga.i r.,st th~s are 110·.v 

being raised. 

Creative art is unthinkable without a spiritual clash with tradition. In this 
clash existing form must be smas bed in order to find the pure expression of 
one's O\Vn time. Architecture, like every other art, serves the genius as a means 
of expressing his epoch and keeping a living development in motion. 

Architecture is partial creation. But every creative process is art. It is en~ 
titled to the highest spiritual status. 

Technology is the application of knowledge and experience. Technology 
and construction are aids to execution. Technology is not art. 

Forni is the expression of spiritual content. 

If we pursue the methods of technological, functional 'architecture' the result 
will be uniformity. Architecture loses its expression when technological, 
functional methods are employed. The result is apartment blocks that look 
like schools, schools like administrative buildiugs and administrative build
ings like factories. An empty scaffolding is hung in front of them. Form 
becomes interchangeable through the use of a mathematical, hence non
arti stic schematism. 

The resulting 'architecture' is the expression of a materialistic social order 
whose principles are the primacy of technology and equalization. 

The relationship to the environment is established programmatically and 
hence without tension. This lack of vitality gives rise to a spiritual vacuum. 

The vital clash between the active individual and his environment is re
placed by spiritual enslavement through the dictatorship of methodology. 

Freedom lives only in the individual's clash with reality and in recognition of 
personal inner responsibility ta'i-1'"ards place, ti.,ne and rnan. 

This freedom exists today only in a living democratic order. To employ mater
ialistic methods within this libertarian order is conscienceless and a sign of 
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irresponsibility or stupidity. Both mean at all times a serious threat and danger 
to man~s personal development. 

The task is to preserve freedom for the unfolding of the crea live spirit. 
What architecture desires is the perfect expression of content. 
Archi lecture is a vital penetration of a multi -layered, mysterious, evolved 

and structured reality. Its creative function is to manifest the task by which it 
is confronted, to integrate itself into that which already exists, to introduce 
points of emphasis and rise above its surroundings. Again and again it 
demands recognition of the genius loci out of which it grows. Architecture is 
no longer a two-dimensional impression but is becoming experience of cor. 
porea! and spatial reality achieved by walking around and entering into. 

Rigidity is being replaced by movement, symmetry by asymmetry, statics 
by dynamics. 

Monotonous obviousness is being replaced by surprise. 
The essential viewpoint is from insjdeJ not from outs [de. 
The subject-object relationship has been done away with. 

Architecture is the enveloping and shellering of the individual, and hence a ful
filment and a deepening. 

With this manifesto we address ourselves to al! who are striving for a renewal 
of European architecture on this foundation. 
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1960 GEAM: 
Programme for a mobile architecture 

At the end of l 957 young architects from Fr.an-ce, Hol Ian 0, Poland, and r sr-ae I 
met in f'ar;s. 35 a '_groupe d'.etudes d'architectu!"e mobil-e' {GEAM). The last 
meeting of C IAM before its. fin a! di ssol uti on - C IAM X in 0-u brovni k in I "9 56 -
had .among oth.e r things raised q1Jestions: of mobility, i nten:on nex ions, 
com rnunicat ion : quest ioos: that are being rendered i r.cr-eas i ng!y u;rgent by the 
explosive developm-ent o{ bi_g -cities and conurbations. GEAM set it-s-elfthe task 
of worki!"lg out p-roposa!s for solving th-ese p rob-lems:. The fi•st worki n_g 
-conference took place In Marc.h 1958 in Rotterdam, This .;:onfe;en-ce was also 
3tter.ded b-y architects: from Germar.y. 

A. The catastrophic difficulties of modern town planning are !he outcome of a 
series of factors that may be characterized as follows: 

l. Existing constructions and those still being put up today are too rigid aud 
difficult to adapt to I ife as it is I ived. 

2. The growth of the population is unpredictable and cannot be planned for. 
3. Traffic is increasing beyond all bounds. 
4. Property rights a re outdated and pa !terns of ownership have in many cases 

become petrified. 
5. The price of dwelling units is too high. 
6. There is an ever-increasing discrepancy between town and town planning 

on the one hand and the rapid advance of science and technology on the 
other. 

B. The daily life of the population is suffering as a result of these conditions. i 
This may be seen from the following phenomena: ~ 

L Traffic is congested and at certain times of day comes almost to a stop. j 
2. Dwellings have to some extent become brick prisons for families. TI' 

3. The weekend !light into the open air is constantly assuming greater ~ 
proportions. 

4. The rhythm of the individual's life is imposed upon him and it is virtually 
impossible to mould one's own environment. 

5. A great number of city dwellers feel lonely and isolated. 
6. Neighbourhoods have come into being entirely haphazard and remain 

difficult to inlluence. 

C. For the general improvement of these conditions GEAM has established 
certain principles and makes the following proposals: 
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J • Reform of property rights in building land and air space with a view to 
achieving easier interchange. Introduction of a system of stratified utiliza. 
ti on of air space by the inhabitants. 

2. Constructions should be variable and interchangeable. 
3. The spatial units produced by these constructions should likewise be alter. 

ab le and interchangeable in their use. 
4. The inhabitants must be given the opportunity to adapt their dwellings 

themselves to the needs of the moment. 
5. Industry and prefabrication must be utilized to the full in the manufacture 

of the constructions as a means oflowerin g prices. 
6. Town and town planning must be capable of adaptation to the devolop

ment of traffic. 
7. Residential and work places, as well as areas for physical and spiritua I 

culture, must be intermingled throughout the individual sections of the 
city. 

D. In order to put the aforementioned pri ncip lea into practice, GEA M pro
poses elaboration of the following techniques : 

I. Development of variable and interchangeable elements of construction, as 
for example : 
(a} exterior walls, 
(b} interior walls, 
( c) movable floors and ceilings. 

2. Development of easily altered means of supplying buildings with power 
and water and the disposal of garbage. 

3. Development of larger town-creating spatial units, such as : 
(a) interchangeable containers (travelling, flying, floating), 
(b) buildings on rafts, 
(c) buildings bridging over spaces, 
( d) air-conditioned open spaces. 

Paris, 5 April 1960 
Da~·id George En1n1erich, Ca1nille Frieden, Yona Friedn1an, Giinter Giinschel, 
Jean Pierre Pecquet, fVerner Ruhnau 

As a supplement to the 1960 programme, the statement of March 196 ! reads: 
An optimal distribution of elements in town planning is made possible by the 
mo bi Ii ty of component parts. This will lead to the reintegration of those 
functions that have become divided. Mu ltifu nctio nalit y of the urban organism 
will reduce the problems of communication. 
This principle will render the problem of static form outmoded. 
Structures and regulations regarding use must be planned. 
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1960 Louis I. Kahn: 
Order is 

At the end of the fifti-es there began in the United Stat-es. a slow proces.-s of 
rep1acement. Tile great German ari::hiteo:::ts of the interwar years, the influential 
teachers of architect1Jre in Arneri<:a ir.. the thirties and forties - Breuer, 
Gropius, Hilberseime-r, ~1ies van del" Rohe, Moholy-Nagy, Y./achsrnarin, 
Wagner - if they \Ve.re sti 11 al ~ve, gr-adua!ly re ti red from the-i r tea-chi ng_ posts. 
Yo\Jnger men too\< their ptace. The ar<.hiteo:::tur~I depart.men ts. of the less 
~vel !-knO\'lr'I -uni •Jersit ies beg.a~ to attra<:t a tter-:tion. Lou 1 s I. Kahn (b.190 l on the 
ls land o( Ose I, Eston~a} ta1Jght at Yale and the Univ-e rs.i ~y of Pen n-s)" lvanta. He 
told his stu-der.-ts: 'A good question ~s. greater than the rnos.t brilliant answer.' 

Design is form-making in order 
Form emerges out of a system of construction 
Grow th is a construction 
In order is creative force 
In design is the means - where with what when with how much 
The nature of space reflects what it wants to be 

Is the a udi tori um a Stradivari us 
or an ear 

Is the auditorium a creative instrument 
keyed to Bach or Barto k 
played by the conductor 
or is it a conventional ha 11 

In the nature of space is the spirit and the will to exist a certain wa Y 
Design must closely follow that will 
Therefore a stripe-painted horse is not a zebra 
Before a railroad station is a building 
it wants to be a street 
it grows out of the needs of street 

out of the order of movement 
A meeting of contours englazed. 

Through the nature - why 
Through the order - what 
Through design - how 
A form emerges from the structural clements inherent ~n the form. . . 

A dome is not conceived when q uestwns a nse how to bm ld JI. 
Nervi grows an arch 
Fuller grows a dome 

Mozart's compositions are designs 
They are exercises of order - j ntuitive 
Design encourages more designs 
Designs derive their imagery from order 
Imagery is the memory - the form 
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Style is an adopted order 
The same order created the elephant and created man 

They are different designs 
Begun from different aspirations 
Shaped from different circumstances 

Order ~"" not Imply Beauty 
The same order created the dwarf and Adonis 

Design is not making Beauty 
Beauty emerges from selection 

affinities " 
integration 
love 

Art is a form-making life in order - psychic 
Order is intangible 

It is a !eve! of creative consciousness 
forever becoming higher in level 
The higher the order the more diversity in design 

Order supports integration 
From what the space wants to be the unfamiliar may be revealed to the 
architect. 
From order be will derive creative force and power of self-criticism to give 
form to this unfamiliar. 
Beauty will evolve. 
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1960 Werner Ruhnau/Yves Klein: 
Project for an aerial architecture 

tn ~9-1) G demanded: 'Economy. Pure relation.ship of strength and rnateria!,' 
tn forty y-ears the demand had !ost none ofits fa.-sdnatiot>. Bruno Taut's phrase 
co:1Kerning the 'Ii ght point' that had to be fouri<l was topk<t~ as. never before, 
Buckrnin-ster fuHer asked: "'Nhat does a bui~ding weigh 1 l1ghtweight structur11s 
were conq1Je-rlng a still limitless fietd. Fluid and gaseous matertaJs were used- ~n 
construction. A new "SensibHity was -developing, Thearc-hitett 1Nerner Ruhnau 
(b. 1"922 in K-On~g.sberg) and the painter Yves Klein (Le Monochrome) wanted to 
found a. 'school of-sensibility' .ZERDprodaime-0: ''VVtt: live, weareforeverytlling'. 
R.uhnau and Kfe-in were for a life in ae,ia! architecture. 

'In our minds aerial architecture was always merely a stage that is proposed 
today for the air-conditioning of privileged geographical spaces.' 

We propose protecting a city by a roof of moving air. A central motorway 
kads to the airport, dividing the city in two: a residential quarter aod a quarter 
for work, industry and mechanical devices. The roof of air simultaneously air
conditions and protects the privileged space. 

A floor of transparent glass. Storage underground (kitchens, bathrooms, 
store·rooms and production plant). 

The concept of secrecy, which is still known to us, will have vanished from 
this city ftooded with light and completely open to the outside world. A new 
condition of human intimacy will exist. The inhabitants live naked. The former 
patriarchal family system will no longer exist. The community wlll be c-0m· 
plete, free, individual, impersonal. The inhabitants' main occupation: leisure. 

The obstacles tha ! used to be regarded in archi!ecture as troublesome 
necessities will have become luxuries: lire-walls, water-walls, forms carried by 
the air,llre-fountains, water-fountains, swimming baths, air beds, airseats ... 
'fbe real goal of immaterial architecture: the air-conditioning of large geo· 
graphic-al dwellir\g areas. 

This alr-ronditioning will be achieved not so much through technological 
miracles as essentially throngh a transformation of human sensibility into a 
function of the cosmos. The theory of 'immaterialization' negates the spirit 
of fictitious science. 

Through evolved sensibility, •a new dimension, guided by the spirit', the 
climate and the spiritual conditions on the surfaces of our earth will in future 
be transformed. 

'To want means to invent.' To this wanting is added the will to live what 
one has invented, and the miracle will be accomplished in all the realms of 
nature. Ben-Gurion: 'He who does not believe in illirac!es is not a realist.' 
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1960 'Situationists': 
International Manifesto 

Debord, ooe of the spokesmen of the 'Sitva:tionists', •,.;rote!" 19'57: 'Unitary 
town plarr'!fCig is defir;ed fif'st through the aps:ilk.;itior' of the totality of tOe arts 
and 'te<:hnologies as partnered forces ir. an Jr,te-gral -::ompositior. of the 
envircrim~nt.,. Further, unitari to\vn plannir-g is dynamic, that ts to~~>' iii 
:rose, relalionship to l~fe st;.·-!e an-d Oeha\•iour. The e lernent _10 v1h'.i:h (!\·er}'lhing 
rs ultimatefy retluced is not the house. but the ari::hitectonK complex, ,.,·r:1ch is 
the unification of ttJJ those factors that deterrnk1e an -environmer.t Sr a seri.:s Qf 
impJnging envircnmeots:,., Arth.ite:ttu-re- must advance by ta~ing as its subje<:t 
ex.:;;iting situations rather than exciting forms..' 

A new human force, which the existing framework of society will not be able 
to suppress, is growii1g day by day along with the irresistible development of 
technology and the frustration of its potential applications in our meaningless 
social life. 

Alienation and oppression in society cannot be mastered in any of their 
~pecific manifestations,. but simply rejected en bloc along with this society 
itself. All real progress JS clearly dependent upon a revolutionary solution of 
the crisis of the present lime in all its forms. 

What are the prospects for the organization of life in a society which 
genui~e!y, 'will reorganize production on the foundations of a free aud equai 
association of producers'? Automation of production and socialization of 
essential goods will increasingly reduce work as an external necessity and will 
finally give the individual complete freedom. Thus freed from all economic 
responsibility, freed from all his debts and guilt towards the past and other 
people, man will dispose of a new surplus value, impossible to calculate in 
money terms because it cannot be reduced to the measurement of paid work: 
t~e ~alue of play, of lifo freely constructed. The exercise of this playful creati
vity JS the guarantee of the freedom of each and all, within the framework of 
that equality which is guaranteed by the absence of exploitation of one man 
by another. The freedom to play means man's creative autonomy, which goes 
beyond the old di>isio11 between imposed work al!d passive leisure. 

The Church used lo bum those whom it called sorcerers in order to repress 
the primitive tendencies to play preserved in popular festivals. In the society 
that is at present dominant, which mass-produces wretched pseudo-games 
devoid of participation, any true artistic activity is necessarily classified as 
crlminaL It remains semi-clandestine and comes to light as scandal. 

What exactly is the situation? The need is for the realization of a higher 
game, more preeisely a stimulus to this game known as human existence. 
Revolutionary players from every country cau unite in the I.S. in order to 
start emerging from the prehistoric phase of daily Jiving. 

From IJow on, we propose an autonomous organization of the producers 
of the new culture, independent of existing political and trade union 
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organizations, because we do not credit them with the ability to do more than 
organize what already exists. 

The most urgent aim which we set this organization, at the moment when 
it is emerging from its initial experimental phase to embark upon its first 
public campaign, is to capture UNESCO. The bureaucratization of art and the 
whole of culture, unified on a world scale, is a uew phenomenon that expresses 
the profound relationship between the social systems coexisting in the wor!d 
on the basis of eclectic conservation and the reproduction of the past. Th; 
retort of revolutionary artists to these new conditions must be a new type of 
action. As the very exisrence of this directorial concentration, localized in a 
single building, favours seizure by means of a coup; and as the institution is 
totally destitute of any possibility of meaningful use outside our subversive 
perspectives, we feel justified before our contemporaries in seizing this 
apparatus. And we shall seize it. We are resolved to take possession of 
UNESCO, even if only for a little while, because we are confident of promptly 
achieving significant results that will continue to light the way during a long 
period of heavy demands. 

What will be the principal characteristics of the new culture, first of all by 
comparison with the old art? 

As opposed to spectacle, Situationist cu !ture, when put into practice, ,.;n 
introduce Iola! participation. 

As opposed to the preservation of art, it will involve direct organization of 
the lived moment. 

As opposed to divided art, it will be a global practice relating simultaneously 
lo all usable elements. It tends naturally towards collective and no doubt 
anonymous production (at least to the extent that, since works will not be 
stockpiled like articles of merchatrdise, this culture will no! be dominated by 
the need to leave a mark). Its experiments offer, at the very least, a revolution 
in behaviour and a unitary dynamic town planning capable of taking in the 
wbole planet and being subsequently extended to all habitable planets. 

As opposed to unilateral art, Situationist culture will be an art of dialogue, 
an art of interaction. Artists - together with the whole of visible culture have 
come to be entirely separated from society, as they are separated among 
themselves by competition. But eveu before this impasse brought about by 
capitalism, art was essentially unilateral, without reply. It will pass beyond 
this era of primitive e11closedness and attain total communication. 

Since at a higher stage everyone will become an artist-that is to say, both 
producer and consumer of a total cultural achievement - we shall see the 
rapid dissolution of the linear criterfon of novelty. Since everyone will be, so 
to speak, a Situationist, we shall see a multidimensional plethora of new 
trends, of experiments, of 'schools', all radically different, and this no longer 
in succession but sbn ultaneously. 

We shall now inaugurate what will be, speaking, the last of all 
professions. The role of the Situationist, the amateur-expert, the anti
specialist, will remain a form of specialization until the moment of e<onomic 
and mental abundance when everyone will become an 'artist' in a sense which 
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artists have never before achieved - in the sense that everyone wi·11 1 
h · !"' H . . . cons ruct 

is own he. owever, the last profession m history is so dose to th · 
'th t d · · · 1 e society 

W! ou permanent msron of a hour that when it appears within th I s · . 
l! d ·dth h. · · e · .Jtis genera Y erue e -c aracter1sh-cs of a profession. 

, To those. wh.o do not properly understand ns, we say with utter contempt . 
1:he S1tuat10.msts, of whom yo~ perhaps believe yourselves to be the judge; 
~di .one day Ju.dge. you. We a wait you at the turning-point that will mean th; 
mevitable liqmdat1on of the world of privation in all its ~orms Th 

· d th 'll L- " • ese are our ai ms1 an ey w1 vc the future aims of humanjty.' 
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1960 Eckhard Schu lze-Fielitz: 
The Space City 

VI/hen Wac hsrnarin pu b~is hed his works on spatial bui Id i ng systems in 
-Se pte rnbe r 1954 he gatned many ad h€rer.:ts. NevJ -systems we re devised ar,d 
-es p-ecia~;y ne~v applications. FrDm the po:s.-s~bility of so enlarging t h-e hol I ow 
spaces of these beari r<g st r>Jctu res that the su rn of an the ho I lovJ spaces 
approached t h-e vc I u me oft he total bearing stn.<etu re Schu!ze-fi-e Ii t:::: (b. l 929 i 11 

Stettin} evolve-d th.e icfeaof a variabfe, internally 'mobf!e' system of town 
piann i ng, w hi-ch 'vi thin arid together '"i th the spa ti at grid cou Id grow or van i-sh 
fn a{.cordance with. the n.eeGs of the population. Yon a Fried man (b.1923 in 
Budapest) projected such space cities. tnto the air space .abo'.'e tile old, r;o longer 
fun<tioni.ng s.-ettlement-s (see page I.SJ}. 

As a result of the machine's ahil ity to multiply and the rapidly increasing 
population figures, our age has acquired a dynamic trend towards mass pro
duction; the need is quantity and quality with the minimum effort. But a raised 
standard of living through standardization seems dearly bought with the 
growing monotony of our ind ustria!ly manufactured environment and restric
tion of freedom of decision. The ever-growing army of machines and a utom
ata will relieve man of an ever-increasing proportion of manual labour; 
electronic brains are taking over intellectual drudgery. But machines manu
facture serial products, elements, and we shall have to tel! them which ele
ments, we shall have to test their capacity for combination. New materials 
will demand new systems of combination. 

The systematization of space is a precondition for the spatial combination 
of standardized parts and hence a basic princi pie of prefabrication. 

Despite rigid systematization, spa ti al mod u Jar co-ordination offers great free
dom of choice and arrangement and hence a synthesis of the only apparently 
mutually exc\u si,·e tendencies of mass production and in div idnal multiplicity. 
Interchangeability of spa tia 11 y co-ordinated quanta offers flexibility and 
adaptation in dynamic developments. Serial building will be influenced by 
geometry, topology, group theory and the principles of combination. 

The space structure is a macro-material capable of modulation, analogous 
to an intellectua 1 model in physics, according to which the wealth of phenom
ena can be reduced to a few elementary particles. The physical material is a 
discontinuum of whole-number units, molecules, atoms, elementary particles. 
Their combinational possibilities determine the characteristics of the material. 

It is modulation of the spatial structure according to kind, size, material, 
and position that permits us to take the daring step of presenting it as a com
prehensive means of town p Ianni ng. The space city is a discontinuous con
tinuum, discontinuous through the demarcation between the part and the 
whole, continuous th rough the unalterable possibilities of alteration. In a free 
society the perfect planning of a city is neither possible nor desirable ; it means 
fixation that impedes unpredictable developments. 
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The space city, on the other hand, is an agglomeration of various spatial 
structures. in pursuance of development; the ductus of the structure steers the 
unavoidable proliferation into ordered channels; freedom lies in the infinite 
possibilities of combinat[on. 

When the details are suitably designed, co-ordination of measurement per
mits the mutual interchange of all parts. This makes possible solution of the 
basic dilemma between the dynamic of urban Jif e and the static of the built 
structure. Electronic ca lcu la ting centres wiJ l exam] ne the static and orga ni za
t ional conditions ca I ling for ch a nge: au !omatic factories will produce the 
material substance of the city. 

Multi-storey inhabited spatial carrying structures will bridge over great 
spans by their static height. Jn !he centres of density the city will rise up from 
the ground, leaving the latter to mechanical transport. The possibility of greater 
density, building over traffic areas and watercourses, keeping whole stretches 
free for flowing or stationary traffic, the strict segregation of types of traffic, 
make possible solution of the problems of circulation in centres of traffic 
concentration. The s ma lie st possible number of obstacles stand in the way of 
traffic and its unforeseeable development, thereby a voiding from the outset the 
majority of the prob I ems we face today. On the other hand, the space city 
creates a continuous, three-dimensional public space which was lost when the 
motor-car perverted streets and squares into mo to rwa ys and parking lots. 

A three-dimensional system of co-ordinates identical with a spatial grid 
will facilitate organization and orientation in the space city, yet the multi
plicity of the possible material forms it can take leaves room for individuality 
and anarchy, Thanks to the ordering of space, the architectural substance is 
adaptable to every topographical datum, absorbing, altering, levelling, or 
raising it. 

The space city accompanies the profile of the landsca pc as a crystalline 
layer; it is itself a landscape, comparable to geological formations with peaks 
and valleys, ravines and plateaux, comparable to the leafy area of the forest 
with its branches. To regenerate existing cities, structures will stretch above 
their degenera le sections and cause them to fa 11 into disuse. 

Consistency of these ideas demands that property or up loi tatio n rights 
sh a II no longer - in pursuance of the agricultural tradition - be rel a led to the 
surface area {as the medium of agricultural production) but to utilizable space. 
The compact city offers possibilities of an improved heating economy, a self
air-condit ioning; in the future it wil! even permit a controlled internal climate 
of the city, which could radically reduce the cost of insulating the individual 
building. The space city is the structural, systematized, prefabricated, growing 
or shrinking, adaptable, air-conditioned, multi-purpose space labyrinth that 
can be fitted together or taken a part at will. 
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Constant: 
New Babylon (excerpt) 

953 C t t (N ·,euwenhuy') (b.1920 in Amsten:lam} ~vas a painter. At Uo ~0 I , ons an · d " · " ·. ·. r t · 'Th-e pict1Jreofthe~vorldc.hange ; mecnanizev, 
th iS- )Ufl_ctu re'. .e sta e;. r ed But the artist st cod aside, w::is a bv iou-sl y 
techno'd enviro~~ent'-s er:inet~e ·rocess · Cor,stant roamed through Paris and 
incapable of pa:rt 1_; 

1 
p-a h

1 n~,' 'd P,15 con-st ruction.. He recogr.i zed agg1onieratio.'l 
' dor: ObSer'/e<.J N<'. CL y an f h '. j" 
t..On ·•. . .. 'f'emain !a po-8sie loger.a !a vie' v~as hence oft 11is. neme. 
as an art1sti-c meoturn.1 '-' · d Debord and de•Jeloped ·with them the first p1a-ns 
In 19 5~ he met As gel r ~c:t ng~nBut tfiei r s.tandpoi n.ts GU ic k ly diverged. Constant 
for 'u n 1 tary town p ar,n.n · . 
begafl h~s. story of i'-Je·.v 8.abytofl, 

· nd its institutions are exhausted. The present 
J nd iv id ualist culture JS at an e ' are the way for a future mass culture. For 
task of the ~ rti st ~an on~~ ~r ru;~~ re it will have to carry a mass society' and 
if there is still to e any nl within mechanization. The shaping of the 
then the me ms can be so;f ~; ~ b/ra ti on and organization of everyday life are 
matena! env!fonment an new cultural forms. My New Babylon projec_t arose 
the pmnts of departure ford 1 b ation of these ideas. It is the experunenla/ 
as an illustratove sketcdh/a: ~h: ~~tablishment of principles for a new and 
though r and play mo e •or 

different cul tu re · . . i1 a town planning project. Equally, it is not 
. New Babylon isknoft ptr~m~~/traditional sense nor as an example of archi
l ntended as a wor o ar In 

tectonic structure_. . t form may be construed as a proposal, as. an 
New Babylon m its _presen theor of unitary town planning, to 

attempt to give _material sh:::~~~~~inary {nvironment that is set in place 
maintain a crea live gam~ w~ iro nme n t of contemporary 1i fe. 
of the inadequate, u~s~ti!Z~~f ~~~fallen ,•ictim 10 utility. New Babylon is a 

The modern city JS , e , : 'bl to live And to Ii ve means to be creat L ve. 
project for a city m which~ t lS p~ss1 e s ere a ;ivi ty . it reckons with the acti va. 

New Babylon 1S the obiect 0 a may . n~w unused, is present in the 
t[on of the enormou~ creahve. pote;~;~~~h~~h~on-creative work as the result 
masses. It r_eckons w1kth the d~f:e transformation of morality and thought, 
of au tom a tlon ; it rec ons w1 . . 

it reckons with a new s~~aj o;g~-~~~~~~pid spread of the world population, 
But it also reckons w~ ~ s t~e cultivation of the whole plane!, and total 

the perpetual growth o tra. c, k account of the purely functional prob· 
urbanization. Thus the proi:ct ta e~c and housing and strives for extreme 
!ems of curre~t tow~ plannmg, ~:w re ard for social space. It is the medium 
solutions. But •:s ?'am th: me" a ·~ 1 ~self in daily life, by means of a co~
fo r a new creal!v1 ty that is to mam es . t ·,n harmony with a d ynam1c 

"ed en t of the env1 ronmen :1o 

tinually van arrangem . . 'mp le thoroughly structured frame-
way of life. In a technical res pl eel, itdis a. Sl d up' in to/O from the ground. Thus 
work a sea ff olding set on p1l ars an raise 
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the ground is left at the free disposal of traffic. 

. ,,., .. 
( 

Division of the scaffolding into smaller units (sectors), each 5 to IO hectares 
large, gives rise t? a complicated, netlike pattern interspersed by remnants of 
landscape and crisscrossed by a traffic grid, which can run independently of 
the built-up area. 

On the mise.d pla~form, dwelling and social space form a vast coherent 
edifice wh<ch, m all its several storeys, is artificially air-conditioned and Lit 
The upper terrace, the 'roof', can include sports areas and airports. · 
. Apart from dwel~ing quarters~ the interior of these sectional buildings con

sists of a large pu bhc space servmg the purposes of social life. H is·divided up 
by means of movable walls and constructional parts into variable volumes 
that can be lmked by a.play of stairs, platforms and corridors. This gives rise 
to a mu I tip hci ty of different ambiences that can be altered at any given 
mon:ie nt. The character can be i nftuenced and determined by an abundant 
~ampulahon ?f colour, sound, light, climate, by the use of the most varied 
kmd s of te~h meal apparatus, and by ps~chological procedures. The shaping 
of the interior at any given moment, the Jnterplay of the various environments 
takes place in harmony with the experimental life-play of the inhabitants. The 
cit Y brings about a dynamically active, creative unfolding of life. 

One ca.n wander for prolonged periods through the interconnected sectors, 
entering mto the adventure afforded by this unlimited labyrinth. The express 
traffi_c on the ground and the helicopters over the terraces cover great distances, 
makmg possible a spontaneous change of location. 

The function of dwelling is adapted to this adventurous and dynamic life. 
It ca~ scarcely be planned any longer to cater for permanent dwe!Ling. The 
d we llmg spaces, as parts of the rest of the interior space a hove which they are 
scattered, are best regarded as a kind of residential hotel in a non-commercial 
sense, favouring frequent change of domicile. 

Such a . project is_ de~endent upon sociological, psycholo gica I, scientific, 
technolog1ca!, organ1zahonai, and artistic factors. 
. A I read Y at th is Utopian stage a col!ecti ve col la bora ti on of the most varied 
interests ts an 1 nesca pa ble cond i Hon. 

But New Baby !on wi II first be realized by its inhabitants. 
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1961 R. Buckminster Fuller: 
The architect as world planner (excerpt) 

On. the occasion of the c.ongress of the 1 nternationa! Uri ion of Ar<.h i tect-s j 11 
London in l '961 R khard B'Llck mi rister Fuller spoke on th-e task of th--e arx:hitect 
i 11 the present world situation. A-s thirty years before, Fuller devel-ope<l a 
plan.n.i ng programme that was to span the er.it ire ~·1-ort d. He projected the idea 
-of a world in wh ic.h the means of exfstence had been made rompfete ly av.ai tabte 
to mankind, The architect, he said, must become a vJorld pl arine r who has 
arrived at a fixed hierarchy of process-es in the world and on the bas is oi this 
hterarchy p-racti-ses world town planning v1tth .al I the -sde nti fie aids at his 
-cHsposal. 

... I propose that the architectural departments of all the universities around 
the world be encouraged by the u l A to invest the next ten years in a continuing 
problem of how to make the total world's resources serve 100% of humanity 
th rough competent design. 

The general theory of education at present starts students off with element
ary components and gradually increases the size of the complex of compon
ents with which the student will be concerned. The scheme IS to go from the 
particular towards the whole but seems never to reach the whole. In many of 
the architectural schools the first-year student is given a problem in terms of a 
country town and has to plan and design the build in gs for that country town. 
The next year he must do a larger town, ~ small ifo'dus.trial town. In the .third 
year he is engaged in a large industria 1 city, and m his fourth year he is en
gaged with larger cities, such as London or New York. The schools ne.ver reach 
out to national let alone world problems. Local town p!anmng IS almost 
everywhere inv;lidated by the sweep of world events. The automobile hi~h
way cloverleaf programmes are inadeq'.'ate to the concep.t of total man bemg 
advantaged with his own vehicle; parkmg pro b!ems continually frustrate and 
negate the too-loca 1 horizon of town planning. 

The first year's total world plannin.g by the students ar.cd its design.ed 
implementation may be expected to dESclose great amateurishness and m
adequacies, but not only will the criticism c?~e from the architectu~a! pro
fession it wi!! also be evoked from the pohllcos, from the economists, the 
industrialists, excited by its treading on their doorsteps, out of which criticism 
the next year's round of world designing by the students may. be greatly 
advantaged. The second, third, and fourth years should show swin a""."lera
tion in the comprehension of the problem and the degree of sat!Sfact1on of 
the problem. . 

The world planning by the students must be predicated upon the concept of 
first things first, upon a scheduled hierarchy of e\•ents. . 

The comprehensive world resources data no'." exi_s'. m a nu m her of estab
lishments, but is primarily available to a 11 the umverSlties of th_e world through 
u N ES co. What u NE sco does not have, it is in a good poS!hon to direct the 
researcher to successfully acquire. 
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At the p_resent _moment ~n history,_ what is spoken of as foreign policy by 
the respective nations consists essentially of their plans to bring about con
di lions which would uniquely foster their respective unique kinds of survival 
in the Malthusian 'you or me-ness'. • For any one of the foreign policies of any 
of the nations or groups of nations to become a world plan, would mean that 
approximately half of the world's nations would have to surrender, and would 
mean the development of a highly biased plan as applied to the whole. In the 
nature of politi~l com.promises, it is logical to assume that the foreign policy 
of any one natcon will never succeed in satEsfying con1prehensive \Vorld 
planning. " 

It is clearly manifest, however, in this Sixth Congress of the International 
Unioi; of ;\rchitects that the architects are able to think regarding such world 
planning m a manner transcendental to any political bias. My experience 
around the world and amongst the students tel Is me that the students them
selves tend always to transcend po Ii tical bias and that all of them are con
cerned with_ the c:in~pt of making. the world work through competent design. 

In much mvest1gati::m ~nd enqmry I have had no negative response to the 
programme of orgamzatwn of the student capability to the raising of the 
performanc: of the world resou;ces to serve JOO% of humanity by peaceful, 
comprehensive laboratory experiment and progressive design evolution. 

It is probable that .if th~ architectural students are progressively disciplined 
to breadth of capab~hty m c_hem ist;y, physics, mathematics, bio-chemi stry, 
psychology, economics, and mdustnal technology, that they will swiftly and 
ably penetrate the most advanced scientific minds resident in the university, 
and as thelf programmes evolve fi:om year to year in improving capability, 
that the students wrll be able to brmg the highest integral scientific resources 
of man to bear upon their so lu tio ns of world town planning and j ts design 
instrumentation and operationa I regencra tion. 

The. next Congr:ss sho~ld then be almost completely preoccupied with 
rcv1ewmg all such mventones and plans - with this first stocktaking of what 
man has to do, and what he has to do it with ! What wL 1 appear will un
questwnab ly be world news of the first order, and not only world news but 
the news that men all around the Earth have waited for. The common goals 
fo~ an to work toward will be reduced from empty words to simple physical 
o bject1ves. 

."" 11.1 al= hu~, the: Brlti~h econ-a-mist~ I 766-1834. Malthus. p-rG~·c:d that the po-pu I ati on -of the Ear! h 
1 n-c r-ca-s-cs Jn ,ge-on1ei nc-al prosression, I he fo-o-d sup-ply only in ariHutEetical progresslo-n. 
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1962 Walter Pichler/Hans Hollein: 
Absolute architecture 

Abs.ol1Jte arcfiitecture- 'human beings ar-e no·N merely toiera.ted Jn its dcrnain'_ 
Tnis proposition by Walter Pi-chi-er {h. l 936 in Ponte No'Ja) is. t'he most absolute 
~hesfs ir: th-e ari::hiteo:::tural manifestoes of our century. For absolute means 
deta(hed. Me-ans :here: detached from his.tory, deta-d1ed from deeds, deta<:h-ed 
from thought. And abs.olute ar(h.ite-cture rnean-s here: architecture free<l from 
its object, man; non-ob jectiv.e a.rx: h itectu re. The chain of a.<lve ntu res -u nde rg-one 
by those ~vh-o set OIJt i r. this century to t ea.r n a ne'N ar-ch i te<tu re .end-;; in the 
totally uncommitted p-henomeno.'l of an 'Absolute Ar(h~te(ture'. It ~s. adds 
Hans Holle~n {b-.1934 ~fl V~enr:o}, purposeless. 

Architecture. It is born of the most powerful thoughts. For men it will be a 
compulsion, they wi II stifle in it or they will live - live, as I mean the word. 
Architecture is not an j ntegument for the primitive i nsti nets of the masses. 
Architecture is an embodiment of the power and longings of a few men. lt is 
a brutal affair that has long since ceased to make use of art. It has no con
sideration for stupidity and weakness. H never serves. It crushes those who 
cannot bear it. Architecture is the law of those who do not believe in the law 
but make it. It is a weapon. Architecture ruthlessly employs the strongest 
means at its disposal at any given moment. Machines have taken possession 
of it and human beings are now merely tolerated in its domain. 

Walter Pichler 

Architecture is a spiritual order, realized through building. 
Architecture - an idea butlt into infinite space, manifesting man's spiritual 

energy and power, the material form and expression of his destiny, of his life. 
From its origins untll today the essence and meaning of architecture have not 
changed. To build is a basic hum an need. It is first manifested not in the 
putting up of protective roofs, but in the erection of sacred structu~es, 1n the 
indication of focal points of human activity- the beginning of the city. 

All building is religious. . . 
Architecture- the expression of man himself - at once flesh and spmt. 
Architecture is elemental, sensual, prlmitive, brutal, terrible, mighty, 

dominating. 
But it is also the embodiment of the most su btlc emotions, a sensitive record 

of the most refined sensa lions, a material iza ti on of the spiritua I. 
Architecture is not the satisfaction of the needs of the mediocre, is not an 

environment for the petty happiness of the masses. Architecture is made by 
those who stand at the highest level of culture and civilization, at the peak of 
their epoch's development. Architecture is an affair of the elite. A_rchitecture -
space - determines with the means of building. Architecture domma tes space. 
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Dominates it by shooting up into the heights; it hollows ont the earth, projects 
and soars far above the ground, spreads in all directions. Dominates it through 
mass and throngh emptiness. Dominates space through space. 

This architecture is not a matter of beauty. If we desire beauty at all, it is 
not so much beauty of form, of proportion, as a sensual beauty of elemental 
force. 

The shape of a bni ldi ng does not evo! ve out of the material conditions of a 
purpose. A building ought not to dis play its u ti I itarian function, is not the 
expression of structure and construction~ is not a covering or a refuge. A 
building is itself. 

Architecture is pu rpose!ess. 
What we build will find its uti!iza ti on. 
Form does not follow function. Form does not arise of its own accord. It is 

the great decision of man to make a building as a cnbe, a pyramid or a sphere. 
Form in architecture is determined by the individual, is built form. 
Today, for the first time in human history, at this point in time when an 

immensely advanced science and perfected technology offer us all possible 
means, we build what and how we will, we make an archi lecture that is not 
determined by technology but utilizes technology, a pure, absolute archi
tecture. 

Today man is master over infinite space. 

Hans Hol/ein 
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1962 Vona Friedman: 
The ten principles of space town planning 

l . The future of towns : they will be centres of leisure, of entertai n:nent, centres 
of public life, centres of organi~tion a.nd of decis10ns of p~bhc mterest. The 
other functions (work, product10n) will be more and i;ime automated an~ 
consequently, less and less linked to the great agglomeratio~s. T~e raw mat,er1-
al 'worker' will Jose its importance and be transformed mto spectator or 
~clientJ. 

2. The new society of towns must not be influenced by the town planner. 
Social distinctions between the different quarters must be spontaneous. A 
surplus of about IO % is suffici_ent for t~e i nha bitan ts to be a b!e to choose 
their respective quarters accordmg to theu social preferences. 

3. The big cities must be able to contain, in place of industry, agriculture. The 
urban peas.ant is a socjal necessity. 

4. Towns must be ai«conditioned. The air-conditioning of towns permits a 
greater freedom and a greater efficacy as to usage : the streets become centres 
of pu bLic life. 

5. The buildings which co!!ecti vely form the physica 1 town must be on a le_ve! 
with modem technology (today's bridges, for example, are often severa 1 miles 
long). 

6. A new town 'risen from the desert' is not generally viable. Big cities. co~e 
into existence through the development of former small towns: the big city 
must be the intensification of existing towns. 

7. The three-d imensiona! technique of town p Janning ( spafal town planning) 
permits the grouping of quarters both juxtaposed and supenmposed. 

8. The buildings that make up towns must be skeletons that ~n ~e filled at 
will. The fitting out of the skeletons will depend upon the imtia tive of each 
inhabitant. 

9. We do not know the optimum size of a town. In any case, e.;perience shows 
that towns with fewer than three million inhabitants relapse mto provmc1al
ism, towns with more than this number become g1ganllc: There~ ore a h mit of 
three million inhabitants seems empirically to l>e the ophmum size. 

IO. Foreseeing a tendency for the population to gravitate 10\~ards. the citie_s, 
it is no exaggeration to estimate that in the near future cities will contam 
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80-85 % of humanity (instead of 50% as at present). Hence the large agglom
eration that has the advantage socially (entertainments) and technically (air
conditio ni ng, transport) will win the day over other types of agglomeration. 
It is no exaggeration to imagine the who le of F ranee contained in ten to 
twelve cities of 3,000,000 inhabitants, the whole of Europe in 100 to 120 cities, 
the whole of China in 200 cities and the whole world agglomerated in J 000 
big cities. 

.... "'"f .. 

1963 We demand 

From the exh-ibttion 'Heimat, Dein-c Hause:-' in. Stuttgart, 
June 1963 

From the state new land regulations ensuring for town 
planning the right of disposal over land 
ownership in areas of co nee n tratio n ; a change 
in the laws governing building assistance. 

From the province decisive participation by progressive planners 
and architects in formulating the new 
provincial building regulations. 

From the municipalities independent planning, freed from romantic 
prejudices and chance boundaries of ownership, 
independent architects as p Ian ners, more 
planning competitions. 

From the building societies better designed dwellings through the 
employment of better architects, support for 
planning, recognition and assumption of 
cu 1t nral responsibilities. 

From property owners more consideration for the public interest, less 
self-interest, understanding and openness 
towards planning. 

From the architects consciousness of the artistic task of 
architecture, more consideration of the socia 1, 
economic and technological developments 
connected with their work, elimination from the 
profession of the evils of brokerage and 
spe:cu 1at Con. 

From the universities participation in public problems, so that their 
research work may be acknowledged and 
utilized. 

From the press more space for the needs of planning and 
habjtation, more criticism and enlightenment 
instead of mere factual reports. 

From the surveyors' offices collaboration in the realization of new forms of 
dwelling and estate layout, separation of the 
legal and technical aspects, unbureaucratic 
fulfilment of their tasks, decisions on questions 
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of form in conjunction with independent 
architects, people not to be prevented from 
obtaining better housing by outdated laws and 
outmoded principles. 

Max Bacher, Wi!fried Beck-Erlang, Walter Belz, 
Siegfried Hieber, Hans Kanu11erer, Hans Luz, 
Werner Luz, Gerhard Schwab. 

~ .,. 
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